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Welcome...
... to the Genomatix Genome Analyzer Bioinformatics workbench manual.
The Genomatix Genome Analyzer is Genomatix' integrated solution for comprehensive
second-level analysis of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data from ChIP-Seq, RNASeq or genotyping experiments. Each analyzer is brimming with state-of-the-art technology that sheds light on biological context – essential to help you understand the big
picture.
The GGA produces results of higher relevance, answering your scientific questions with
even greater precision than before.

With its two distinct faces:

•
•

the browser based interface for quick and intuitive access and easily comprehensible visualization of data and
the command line input alternative for the bio-informatics specialist
wanting to integrate scripts and tools in proprietary pipelines or to
directly access the underlying data and data structures,

the Genomatix Genome Analyzer provides:

•
•
•

state-of-the-art technologies of the Genomatix Software Suite plus
additional analysis capabilities for large data sets from Next Generation Sequencing experiments,
first class genome annotation and background data for 26 species,
fully integrated automatic ChIP-Seq data analysis workflow (classification and clustering of reads, sequence extraction, transcription
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factor analysis, automatic generation of binding site motifs and
weight matrices from the data),

•
•

true second-level analysis that shows you the biology behind your
data,
command line tools and direct annotation database access allowing integration in your own workflows.

If there are any open questions that are not covered in this manual you are always welcome to contact us

via email:
support@genomatix.de
or
support-us@genomatix.com (US and Canada)

via phone: +49 89 599766 0

We're confident that the Genome Analyzer will help you reach your scientific goals
quicker and more easily.

Thank you for choosing a Genomatix product.

The Genomatix Team
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Bioinformatics Workbench
Introduction
This part of the manual describes the command line software available on the Genomatix
Genome Analyzer (GGA). All the available programs can be used as stand-alone solutions but it is - of course - also possible to integrate them into any workflows or pipelines
by scripts or remote procedure calls via ssh.
Please see Appendix E on the very back of this manual for detailed instructions on how
to log in to access the Bioinformatics Workbench and the files in your account.
Most of the programs can either be called with command line parameters or by providing
a file containing all the required options. Both will be explained in detail for each of the
tools in the following chapters.
In general these will first give some background information on the program, then list the
possible input options and parameters and finally show the output options together with
one or more examples.
The notation of any command line parameters follows this pattern: Uppercase letters of
the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available options
are listed in brackets and the default is usually given in parentheses.
Any important side notes are printed in oblique to raise your attention!

Input or output file examples will be printed in a typewriter font
on a framed background like this.

Command line input will look like this.
Sometimes you'll come across placeholders like <sequence_file> or <result>. To
properly run the tool, replace those by a filename (sometimes you might need to include
a path, as well) of your choice.
Most of the tools can be run using your own sequences as well as sequences taken from
the locally installed sequence database. To access specific sequences from the database you'll have to provide one or several accession number(s) and the path to the index
file of the pre-installed database. The default path to the index file is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx unless you have been provided additional information
upon delivery of your GGA. A list of all available sequence databases can be found in
Appendix B.
Some programs also need the Genomatix Matrix Library or the Genomatix Model Library
or make use of user-defined matrices or models. The places to find those can either be
given as a command line parameter, within a parameter file or as an environment variable. The Genome Analyzer comes pre-installed with different versions of the Genomatix
libraries. These can be found at /gx_libraries/. Per default the environment variables
are pre-set for each user, pointing to the most recent version of the Genomatix libraries.
If you defined any matrices or models using the web interface you can also use these
for searching. User-defined matrices are located in /gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/,
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Introduction
user-defined models in /gx_web/<user_id>/Models/. Environment variables for the
user-specific directories will be set out-of-the-box. To display your user id, please enter
sudo get_gx_userid.sh
on the command line.
Here is a list of all environment variables that should be pre-set on your system (as of
April 2019):
• MATDIR=/gx_libraries/111_library/
• UMATDIR=/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
• MODELDIR=/gx_libraries/63_model_library/
• UMODELDIR=/gx_web/<user_id>/Models/
• DIALIGN2_DIR=/gx_libraries/dialign_prof/
• PILIB=/gx_libraries/PromInsp.lib
Please note that these variables are only available if you use the default bash-shell as
your command line interpreter. If you switch to another shell you may have to set them
manually! A list of available library versions can be found in Appendix D.
We hope this manual will help you get the most from your Genomatix Genome Analyzer.
If any questions remain or if you run into any problems you're always welcome to contact
us at:
support@genomatix,de (via email)
support-us@genomatix.com (via email, US and Canadian users)
+49 89 599766 0 (via phone)
+49 89 599766 55 (via fax)
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NGSanalyzer
General Background
NGSanalyzer is a program to analyze short sequence reads from next generation sequencing experiments. It currently provides two different strategies for the analysis of
data from RNA-Seq and ChIP-Seq experiments. For the analysis the NGSanalyzer requires the genomic position of the individual reads. For both types of experiments the
sequence reads are classified by their association with features from the ElDorado genome annotation (exon, intron, partial, promoter, intergenic region). The results of the
classification and the distribution of the reads to the individual chromosome are summarized in a statistical overview. In the second step the reads are analyzed for local enrichments (cluster) representing genomic regions bound by protein (ChIP-Seq) or being expressed (RNA-Seq). The threshold applied by the clustering algorithm reflects the density of the data set assuming a Poisson distribution. For ChIP-Seq experiments data from
an additional 'input-control' experiment can be provided. Unspecific enrichments detected in the 'input-control' data are then subtracted from the ChIP experiment. The clusters are classified and summarized in a statistical overview. In a third step a normalized
expression/enrichment value (NE) is calculated for each exon/cluster. For RNA-Seq NEvalues are provided for the whole transcript and for the most and least expressed exon
of the transcript. The results are again summarized in a statistical overview.
Part of the NGS_analyzer functionality is described in

•

Sultan M, et al (2008)
A Global View of Gene Activity and Alternative Splicing by
Deep Sequencing of the Human Transcriptome
Science 321 (5891), 956-60

Getting started
NGSanalyzer is started from the command line via:
NGSanalyzer <parameter_file>
The detailed structure of the parameter file is described below.

Program Input
The parameter file for the NGSanalyzer contains the required information about the input
data, the location for the results, and the settings for the analysis.
Example
Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a ChIP-Seq
experiment with 'input-control'.
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a '#' contain a comment describing the parameter in the following line.
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NGSanalyzer
1: # RNA/CHIP: type of analysis
2: chip
3: # 0: reads are NOT strand specific / 1: reads are strand specific
4: 0
5: # directory for results
6: ./results
7: # result name (sub-directory)
8: PolII
9: # ElDorado version (12-2017/12-2016/02-2016/06-2015/12-2013/12-2012)
10: 12-2017
11: # Organism (hsa/mmu/rno/...)
12: hsa
13: # file with read coordinates for experiment (RNA/ChIP)
14: ./data/PolII.bam
1
15: # window size for clustering (-1: 100bp (default) / >0: user provided)
16: -1
17: # threshold for clustering (-1: calculated from data / >=3: user provided)
18: -1
19: # file with read coordinates for input control (optional, for ChIP only)
20: ./data/input.bed
21: # window size for clustering (-1: 100bp (default) / >0: user provided)
22: -1
23: # threshold for clustering (-1: calculated from data / >=3: user provided)
24: -1

Description of the parameters:
Line 2: type of analysis strategy
• rna: RNA-Seq/DGE
chip: ChIP-Seq
Line 4: strand specificity of the sequencing experiment
• 0 : reads are NOT strand specific
• 1 : reads are strand specific
Line 6: path to the result directory, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Line 8: label for the analysis, generated as a subdirectory in the result directory
Line 10: release date of the ElDorado version used for the analysis
Line 12: the experimental data is derived from the organism according to this three letter code (see Appendix C for a full list):
• hsa = Homo sapiens (human)
• mmu = Mus musculus (mouse)
• rno = Rattus norvegicus (rat)
Line 14: path to the file containing the input data, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from. For BAM files the filename needs to be followed by
a '1' separated by a 'tab'. For BED or BigBED files this is not needed, if you want to
provide the parameter, put a '0' instead of the '1'.
Line 16: window size used for the clustering algorithm
• -1 : default (100bp)
• >0 : user provided
© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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Line 18: threshold for the clustering
• -1 : default, calculated from the data set applying a Poisson distribution
• >=3 : user provided
Line 20: path to the file containing the input data for the 'input-control' (only used for
ChIP-Seq experiments). For BAM files the filename needs to be followed by a '1' separated by a 'tab'. For BED or BigBED files this is not needed, if you want to provide the
parameter, put a '0' instead of the '1'.
Line 22: window size used for the clustering algorithm ('input-control')
Line 24: threshold for the clustering ('input-control')
If the input files containing the genomic positions for the individual reads are in BED
format they must have the following structure:
Col 1 : chromosome (starting with chr)
Col 2 : start position of the read (counting starts from 0)
Col 3 : end position of the read (start < end, represents the last nucleotide of the sequence + 1 )
Col 4 : SeqId (alpha-numerical value, <=50 characters, optional)
Col 5 : Score (usually the quality score of the mapping, optional)
Col 6 : strand information (optional)
+ : plus strand
- : minus strand
0 : no strand information available
Example Input File in BED format:
chr16
chr6
chr3
chr11

12627858
138818130
64391917
78474074

12627881
138818153
64391940
78474097

443_25_1117_F3
443_25_1117_F3
443_33_1511_F3
443_33_1511_F3

0.826087
0.826087
0.826087
0.826087

+
+
+
-

NGSanalyzer uses sorted files internally. Unsorted files will automatically be sorted during the analysis. However, if you want to use an input file for several analyses (e.g. an
input control) you can use the 'NGSsort' tool to pre-sort the file. This will shorten the time
needed for the analyses as NGSanalyzer's sorting step can be skipped. The NGSsort
tool can be called like this:
NGSsort <input_file> <output_file>
Where "<input_file>" has to be replaced by the name (and path if needed) of the file
you want to sort, "<output_file>" by the name (and path) chosen for the sorted result.

Program Output
NGSanalyzer produces a set of files containing the results. The list differs for the three
different analysis strategies.
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RNA-Seq:
00.analysis.log
02.read_statistics.tsv
03.cluster.bed
03.cluster.tsv
04.cluster_classification.tsv
05.cluster_statistics.tsv
07.expression_profile.bed
07.expression_profile.tsv
07.expression_profile_all.list
07.expression_profile_top.list
08.expression_statistics.tsv
result.xml
ChIP-Seq (without input-control):
00.analysis.log
02.read_statistics_ChIP.tsv
03.cluster_ChIP.bed
03.cluster_ChIP.tsv
04.cluster_classification.tsv
05.cluster_statistics.tsv
result.xml
ChIP-Seq (with input-control):
00.analysis.log
02.read_statistics_ChIP.tsv
02.read_statistics_input.tsv
03.cluster_ChIP.bed
03.cluster_ChIP.tsv
03.cluster_input.bed
03.cluster_input.tsv
03.cluster_final.bed
03.cluster_final.tsv
04.cluster_classification.tsv
05.cluster_statistics.tsv
result.xml
The content and the structure of the individual files is described in detail below.

•

analysis.log (00)
The file contains the information from the parameter file (input file,
window size, threshold). It provides some basic numbers about the
analysis (lines read from input file, number of reads analyzed, number of clusters detected). If the analysis was interrupted the reason
is stated here.
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•

•

read_statistics (02)
The file contains the statistical summary of the individual reads. It
provides three types of information:
1. length distribution of the reads
2. correlation of the reads with the genomic elements (from
read_classification). The information which fraction of the genome
belongs to a specific class is provided, too.
3. distribution of the reads to the individual chromosomes.
cluster (03)
The .tsv file contains 9 columns (tab-separated) for each detected
cluster.
1 : cluster id
2 : contig/chromosome accession number
3 : chromosome
4 : strand
5 : start position of the cluster
6 : end position of the cluster
7 : length of the cluster
8 : number of reads in the cluster
9 : normalized expression/enrichment value (NE) calculated for
the cluster (see description below)

Example:
Window size: 100bp
Threshold: 11
Id
Contig
Chromosome Strand Start
0
NC_000001 chr1
0
554310
1
NC_000001 chr1
0
558569
2
NC_000001 chr1
0
703750

End
558436
560173
703926

Length
4127
1605
177

#Reads
7228
2489
17

NE
0.80225
0.71036
0.04399

The corresponding .bed file contains the genomic positions of the clusters in BED-file
format (e.g. for upload in RegionMiner)

•
•

cluster_classification (04)
The file provides the genomic classification for each cluster (corresponding to the read_classification file).
cluster_statistics (05)
The file contains the statistical summary of the individual clusters.
1. how many clusters were detected
2. how many reads are located in clusters
3. statistics about size and density of the clusters
4. correlation of the reads with the genomic elements (from
read_classification)
The information which fraction of the genome belongs to a specific class is provided, too.
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•

expression_profile (07)
The "expression_profile.tsv" file contains 16 columns (tab-separated) for each transcript annotated in ElDorado.
1: transcript ID (ElDorado)
2: accession number of the transcript (external e.g. RefSeq, Genbank, Ensembl)
3: locus ID (ElDorado)
4: symbol of the gene
5: gene ID (NCBI Entrez Gene)
6: contig/chromosome accession number
7: chromosome
8: strand
9: start position of the transcript
10: end position of the transcript (start < end)
11: length of the transcript (sum of exons)
12: number of exons
13: number of reads in all exons
14: normalized expression value for the least expressed exon
15: normalized expression value for the most expressed exon
16: normalized expression value for the whole transcript
The corresponding .bed file contains the genomic positions of the
transcripts in BED-file format (e.g. for upload in RegionMiner).
The '07_expression_profile_top.list' file contains the GeneIDs of
the top 5,000 expressed genes, the normalized expression value
of their highest scoring transcript and the gene symbol. (This file
can be used for upload into BiblioSphere.)
The '07_expression_profile_all.list' file contains the GeneIDs of all
genes annotated in ElDorado, the normalized expression value of
their highest scoring transcript (if present) and the gene symbol.

Example for the .tsv output:
Please note: The output table has been divided into several blocks to fit in the page!
TranscriptId
GXT_22740060
GXT_22016231
GXT_21915703

Accn
ENST00000390558
AK092785
NM_001025158

ContigAccn
NC_000014
NC_000014
NC_000005
Transcript length
1418
1338
1138

LocusId
GXL_744227
GXL_744227
GXL_103329

Chromosome
chr14
chr14
chr5
#exons
5
6
6

Symbol
IGH@
IGH@
CD74

GeneId
3492
3492
972

Strand
-

Start
105389522
105391367
149761393

End
105393367
105401503
149772525

#reads
29154
24747
9672

min.NE (exon)
12.85619
0.00000
14.76328

max.NE (exon)
79.91358
79.91358
24.42183
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NE (transcr)
54.32536
48.87054
22.45716
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•

•

expression_statistics (08)
The file provides a statistical summary about the number of expressed transcripts and genes.It also gives the information how
many transcripts are expressed at a specific intensity (histogram
with 50 classes).
result_xml
This file combines the contents of the read_statistics, cluster_statistics and expression_statistics files into a single XML file that can
be used to find distinct values using an XML parser.

Normalized Expression Value (NE value)
The normalized expression value (NE value) given in the output of NGSanalyzer is calculated based on the following formula:

where 'NE' is the normalized expression value, '#readsregion' the amount of reads (sum
of basepairs) falling into either the transcript or the cluster region, '#readsmapped' the
amount of all mapped reads (in basepairs), 'lengthregion' the transcript or cluster length in
base pairs and 'c' a normalization constant set to 107.
Related tools
NGSSort
NGSanalyzer uses sorted files internally. Unsorted files will automatically be sorted during the analysis. However, if you want to use an input file for several analyses (e.g. an
input control) you can use the 'NGSsort' tool to pre-sort the file. This will shorten the time
needed for the analyses as NGSanalyzer's sorting step can be skipped. You will also
need to sort any files that you want to use with NGSread_classification or NGSregion_classification as described below. The NGSsort tool can be called like this:
NGSsort <input_file> <output_file>
Where "<input_file>" has to be replaced by the name (and path if needed) of the file
you want to sort, "<output_file>" by the name (and path) chosen for the sorted result.

NGSread_classification, NGSregion_classification
If you just want the classification part of NGSanalyzer to assess the genomic association
of reads or regions, you can use 'NGSread_classification' for raw reads or 'NGSregion_classification' for clusters/peaks. Both can be called like this:
NGSread_classification <parameter_file>
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where "<parameter_file>" has to be replaced by the name (and path if needed) of a
reduced NGSanalyzer parameter file, that looks like this:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

# 0: reads are NOT strand specific / 1: reads are strand specific
0
# directory for results
./results
# result name (sub-directory)
PolII
# ElDorado version (12/2017/12-2016/02-2016/06-2015/12-2013/12-2012)
12-2017
# Organism (hsa/mmu/rno/...)
hsa
# file with read coordinates for experiment (RNA/ChIP)
./data/PolII.bed

Description of the parameters:
Line 2: strand specificity of the sequencing experiment
• 0 : reads are NOT strand specific
• 1 : reads are strand specific
Line 4: path to the result directory, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Line 6: label for the analysis, generated as a subdirectory in the result directory
Line 8: release date of the ElDorado version used for the analysis (see Appendix D)
Line 10: the experimental data is derived from the organism according to this three letter code (see Appendix C for a full list)
Line 12: path to the file containing the input data, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Please note, that the input file needs to be sorted! You can use NGSsort to create a
sorted file.
NGSread_classification will output the files
00.analysis.log
01.read_classification.tsv
02.read_statistics.tsv
result.xml
in the given subdirectory. Please refer to the descriptions in the 'Program
output' section above for more detailed information.
Please note that the read classification file can become extensively large! (It will be the
size of the input file plus the space needed for the classification.)
NGSregion_classification will output the files
00.analysis.log
04.region_classification.tsv
05.region_statistics.tsv
result.xml
in the given subdirectory. Again, please refer to the description in the 'Program output' section above for details.
© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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NGSread_statistics
If you just want a read statistics without the classification for each read, you can use
'NGSread_statistics', which can be called like this:
NGSread_statistics <parameter_file>
where "<parameter_file>" has to be replaced by the name (and path if needed) of a
reduced NGSanalyzer parameter file, that looks like this:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

# 0: reads are NOT strand specific / 1: reads are strand specific
0
# directory for results
./results
# result name (sub-directory)
PolII
# ElDorado version (12-2017/12-2016/02-2016/06-2015/12-2013/12-2012)
12-2017
# Organism (hsa/mmu/rno/...)
hsa
# file with read coordinates for experiment (RNA/ChIP)
./data/PolII.bed

Description of the parameters:
Line 2: strand specificity of the sequencing experiment
• 0 : reads are NOT strand specific
• 1 : reads are strand specific
Line 4: path to the result directory, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Line 6: label for the analysis, generated as a subdirectory in the result directory
Line 8: release date of the ElDorado version used for the analysis (see Appendix D)
Line 10: the experimental data is derived from the organism according to this three letter code (see Appendix C for a full list):
Line 12: path to the file containing the input data, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
NGSread_statistics will output the files
00.analysis.log
02.read_statistics.tsv
result.xml
in the given subdirectory. Please refer to the descriptions in the 'Program
output' section above for more detailed information.
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General Background
As an alternative to NGSanalyzer, the MACS (Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq) software for the analysis of ChIP-Seq data comes pre-installed on the GGA.
MACS is written by Yong Zhang and Tao Liu from Xiaole Shirley Liu's Lab at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute at Harvard School of Public Health.
MACS has been published in

•

Zhang Y, et al (2008)
Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS)
Genome Biology 9 (9), R137

For more information on the MAC software please visit:
http://liulab.dfci.harvard.edu/MACS/

Program input
MACS can be used with different file formats. It accepts BED, ELAND, SAM/BAM and
BOWTIE output. The default is BED format.
Please note that the strand information (column 6) needs to be present in the BED file!
Input of MACS parameters via command line
There are two versions of MACS available, MACS 1.3.7 and MACS 1.4.1.
To start MACS 1.3.7 use:
macs -t <input-file>
For MACS 1.4.1 call:
macs14 -t <input-file>
In both calls please replace <input-file> by the name of a file containing the reads to be
clustered.
All MACs parameters need to be entered directly on the command line. The two versions
differ in the set of parameters, which can be listed with
macs --help

or
macs14 --help

respectively.
Please refer to this list for help and details on the parameters for MACS.
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Example:
macs -t STAT_t.bed -c STAT_c.bed --name=STAT1 --tsize=27
will use 'STAT_t.bed' as treatment, 'STAT_c.bed' as control file. The read length is set
to 27, all output files will have 'STAT1_' as a prefix.

Program Output
MACS writes all of its output files into the directory where it was started in.
The output consists of two tab delimited files suitable for Excel import, a bed file, an R
file that can be used to generate a PDF of the read distribution in the model and optionally
wig files containing the raw read distribution on each chromosome.
<name>_peaks.xls is a tabular file containing information about called peaks. You can

open it in Excel. Information includes: chromosome name, start position of peak, end
position of peak, length of peak region, peak summit position related to the start position
of peak region, number of tags in peak region, -10*log10(p-value) for the peak region
(i.e. if the p-value =1e-10, then this value should be 100), fold enrichment for this region
against a random Poisson distribution with local lambda, FDR in percentage.
Please note that coordinates in this file are 1-based which is different from the BED
format!
<name>_negative_peaks.xls is a tabular file which contains the same information as

above for negative peaks. Negative peaks are called by swapping the treatment and
control channel.
Example:
# This file is generated by MACS
# ARGUMENTS LIST:
# name = STAT1
# format = BED
# ChIP-seq file = ../Demo/NGS/data/STAT1/STAT_stimulated.bed
# control file = ../Demo/NGS/data/STAT1/STAT_unstimulated.bed
# effective genome size = 2.70e+09
# tag size = 27
# band width = 300
# model fold = 32
# pvalue cutoff = 1.00e-05
# Ranges for calculating regional lambda are : peak_region,1000,5000,10000
# unique tags in treatment: 19684404
# total tags in treatment: 21719413
# unique tags in control: 17527930
# total tags in control: 19750326
# d = 126
chr
start
end
length
summit
tags
-10*log10(pvalue) fold_enrichment
chr1
823419
823814
396
279
14
59.78
11.11
chr1
865546
867580
2035
628
148
134.34
7.30
chr1
938183
938981
799
420
60
130.97
8.03
chr1
1058635
1059146
512
314
18
55.06
9.22
chr1
1060313
1061339
1027
482
223
2055.67
92.18
chr1
1164847
1165431
585
270
41
117.78
8.27
chr1
1347853
1348904
1052
497
208
1716.92
72.00
chr1
1358358
1359004
647
222
67
305.11
18.85
chr1
1488975
1489428
454
172
24
80.67
8.24
chr1
1827292
1828067
776
406
64
117.49
9.66

FDR(%)
5.80
0.70
0.74
6.81
0.00
1.01
0.00
0.03
3.14
1.04

<name>_peaks.bed is a standard BED format file which contains the peak locations.
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Example:
track
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1

name="MACS peaks for STAT1"
823418
823814
MACS_peak_1 59.78
865545
867580
MACS_peak_2 134.34
938182
938981
MACS_peak_3 130.97
1058634
1059146
MACS_peak_4 55.06
1060312
1061339
MACS_peak_5 2055.67
1164846
1165431
MACS_peak_6 117.78
1347852
1348904
MACS_peak_7 1716.92
1358357
1359004
MACS_peak_8 305.11
1488974
1489428
MACS_peak_9 80.67
1827291
1828067
MACS_peak_10
117.49
2116162
2116925
MACS_peak_11
60.16

<name>_model.r is an R script which you can use to produce a PDF image about the

model based on your data. You can do this by typing e.g.:
$ R --vanilla < STAT1_model.r
Then a pdf file <name>_model.pdf (or, for the given example: STAT1_model.pdf) will be
created in your current directory.
Example for the PDF output:

<name>_treat/control_afterfiting.wig.gz files in <name>_MACS_wiggle directory

are wiggle format files which can be imported e.g. to UCSC genome browser.
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MatInspector is a software tool that uses a large library of matrix descriptions for transcription factor binding sites to locate matches in DNA sequences. MatInspector is almost as fast as a search for IUPAC strings but has been shown to produce superior
results. It assigns a quality rating to matches and thus allows quality-based filtering and
selection of matches.
The first version of MatInspector is described in

•

Quandt K, Frech K, Karas H, Wingender E, Werner T (1995)
MatInd and MatInspector: new fast and versatile tools for detection of consensus matches in nucleotide sequence data.
Nucleic Acids Res. 23, 4878-84

A paper describing all the new features of the current version of MatInspector is

•

Cartharius K, Frech K, Grote K, Klocke B, Haltmeier M,
Klingenhoff A, Frisch M, Bayerlein M, Werner T (2005)
MatInspector and beyond: promoter analysis based on transcription factor binding sites.
Bioinformatics 21, 2933-2942.

Published research assisted by MatDefine or MatInspector should cite this article.
Features of MatInspector

•
•
•

Similar and/or functionally related transcription factor binding sites
are grouped into so-called matrix families.
Individually optimized default matrix similarity thresholds for all matrices.
User-defined IUPAC strings and predefined IUPAC libraries can
also be used.

General Background
MatInspector needs at least a sequence file, containing the DNA sequences to be analyzed for the presence of transcription factor binding sites. It accepts the most commonly
used sequence formats:
• EMBL format
• FASTA format
• GENBANK format
• GCG format (also RSF format)
• IG format
• plain sequence format
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The environment variables MATDIR and UMATDIR have to be set to the directories
where the library supplied by Genomatix and user-defined matrices are located. The
MATDIR variable is automatically pre-set to the correct path to the newest Genomatix
matrix library. (Please see Appendix D for a list of available library versions.)
To use a different version of the library, the MATDIR variable needs to be changed. To
use the matrix library 8.2, for example, the command
export MATDIR=/gx_libraries/82_library/
or the command line parameter (see below for all command line parameters)
... -MATDIR=/gx_libraries/82_library/
needs to be set.
UMATDIR needs to be set to employ the user-defined matrices for searching by MatInspector. Since user-defined matrices can be created with the program MatDefine in the
Genomatix Software Suite (web version), the UMATDIR variable then needs to be
changed by the UNIX-command:
export UMATDIR=/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set the environment variables.

Matrix library
The MatInspector matrix library consists of carefully selected descriptions for transcription factor binding sites.
The matrix library is divided into the subsections (or "groups")
• Fungi
• Insects
• Plants
• Vertebrates
• Miscellaneous (e.g. Bacteria) and
• General Core Promoter Elements (e.g. TATA box)
You can either select all matrices from one section or select a subset of individual matrices (or matrix families, depending on the "Matrix family"-selection) from each group.
Each matrix belongs to a so-called matrix family, where functionally similar matrices are
grouped together, eliminating redundant matches by MatInspector.
If matrix families are selected, MatInspector will only list the best match from a family for
each site. Otherwise (individual matrices selected) different but closely related matrices
might match at the same position on the sequence.
To get a full list of matrices available, please use the "Browse" feature in the MatBase
GUI.
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Program Input
MatInspector parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line parameters, e.g.:
matinspector -SEQ="<seq_file>" -RES="<result_file>"
where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be searched and <result_file> by the path/name of the output file.
Please note that no IUPAC searches can be carried out via command line!

• via a parameter file, e.g.:
matinspector -PAR=parameter_file
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
Both ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of MatInspector parameters via command line
For matrix searches, each MatInspector parameter can be entered directly in the command line. The list of parameters is available with
matinspector -HELP

Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -PROTein = 0
This parameter is redundant for MatInspector and needs not to be set. If it is
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used, it must be set to '0' as MatInspector accepts only DNA sequences as
input.
• -OFFSet = sequence offset in output
You can supply a number of base pairs that will be added to each position in
the output (the number can also be negative).
E.g., if you know the position for the transcription start site (or any position you
want to use as the "zero-point" of your sequence), the software can give all
matches relative to this position: if a TSP at position 100 is given, enter -100 as
an offset to get match positions ahead (negative distances) and behind (positive
distances) of the TSP.
Keyword parameters:
The following parameters are only necessary when GenBank or EMBL database sections are scanned. For these databases, the analysis can be restricted to sequences
containing user-defined keywords in their annotation. You can enter keywords that will
be searched in

•
•
•

the keyword line of the annotation (KEYWORDS in GenBank format, KW in EMBL format)
the definition line of the annotation (DEFINITION in GenBank format, DE in EMBL format)
the complete sequence annotation
• -KW_ALL = "all_keyword1,all_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the sequence annotation. Keywords cannot contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
• -KW_DE = "de_keyword1,de_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the definition line. Keywords cannot contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
• -KW_KW = "kw_keyword1,kw_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the keyword line. Keywords cannot
contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
• -KW_ALL_OP = combination of all_keywords [AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the complete annotation with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
• -KW_DE_OP = combination of de_keywords[AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the definition line with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
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• -KW_KW_OP = combination of kw_keywords[AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the keyword line with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
• -KW_COMB_OP = combination of keyword categories [AND/OR]
Boolean operator for the combination of the keyword categories in case keywords for several categories are entered.
MatInspector parameters:
• -PAR = <parameter-file>
all parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set
• -RESult = <result-file-name> (stdout)
The results will be written into the given file, which always will get the suffix
".out". If this parameter is not set, the result will be written to stdout.
• -MATDIR = <matrix library directory> (default via the environment variable)
The directory in which the Genomatix Matrix Library is searched. (see Appendix
D for a list)
• -UMATDIR = <directory of user-defined matrices>
The directory in which user-defined matrices are searched. User-defined matrices can be defined with the programs MatDefine or CoreSearch (within the Genomatix Software Suite). Both programs create the matrices in a file called
"user_defined.lib" which will reside in /gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
Either setting the parameter -UMATDIR=<dir> or setting the environment variable UMATDIR to this directory will allow searching for matches to these userdefined matrices. Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set
the environment variables.
• -MAXMImatches = [integer] (0=unlimited)
Maximum number of matches in output. If more matches are found, the listing
of the output is stopped.
• -STATistics = [Y|O(nly)|N] (N)
Show statistics of matches, i.e. a summary of how many matches for each matrix were found in how many input sequences. If "only statistics" is selected, the
listing of the single matches is suppressed.
• -MAPsigns = [integer] (0 = no ASCII-map)
Map output: no. of base pairs per ~ in map
Together with the list of matches, a pseudo-graphical map can be selected for
the output. If the map option is selected (-MAPsigns=1), each base of the sequence is listed and matches are displayed above (strand matches) or below
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(antisense strand matches). For -MAPsign values ≥ 2, a condensed map is displayed where each '~' represents the given number of base pairs.
Using this feature is not recommended if a database search is conducted, since
it will result in a very big output file!
• -OUTFILES = [0|1|2|3] (0)
Output formats:
0: standard MatInspector output, human-readable table
1: GenBank sequence file where the matches are annotated in the feature table
2: tab-delimited output, e.g. for import into Excel
3: common TFs table (overview of occurrence of matches in several sequences)
(see below for an example of the output formats)
• -MASKseq = [Y|N] (N)
create masked sequence file, i.e. a file with the input sequences where all found
binding sites are masked with N. The file will be called "<result_filename>.masked".
• -SORTorder = [S/M/Q] (S)
Output sort order
S: sort by match position on the sequence
M: matrix/IUPAC name (first all matches to matrix1, all to matrix2,...)
Q: sort by quality (i.e. matrix similarity or number of IUPAC mismatches)
• -ANChor = show anchor of the matrix family [Y|N] (N)
If this value is set to Yes, instead of the starting position of the match, the anchor
position of the matrix match (i.e. center position) is listed in the output.
• -NO_PVALues = [Y|N] (N, i.e. default is calculating p-values)
If this option is set, NO p-values are calculated (this is necessary, if many sequences are given in the input).
• -XML = [Y|O(nly)|N] (N)
create XML file. If this parameter is set to Yes, an additional xml file with the
matches will be written (name "<result_filename>.xml"). If -XML=O, no result
file, but only the xml file will be written. By default no xml file is written.
• -MATrices = 'matrix1 matrix2'
Tells MatInspector to search ONLY for the given matrix families or matrices,
(separated by ' ' or ',', e.g. 'V$NRSF'). If this parameter is not set, the complete
library section below is used for searching. If this parameter is set, the "-LIB"
parameter does not need to be set. Please use the "Browse" feature within the
MatBase GUI for a full list of available matrices and families.
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• -LIBraries = [vertebrates|others|plants|fungi|insects|miscellaneous] (vertebrates)
Tells MatInspector to search for all matrices within the given section(s).To allow
several sections, they need to be separated by ' ' or ','. For example, -LIB="vertebrates,plants" will search all matrix families from the vertebrate and the plant
section.
• -TISsues = 'tissue1;tissue2' (separated by ';'), e.g. 'Liver;Kidney' (only for vertebrate library)
Matrices used for the analysis can be filtered by the tissues they are associated
with. Listing one or more tissues (e.g. Blood Cells or Liver) will result in searches
with a subset of matrix families, by using only families that are associated with
this tissue. For a list of all available tissues, please see Appendix A.
• -FAMmatches = family (F) or individual (I) matches [F|I] (F)
Search for matches to matrix families (recommended) or search for single matrices.
Each matrix belongs to a so-called matrix family, where functionally similar matrices are grouped together, eliminating redundant matches by MatInspector. All
matrices in a family are of the same (uneven) length and have an anchor position assigned which is the center position of the matrix. This assures that matrices of a family match exactly at the same position. If matrix families are selected, MatInspector will only list the best match from a family for each site.
Otherwise (individual matrices selected (I)) different but closely related matrices
might match at the same position on the sequence.
• -COREsim = [-1/0-1.0] (0.75)
Core similarity, this value must be between 0.0 and 1.0.
The "core sequence" of a matrix is defined as the (usually 4) highest conserved
positions of the matrix. The maximum core similarity of 1.0 is only reached when
the highest conserved bases of a matrix match exactly in the sequence. Only
matches that contain the "core sequence" of the matrix with a score higher than
the core similarity are listed in the output.
We recommend to not change the default!
• -MATSIM = [-1/0-1.0] (-1.00)
Matrix similarity, the value must be between 0.0 and 1.0 or -1 (=optimized).
The matrix similarity is calculated as described in the MatInspector papers. A
perfect match to the matrix gets a score of 1.00 (each sequence position corresponds to the highest conserved nucleotide at that position in the matrix), a
"good" match to the matrix usually has a similarity of > 0.80. Mismatches in
highly conserved positions of the matrix decrease the matrix similarity more than
mismatches in less conserved regions. Increasing the matrix similarity will find
less matches in your sequence, but might miss matches that do have a "mismatch" compared to the matrix. Decreasing the matrix similarity will find more
matches in your sequence. The matrix similarity is correlated to the re-value of
www.genomatix.de
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a matrix: A matrix with a high re-value will find more matches even with a high
matrix similarity than a well-defined matrix (low re-value). Since there are binding sites that are biologically quite "loosely" defined, a high re-value is not necessarily a sign of a "bad" matrix description. A very low re-value might even be
a sign of a description that is too strict. Optimized matrix similarity (-MATSIM=1):
Thresholds that minimize false positives for each individual matrix are supplied
with our library.
We recommend to always use the optimized Matrix similarity!
Examples:
matinspector -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test
will create a file test.out containing all matches to families from the vertebrate section
of the library found in the sequences file test.seq in a human-readable table.
matinspector -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test2 -MAT='V$NFKB' -OUTFILES=2
will create a file test2.out containing all matches to family V$NFKB in a tab-delimited
format, with a header line describing the output and then one match per line.
Notes:
- Matrix selection is possible either by entering the names of individual matrices / matrix
families (-MATrices) or by tissues (-TISsues). Using both qualifiers simultaneously is
not allowed!
- Tissue selection is only possible for vertebrate matrices. Therefore, the qualifier -LIBraries is not allowed in combination with -TISsues (the vertebrate library is used by
default). Tissues have to be separated by ';', they cannot be separated by ' ' or ',' like
other parameters because the tissues provided may contain these characters. For a
list of available tissues please see Appendix A.
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MatInspector with Parameter File
MatInspector can also be called with the parameter file as argument:
matinspector <parameter-file>
or
matinspector -PAR=<parameter-file>
Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a matrix
search:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

;
; Input parameters for MatInspector
;
MATRIX
input.seq
;
N
0
; output file
output_name
;
0
; detailed matrix info
N
; show anchor
N
; show statistics / do not calculate P-values
N
N
; create xml file / shop map
Y
0
; standard output, annotated seq. file, or tab-delimited output
0
; mask sequence
N
; sort order
S
/gx_libraries/110_library/
/gx_web/user1/Matrices/
F
0.75
-1.0
V$AHRARNT.02
V$AHR.01
0.7
0.9
V$AP1.01
MATRIX_SECTION_END

Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
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Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines at the beginning of the parameter file starting with a ";" are treated as
comments.
Line 4: must contain either the keyword MATRIX for a matrix search or IUPAC for a IUPAC search (This example is for a matrix search, please see below for an example of a
IUPAC search. Depending on this setting the parameter files may differ significantly!)
Line 5: empty, or complete path to database index file gems_db.idx
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
Line 6: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> <accession number> (Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line 5).)
If you want to scan several sequence files or accession number, please enter them in
the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line). The number of sequence files / accession numbers is unlimited.
Line 7: must contain ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 8: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences)
Line 9: empty (only relevant for the web-version of MatInspector)
Line 10: sequence offset (see -OFFSet) MatInspector will use this position as an offset
and will give all matches relative to this position
Line 12: name of the output file (see -RESult)
Line 14: 0 (only relevant for the web-version of MatInspector)
Line 16: show detailed matrix info in the table (Y/y = yes, else no)
Line 18: must contain 'N' (only relevant for the web-version of MatInspector)
Line 20: Line 20: "show statistics" in output (see -STATistics) and optionally "don't calculate P-values" (separated by a <TAB>). Both parameters can be set to 'Y'es or 'N'o.
The calculation of p-values is performed per default, so you only need to set the second
parameter in this line to 'Y' if you explicitly don't want a P-value calculation (see NO_PVAL). To get the P-values either set it to 'N' or leave it out.
Line 22: create xml file, show map (separated by a <TAB>). The "create xml file" parameter can be set to 'Y'es, 'N'o or 'O'nly. Please refer to the -XML command line parameter
above. For the "show map parameter, please refer to the description of the -MAPsigns
command line parameter above.
Line 24: output format (see -OUTFILES)
Line 26: masked sequence file (see -MASKseq)
Line 28: Output sort order (see -SORTorder)
Line 29: contains the path to the MatInspector library (see -MATDIR)
Line 30: contains the path to user-defined matrices (see -UMATDIR)
Line 31: family matches (see -FAMmatches)
If you set the keyword MATRIX in Line 4:
Line 32: core similarity for all matrices (see -COREsim)
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Line 33: matrix similarity for all matrices (see -MATSIM), where
• -1.00 = optimized
• -0.05 = optimized - 0.05 (e.g.)
•

1.05 = optimized + 0.05 (e.g.)

•

values between 0 and 1

all following lines:
• if you want to search for a complete library, you need to add a single line:
ALL library-name (e.g. ALL vertebrates.lib)
• if you want to search for a subset from a library:
names of the matrices from the library to be used by MatInspector. Optionally
core and matrix similarities differing from the main settings can be set for each
single matrix by adding the values in tab-delimited form (see Line 35 of the example file).
• if you want a matrix selection by tissues (only possible for vertebrate matrices):
SEL vertebrates.lib
the following lines contain the tissues, one tissue per line, line has to start with
"tissue:" (for a list of available tissues see Appendix A)
Example:
SEL vertebrates.lib
tissue: Liver
tissue: Muscle, Skeletal
tissue: Muscle, Smooth

The section has to be concluded by putting MATRIX_SECTION_END in the the last line.
Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a IUPAC
search:
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

;
; Input parameters for MatInspector
;
IUPAC
/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
input.seq
;
N
0
; output file
output_name
; max. match number
0
; detailed matrix info
Y
; show anchor
N
; show statistics
N
; create xml file / show map
Y 0
; standard output, annotated seq. file, or tab-delimited output
0
; mask sequence
N
; sort order
S
/gx_libraries/100_library/
/gx_web/user1/Matrices/
F
20
L
ALL plants.iup
MATRIX_SECTION_END

Description of the parameter file format:
Lines 1-31: as in matrix search parameter file, see description above
if you set the keyword IUPAC in Line 4:
Line 32: max. number of mismatches in IUPAC string allowed (in percent of length,
e.g. 20)
Line 33: iupac library
• l or L = string from library
• s or S = user-defined IUPAC string
all following lines:
• if you want to search for a complete library, you need to add a single line:
ALL IUPAC-library-name (e.g. ALL plants.iup)
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• if you want to search for a subset from a library:
family or iupac name from library, e.g. P$FAM001
• if you want to search for user-defined IUPACs:
name and (with a tab as delimiter) iupac string, e.g.:
ABF1

RTCRYNNNNNACG

Program Output
MatInspector writes all of its output to the file specified by the user (extension of the file
is always ".out"). The parameters set by the user are included in the output file and a
table containing the name of the analyzed sequence together with the found matrix positions, the calculated core and matrix similarities for the matches, the matrix name, and
the matching sequence is generated. If a IUPAC-search was carried out, only the sequence name, the position and the matching sequence are present in the table.
The detailed matrix information (matrix, profile, references) is available in MatBase (Genomatix Software Suite). Please use the "Browse" feature within the MatBase GUI for a
full list of available matrices and families.
Output formats
Depending on the setting of the -OUTFILES parameter or the content of line 24 of the
parameter file, four different kinds of output will be generated,
Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=0
(or putting a '0' in line 24 of the parameter file will result in a regular, human-readable
table containing the matches:
MatInspector Release professional 7.7.3, February 2008

on Jul 21 15:01:17 2008

Solution parameters:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sequence file: HDAC9.seq
Family matches: yes
MatInspector library: Matrix Family Library Version 7.1 (June 2008)
MatInspector parameters:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Core similarity:
0.75
Matrix similarity:
Optimized
Explanation for column output:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
->
Matrix positions correspond to sense strand numbering, but all
sequences are given in 5'-3' direction.
->

Capital letters within the sequence indicate the core string.

*** Low-scoring matches may not bind by themselves, ***
*** but might be involved in cooperative binding!
***

(continued on next page)
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Inspecting sequence P898327 [P898327] (1 - 601):
[GL9598006167, XM_518986, Pan troglodytes chr. 7]
Name of
| Position(str)| Core
| Matrix | Sequence
family | matrix
|
of matrix | Simil. | Simil. |
------------------------------------------------------------------------V$GABF | V$GAGA.01
|
7 (+) | 1.000 | 0.835 | agctgAGAGagactgagaaaggggg
V$GABF | V$GAGA.01
|
11 (+) | 0.750 | 0.815 | gagagAGACtgagaaagggggaaga
V$PRDF | V$BLIMP1.01
|
17 (+) | 1.000 | 0.818 | gactgaGAAAgggggaaga
V$ETSF | V$PU1.01
|
22 (+) | 1.000 | 0.904 | agaaagggGGAAgagaggcac
...

If you set the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=1
or put a '1' in line 24 of the parameter file the output will be a sequence in GenBank
format. including the matches in the annotation.
LOCUS
DEFINITION

P898327
601 bp
P898327 sym=XM_518986|loc=GL9598006167|taxid=9598|spec=Pan
troglodytes|chr=7|ctg=NW_108883|str=(+)|start=9450826|end=9451426|
len=601|tss=501|comm=Pan troglodytes similar to histone deacetylase
9 isoform 5; MEF-2 interacting transcription repressor (MITR)
protein; histone deacetylase 7B; histone deacetylase 7; histone
deacetylase 4/5-related protein (LOC463280), mRNA.;
(XM_518986/501/bronze;)
ACCESSION
P898327
COMMENT
Matrix matches determined by MatInspector (Genomatix)
Matrix Family Library Version 7.1 (June 2008)
FEATURES
Location/Qualifiers
misc_signal
7..31
/note="V$GABF/GAGA.01, mat_sim: 0.835"
misc_signal
11..35
/note="V$GABF/GAGA.01, mat_sim: 0.815"
misc_signal
17..35
/note="V$PRDF/BLIMP1.01, mat_sim: 0.818"
misc_signal

22..42
/note="V$ETSF/PU1.01, mat_sim: 0.904"

ORIGIN
1
61
121
181
241
301
361
421
481
541
601

aacttgagct
ggcaccggct
aagaactcta
tacgtattct
ttccgggata
cacaggttgg
cagaaaggaa
accagcgagg
gaagtaagag
cagatggggt
g

gagagagact
ggagccactt
agccaggttt
gacaaagaaa
acctaaactc
taacatggga
atcattgtcg
gtagctcctg
tgactggaat
ggctggacga

gagaaagggg
gcaggactga
aattggtttc
taaccccgaa
cagagagcta
aaagtgtcca
aagttgatcc
gggccggtgc
atgctgcaga
gagcagctct

gaagagaggc
gggtttttgc
tttttctcgt
gcacgttcct
tagcatccac
ggtcttttta
tctgctgctt
actgagcagt
caatttacga
tggctcagca

acagacacag
aacaaaaccc
gggtagactt
gtttcccacc
tctgtccttt
aaagtggatg
ctcctcaggg
gatgaatgtt
gagtgactcc
aagaatgcac

ataggagaag
tagcagcctg
aataattttc
tgcttgtagt
ctgctgtgca
cccatttgag
aggagggaga
tcatgtagct
tgtttttcct
agtatgatca

//

Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=2
(or putting a '2' in line 24 of the parameter file will result in a tab-delimited output format
which can for example be used as input for a database or spreadsheet software:
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Seq. name
P898327
P898327
P898327

...
...
...
...

Accession no. Gene symbol
P898327
XM_518986
P898327
XM_518986
P898327
XM_518986

Matrix
V$GAGA.01
V$GAGA.01
V$BLIMP1.01

GeneID
-------

Family
V$GABF
V$GABF
V$PRDF

Further Information
...
GA-boxes
...
GA-boxes
...
Positive regulatory domain I binding...

Opt. thresh. Start pos End pos. Strand
0.78
7
31
+
0.78
11
35
+
0.81
17
35
+

Core sim.
1.000
0.750
1.000

Matrix sim. Sequence
0.835
agctgAGAGagactgagaaa
0.815
gagagAGACtgagaaagggg
0.818
gactgaG

Please note that the output has been split in two tables to better fit on the page!
Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=3
(or putting a '3' in line 24 of the parameter file) will result in a a table with the TF sites
Seq. name Accession no Gene symbol GeneID V$AARF V$AP1R V$AP2F V$BPTF V$BTBF V$CCAT V$CABL ...
P89327
P89327
XM_518986
--+
+
+
...
P89328
P89328
XM_518986
--+
+
+
...
# sequences
p-value

0
0.096

2
0.148

0
0.072

1
0.066

1
0.047

2
0.148

0
0.011

...
...

found in ALL input sequences:
Please note that the output has been shortened on the right hand side to fit on the page!
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FrameWorker
FrameWorker is a complex software tool that allows users to extract a common framework of elements from a set of DNA sequences. These elements are usually transcription
factor binding sites since this tool is designed for the comparative analysis of promoter
sequences (e.g. inter-species analysis).
FrameWorker returns the most complex models that are common to the input sequences
(and satisfying the user parameters). Models/Frameworks are defined as all elements
(TF sites) that occur in the same order and in a certain distance range in all (or a subset
of) the input sequences. The resulting models can be saved in the user-directory and
subsequently can be used to scan any set of sequences.
Note that FrameWorker uses strand-specific TF sites for building models: i.e. if the number of sequences with a TF site on one strand (sense OR antisense) is above quorum,
then the TF is considered a "common element" and can be used to build potential frameworks.
If no frameworks are found in a set of sequences, the quorum constraint or the distance
constraints should be lowered (see parameter section below) If too many frameworks
are found, the quorum constraint or the distance constraints could be raised or mandatory elements should be selected (e.g. if known from biological data).

Program Input
FrameWorker parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line parameters, e.g.:
frameworker -SEQ="<seq_file>" -RES="<result_file>"
where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be analyzed and <result_file> by the path/name of the output file.

• via a parameter file, e.g.:
frameworker -PAR=<parameter_file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file. Both
ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of FrameWorker parameters via command line
For framework definitions, each FrameWorker parameter can be entered directly in the
command line. The list of parameters is available with
frameworker -HELP
A number of parameters are identical to the parameters of MatInspector.
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Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -PROTein = 0
This parameter is redundant for FrameWorker and needs not to be set. If it is
used, it must be set to '0' as FrameWorker accepts only DNA sequences as
input.
MatInspector parameters:
• -PAR = <parameter-file>
all parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set
• -RESult = <result-file-name> (stdout)
The results will be written into the given file, which always will get the suffix
".out". If this parameter is not set, the result will be written to stdout.
• -MATDIR = <matrix library directory> (default via the environment variable)
The directory in which the Genomatix Matrix Library is searched. (See Appendix
D for a list)
• -UMATDIR = <directory of user-defined matrices>
The directory in which user-defined matrices are searched. User-defined matrices can be defined with the programs MatDefine or CoreSearch (within the Genomatix Software Suite). Both programs create the matrices in a file called
"user_defined.lib" which will reside in /gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
Either setting the parameter -UMATDIR=<dir> or setting the environment variable UMATDIR to this directory will allow searching for matches to these userdefined matrices. Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set
the environment variables.
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• -XML = [Y|O(nly)|N] (N)
create XML file. If this parameter is set to Yes, an additional xml file with the
matches will be written (name "<result_filename>.xml"). If -XML=O, no result
file, but only the xml file will be written. By default, no xml file is written.
• -MATrices = 'matrix1 matrix2'
Tells FrameWorker to search ONLY for the given matrix families or matrices,
(separated by ' ' or ',', e.g. 'V$NRSF'). If this parameter is not set, the complete
library section below is used for searching. If this parameter is set, the "-LIB"
parameter does not need to be set. Please use the "Browse" feature within the
MatBase GUI for a full list of available matrices and families.
• -LIBraries = [vertebrates|others|plants|fungi|insects|miscellaneous] (vertebrates)
Tells FrameWorker to search for all matrices within the given section(s).To allow
several sections, they need to be separated by ' ' or ','.
For example, -LIB="vertebrates,plants" will search all matrix families from the
vertebrate and the plant section.
• -TISsues = 'tissue1;tissue2' (separated by ';'), e.g. 'Liver;Kidney' (only for vertebrate library)
Matrices used for the analysis can be filtered by the tissues they are associated
with. Listing one or more tissues (e.g. Blood Cells or Liver) will result in searches
with a subset of matrix families, by using only families that are associated with
this tissue. For a list of all available tissues, please see Appendix A.
• -COREsim = [-1/0-1.0] (0.75)
Core similarity, this value must be between 0.0 and 1.0.
The "core sequence" of a matrix is defined as the (usually 4) highest conserved
positions of the matrix. The maximum core similarity of 1.0 is only reached when
the highest conserved bases of a matrix match exactly in the sequence. Only
matches that contain the "core sequence" of the matrix with a score higher than
the core similarity are listed in the output.
We do not recommend to change the default!
• -MATSIM = [-1/0-1.0] (-1.00)
Matrix similarity, the value must be between 0.0 and 1.0 or -1 (=optimized).
The matrix similarity is calculated as described in the MatInspector papers. A
perfect match to the matrix gets a score of 1.00 (each sequence position corresponds to the highest conserved nucleotide at that position in the matrix), a
"good" match to the matrix usually has a similarity of > 0.80. Mismatches in
highly conserved positions of the matrix decrease the matrix similarity more than
mismatches in less conserved regions. Increasing the matrix similarity will find
less matches in your sequence, but might miss matches that do have a "mismatch" compared to the matrix. Decreasing the matrix similarity will find more
www.genomatix.de
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matches in your sequence. The matrix similarity is correlated to the re-value of
a matrix: A matrix with a high re-value will find more matches even with a high
matrix similarity than a well-defined matrix (low re-value). Since there are binding sites that are biologically quite "loosely" defined, a high re-value is not necessarily a sign of a "bad" matrix description. A very low re-value might even be
a sign of a description that is too strict. Optimized matrix similarity (-MATSIM=1):
Thresholds that minimize false positives for each individual matrix are supplied
with our library.
We recommend to always use the optimized matrix similarity!
FrameWorker parameters:
• -MINdist = [0-1000] (5)
-MAXdist = [1-1000] (200)
These values denote the minimum and maximum distances between the anchors of two elements of a resulting model. Only basic elements that occur in
the given distance range are considered for inclusion in a framework.
• -BANDwidth = [1-1000] (25)
This parameter sets the maximum possible variation of distances between the
anchors of the model elements. A framework satisfies the parameter if the distances between the instances of the model in the input sequences do not differ
more than the distance variation parameter. For promoters, a distance variation
of 20-30 base pairs is usually sufficient.
Example: If the minimum distance is set to 5, the maximum distance is set to
200 and the distance variation is set to 20, the following models consisting of
the elements A and B might be possible:
A <- 5-24bp -> B (distance longer than 5, less than 200, 20bp variation)
A <- 120-139bp -> B (longer than 5, less than 200 and 20 bp variation)
If minimum and maximum are kept at 5 and 200, but -BANDwith is set to 50,
you could get:
A <- 21-70bp -> B
or
A <- 150-199bp -> B
as valid models
• -PERCent = [0-100] (90)
The lower limit of sequences within the input set that has to contain the common
framework (quorum), in percent of the number of input sequences.
• -MINELements = [-1=largest-only/2-10] (2)
-MAXELements = [2-10] (10=no limit)
FrameWorker lists only models with the minimum number of elements and stops
after models with the maximum number of elements are determined. The default is a minimum of 2 elements, the maximum number of elements per model
is unlimited.
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• -INTERmediate = [Y|N] (N)
Usually FrameWorker shows only the most complex models that are common
to the input sequences. If this option is set, all intermediate (i.e. shorter) models
are also listed in the output.
Example: If the most complex model consists of 5 elements all models with 2,
3 and 4 elements are also listed.
• -EXHAUSTive = [Y|N] (N)
Find ALL models (else specific models are preferred). This can be used to list
all models satisfying the parameters. If -EXHAUST=Y, all models satisfying the
given distance variance are listed (even if there are more specific models satisfying the remaining parameters). By default (-EXHAUST=N) the more restrictive
search option is selected and FrameWorker selects only those models for output having a minimum variation in the distance between elements. Depending
on the input sequences, this can result in less models, especially if a large distance variance is allowed.
Example: If all 6 input sequences contain one match to the model
A <- 30-35 -> B (distance variance: 6 bps, common to 6 sequences)
(6 matches,6 non-overlapping)
the exhaustive search option might find the following model instead which is
less specific (greater distance variance, thus more matches in the sequences):
A <- 26-35 -> B (distance variance: 10 bps, common to 6 sequences)
(14 matches, 6 non-overlapping)
• -MAXMODELSPERLENGTH = [1-10000] (20)
The number of different models per model length which will be listed in the output can be set by the user (default: 20, maximum: 10000).
• -SHOWmatches = [Y|N] (N)
Show detailed model matches: Usually only the model parameters of the frameworks/models found in the sequences are displayed in the FrameWorker results. If you wish to see all matches to the models (i.e. positions of the elements)
in your input sequences set this parameter to Y (-SHOW=Y). The number of
matches to each of the FrameWorker derived models in each input sequence
is limited (default: 100).
• -MAXFWmatches = [2-100] (100)
Number of models to be shown per model length (only if -SHOW=Y)
• -INCLseq = [Y|N] (N)
Include the sequence of the binding sites in the output of matches (only if SHOW=Y) The sequences are always displayed in 5'->3' direction. If the binding
sites are located on the antisense strand the displayed reverse complement
sequence begins at the end position of the binding site.
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• -RANDOMbackground = [ /gx_libraries/random_prom.seq |
/gx_libraries/random_prom_at.seq ]
If present, p-values of the models are determined:
If this option is set, a background promoter sequence set of 5,000 promoters is
scanned with the models generated by FrameWorker. For vertebrates, human
sequences are used as basis (use "random_prom.seq" for these), for plants we
use thale cress promoters (use "random_prom_at.seq"). The results of this
search are used to check whether the models can also be found with a set of
randomly selected promoters. The p-value is the probability to obtain an equal
or greater number of sequences with a model match in a randomly drawn sample of the same size as the input sequence set. The lower this probability the
higher is the specificity of the model
.
Note: Determination of the p-value increases the computing time. If many models are found, the analysis can be very time-consuming.
• -MANDatory = 'matrix1 matrix2' (separated by ' ' or ','), e.g. 'V$NRSF'
FrameWorker will only show models that contain at least the element(s) selected here. The selected elements can be combined with "and" (ALL elements
must be present in models) or "or" (any of the selected elements must be present).
Note: Internally, FrameWorker will search ALL possible element combination
and will filter in a second step for the selected mandatory elements.
Example: If the transcription factor families "V$AP1F" and "V$CAAT" are selected here, the result will contain only common frameworks that contain an AP1
site as well as a CCAAT binding factor site (if there are any at all).
• -MANDATORY_OR = [0|1] (0)
Mandatory families are combined via "and" (0) or "or" (1)
• -COMBInations = [0|1|2] (0)
If alternative promoters can be detected in the input sequences, test promoter
sets (1) or test all combinations (2)
Note: This option requires a certain sequence format which is essentially an
extended FASTA format, including annotation. Such a format is e.g. written by
the Genomatix Software Suite Program Gene2Promoter. If promoter sets are
available, with option 1 only the sequences belonging to one promoter set are
analyzed or all combinations of promoter sequences from alternative transcripts
belonging to different genes are analyzed (2).
• -REMOVEsimilar = [Y|N] (Y)
If set to Y, the shorter of two very similar input sequences (similarity >= 70%) is
removed before starting the FrameWorker analysis.
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• -CREATE_MODELS = [Y|N] (N)
If set to Y, model files for ModelInspector are created for all models in the
FrameWorker output.
• -MAND_SEQuences = 'seq1 seq2' (separated by ' ' or ','), e.g. 'Seq1'
FrameWorker will only show models that are found in the mandatory sequences
listed here.
Examples:
frameworker -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test
will create a file test.out containing all models defined from the sequences test.seq.
frameworker -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test2 -MAND='V$NFKB'
will create a file test2.out containing all models that do contain at least the family V$NFKB
as am element.
FrameWorker with Parameter File
FrameWorker can also be called with the parameter file as argument:
frameworker <parameter-file>
or
frameworker -PAR=<parameter-file>
Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format:
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

;
; Input parameters for FrameWorker
;
RUN
input.seq
;
N
0
; output file
input_analysis.out
; max. match number
0
; detailed matrix info / show extraction box

(continued on next page)
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16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:

Y
N
; show anchor
Y
; show statistics
N
; show graphics / show map
1
0
; standard output, annotated seq. file, or tab-delimited output
0
; mask sequence
N
; sort order
S
/your_path/matinspector/library/
/your_path/matinspector/user_library/
F
0.75
-1.00
ALL others.lib
ALL vertebrates.lib
MATRIX_SECTION_END
/gx_libraries/random_prom.seq
; quorum
100
; min dist
5
; max dist
200
; dist band
10
; exhaustive search?
Y
; max nr. of elements in model
6
; min nr. of elements in model
2
; show intermediate models
N
; p-values?
N
; nr. of models per model length
10
; show matches
N
10
0
; create models
N
; delete similar seq?
N
; all combinations of alternative transcripts?
2
; mandatory elements
START_MANDATORY
V$CREB
END_MANDATORY
; mandatory sequences
START_MANDATORY_SEQ
Seq1
END_MANDATORY_SEQ
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Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines at the beginning of the parameter file starting with a ";" are treated as
comments.
Line 4: must contain RUN
Line 5: empty, or complete path to database index file gems_db.idx
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
Line 6: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> <accession number> (Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line 5).)
If you want to scan several sequence files or accession number, please enter them in
the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line). The number of sequence files / accession numbers is unlimited.
Line 7: must contain ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 8: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences)
Line 9: empty (only relevant for the web-version of FrameWorker)
Line 10: 0 (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 12: name of the output file (see -RESult)
Line 14: 0 (only relevant for the web-version of FrameWorker)
Line 16: Y (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 18: Y (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 20: N (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 22: 1 (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 24: 0 (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 26: N (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 28: S (not used by FrameWorker, only used by MatInspector)
Line 29: contains the path to the MatInspector library (see -MATDIR)
Line 30: contains the path to user-defined matrices (see -UMATDIR)
Line 31: family matches (see -FAMmatches)
Line 32: core similarity for all matrices (see -COREsim)
Line 33: matrix similarity for all matrices (see -MATSIM), where
• -1.00 = optimized
• -0.05 = optimized - 0.05 (e.g.)
•

1.05 = optimized + 0.05 (e.g.)

•

values between 0 and 1

all following lines:
• if you want to search for a complete library, you need to add a single line:
ALL library-name (e.g. ALL vertebrates.lib)
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• if you want to search for a subset from a library:
names of the matrices from the library to be used by MatInspector. Optionally
core and matrix similarities differing from the main settings can be set for each
single matrix by adding the values in tab-delimited form (see Line 35 of the example file).
• if you want a matrix selection by tissues (only possible for vertebrate matrices):
SEL vertebrates.lib
the following lines contain the tissues, one tissue per line, line has to start with
"tissue:" (for a list of available tissues see Appendix A)
Example:
SEL vertebrates.lib
tissue: Liver
tissue: Muscle, Skeletal
tissue: Muscle, Smooth

The section has to be concluded by putting MATRIX_SECTION_END in the the last line.
Line 37: this line must contain "/gx_libraries/random_prom.seq", if p-values are to be
calculated for vertebrates or "/gx_libraries/random_prom_at.seq" for plants (see Line
55)
Line 39: quorum in percent (lower limit of sequences within the input set that has to
contain the common framework, see -PERCent)
Line 40-43: the minimum and maximum distances between the anchors of two elements (see -MINdist and -MAXdist)
Line 45: the maximum possible variance of distances between the anchors of the
model elements (see -BANDwidth)
Line 47: List ALL models satisfying the parameters (see -EXHAUSTive)
Line 48-51: minimum and maximum number of elements for models
(see -MINELements and -MAXELements)
Line 53: show intermediate models (see -INTERmediate)
Line 55: calculate p-values? (see -RANDOMbackground)
Line 57: nr. of models per model length (see -MAXMODELSPERLENGTH)
Line 59: show detailed matches in output: tab-delimited parameters -SHOWmatches, MAXFWmatches, -INCLseq
Line 61: create models? (see -CREATE_MODELS)
Line 63: delete similar seq? (see -REMOVEsimilar)
Line 65: all combinations of alternative transcripts? (see -COMBInations)
Line 66-69: mandatory elements, one element per line (see -MANDatory)
The section has to be concluded by putting "END_MANDATORY" in the the last line. If
several mandatory elements are to be combined with OR (instead of AND, which is default), the last line must be "END_MANDATORY
MANDATORY_OR" (tab-delimited).
Line 70-73: mandatory sequences, one sequence per line (see -MAND_SEQuences)
The section has to be concluded by putting "END_MANDATORY_SEQ" in the last line.
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Program Output
FrameWorker writes all of its output to the file specified by the user (extension of the file
is always ".out").
The parameters set by the user are included in the output file and a table containing the
name of the analyzed sequences:
Frameworker Release 5.4.3.4, November 2009
2009

Mon Dec

7 13:36:10

Solution parameters:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sequence file: rhodopsin.seq
Family matches: yes
MatInspector library: Matrix Family Library Version 8.1 (June 2009)
MatInspector parameters:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Core similarity:
0.75
Matrix similarity:
Optimized
FrameWorker parameters:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Minimum no. of sequences with framework: 9 sequences (70%)
Exhaustive model search: no (finding smaller, more specific models)
Distance between elements: 5 - 200
Distance band width (i.e. variance of distances): 25
Listing of intermediate models: no
Listing of all matches: no
Minimum number of elements in models: 2
Maximum number of elements in models: 10
Mandatory elements: V$HOXF

The first table contains statistics of how many single elements and models were found
to be common to the input sequences (depending on the quorum). If mandatory elements
were selected, the number of checked models is also given (e.g. in the table below, a
total of 1380 3-element-models were tested, but only 102 models had a V$HOXF site):
Models common to at least 9 sequences (70 %):
===============================================
Model overview:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
models with
1 elements:
models with
2 elements:
models with
3 elements:
models with
4 elements:
models with
5 elements:
models with
6 elements:
models with
7 elements:

56
50
102
159
108
24
0

different
different
different
different
different
different
different

models
models
models
models
models
models
models

found
found
found
found
found
found
found

(
(
(
(
(
(

504
1380
2297
1898
708
96

tested)
tested)
tested)
tested)
tested)
tested)

The second table gives all single elements (i.e. transcription factor binding sites) that
were found to be common to the input sequences (depending on the quorum). These
elements make up the basis of which the more complex models can built.
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Each element shows two scores:
- the first score is the relative number of matches per sequence (i.e. a score of 1 denotes
one match per sequence)
- the second is a score for the abundance of the elements in the model in random promoters (1 - percentage of promoters in which a match to the matrix family is found with
optimized matrix similarity, taken from Genomatix MatBase), i.e. if this score is very high,
the element is rarely found in promoters.
56 common elements:
===========================
1) match_type: V$AP1F
V$AP1F (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.96)
common to 9 sequences (9 matches, 9 non-overlapping) ratio: 1.00 / 1.00
score = 1.000
score2 = 0.667 p-value: 0
2) match_type: V$IKRS
V$IKRS (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.85)
common to 9 sequences (9 matches, 9 non-overlapping) ratio: 1.00 / 1.00
score = 1.000
score2 = 0.538 p-value: 0

Then all complex models found are listed. Only the models with most elements are given
here (e.g. if the most complex model consists of 6 elements, the models with 2, 3, 4, or
5 elements are not listed, unless the parameter "Intermediate models" was selected).
For each complex model, its elements, their order and their relative distances are displayed. The similarity and distance values show the range occurring in the input sequences. If the option "Determine p-value of models" is set, the p-value of the model is
shown additionally and the models are sorted according to this score.
In our example the most complex models consist of six elements, here is the first model
as example:
24 models with 6 elements:
===========================
1) match_type: V$SF1F V$HOXF V$BCDF V$AP1F V$SRFF V$MAZF
V$SF1F (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.94) dist. var:
2 bps ( 18 - 19)
V$HOXF (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.87) dist. var:
3 bps ( 26 - 28)
V$BCDF (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.96) dist. var:
9 bps ( 33 - 41)
V$AP1F (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.96) dist. var:
1 bps ( 34 - 34)
V$SRFF (-) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.70) dist. var:
4 bps ( 13 - 16)
V$MAZF (+) sim: -1.00 (min. 0.90)
common to 9 sequences ( 9 matches, 9 non-overlapping) ratio: 1.00 / 1.00
score = 0.630
score2 = 0.503 p-value: 0

If the option "Show detailed model matches" was selected, an extra table with the model
matches per sequence is displayed. A model can match more than once in a sequence.
Each element (El.1, El.2, ...) is characterized by its matrix name, position on the sequence, its matrix score and strand orientation. The distance between two elements is
also given.
In our example, 9 of 12 input sequences contain exactly one match to the above framework/model consisting of 6 elements. Each line lists the sequence information, then the
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match, consisting of the position (start/end) of the first element, then (in parentheses)
the anchor position, matrix similarity score and strand, then the distance to the next element, i.e. for the first line, the sequence is GXP_141965 and has a length of 725bp, the
first match has the V$SF1F element at position 375-387 with the anchor position at 381,
a similarity of 0.94 and orientation on the '-' strand. Then with a distance of 19bp there's
the next element, V$HOXF at position 391-409 (anchor:400, score:0.88, strand:'-').
V$BCDF comes after 28bp at position 420-436 (anchor:428, score:0.99, strand:'-'), etc.
The distances between elements are always given between the anchor positions, not
the start and end positions.
Please note: The output has been divided into 4 blocks to fit on the page. In the original
file, there would be 9 long lines containing the data!
seq
seq
seq
seq
seq
seq
seq
seq
seq

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

(GXP_141965
(GXP_1043413
(GXP_1215006
(GXP_68427
(GXP_19602
(GXP_1345759
(GXP_231880
(GXP_982299
(GXP_1998132

(725
(734
(703
(620
(704
(710
(710
(709
(703

bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))
bp))

match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match
match

1:
1:
1:
1:
1:
1:
1:
1:
1:

375
385
353
357
362
359
356
356
349

-

387
397
365
369
374
371
368
368
361

(381/0.94/-)...
(391/0.94/-)...
(359/0.94/-)...
(363/0.94/-)...
(368/0.94/-)...
(365/0.99/-)...
(362/0.94/-)...
(362/0.94/-)
(355/0.94/-)...

...19
...19
...19
...18
...18
...19
...19
...19
...19

391
401
369
372
377
375
372
372
365

-

409
419
387
390
395
393
390
390
383

(400/0.88/-)
(410/0.88/-)
(378/0.88/-)
(381/0.88/-)
(386/0.98/-)
(384/0.88/-)
(381/0.88/-)
(381/0.87/-)
(374/0.88/-)

28
27
28
26
26
27
28
28
27

420
429
398
399
404
403
401
401
393

-

436
445
414
415
420
419
417
417
409

(428/0.99/-)...
(437/0.99/-)...
(406/0.99/-)...
(407/0.99/-)...
(412/0.99/-)...
(411/0.98/-)...
(409/0.96/-)...
(409/0.98/-)...
(401/0.99/-)...

...41
...41
...41
...33
...33
...41
...41
...41
...41

464
473
442
435
440
447
445
445
437

-

474
483
452
445
450
457
455
455
447

(469/0.96/-)
(478/0.96/-)
(447/0.96/-)
(440/0.97/-)
(445/0.97/-)
(452/0.96/-)
(450/0.96/-)
(450/0.96/-)
(442/0.96/-)

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

494
503
472
465
470
477
475
475
467

-

512
521
490
483
488
495
493
493
485

(503/0.72/-)...
(512/0.72/-)...
(481/0.72/-)...
(474/0.72/-)...
(479/0.72/-)...
(486/0.75/-)...
(484/0.70/-)...
(484/0.72/-)...
(476/0.70/-)...

...13
...13
...13
...14
...14
...14
...16
...14
...14

510
519
488
482
487
494
494
492
484

-

522
531
500
494
499
506
506
504
496

(516/0.92/+)
(525/0.90/+)
(494/0.92/+)
(488/0.94/+)
(493/0.94/+)
(500/0.94/+)
(500/0.98/+)
(498/0.93/+)
(490/0.94/+)
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ModelInspector uses a library of predefined models or models defined with FastM or
FrameWorker to scan DNA sequences for matches to these models. A model consists
of various individual elements (like transcription factor binding sites, repeats, hairpins),
their strand orientation, their sequential order, and their distance ranges. ModelInspector
uses a proprietary scoring algorithm to allow inclusion of very different element types
into the composite scoring of matches. Thus, IUPAC sequence elements can be successfully combined with different types of weight matrices and structural elements (e.g.
hairpins) in the assessment of match quality.
The ModelInspector and FastM algorithms are described in

•

•

Frech K, Danescu-Mayer J, Werner T (1997)
A novel method to develop highly specific models for regulatory units detects a new LTR in GenBank which contains a
functional promoter.
J. Mol. Biol. 270 (5), 674-687
Klingenhoff A, Frech K, Quandt K, Werner T (1999)
Functional promoter modules can be detected by formal models independent of overall nucleotide sequence similarity.
Bioinformatics 15, 180-186

Published research assisted by ModelInspector should cite one of these articles.

General background
ModelInspector needs at least a sequence file, containing the DNA sequences to be
analyzed for matches to sequence models.It accepts the most commonly used sequence
formats:
• EMBL format
• FASTA format
• GENBANK format
• GCG format (also RSF format)
• IG format
• plain sequence format
The following environment variables have to be set for ModelInspector:
• MODELDIR (path to model library)
• UMODELDIR (optional: path to user-defined models)
• MATDIR (path to matrix library)
• UMATDIR (optional: path to user-defined matrices)
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Environment variables for model library:
The environment variables MODELDIR and UMODELDIR have to be set to the directories where the library supplied by Genomatix and user-defined models are located.
The MODELDIR variable is automatically pre-set to the correct path of the newest Genomatix model library. Please see below or Appendix D for a list of available library versions.
To use a different version of the library, the MODELDIR variable needs to be changed,
e.g. to use the model library 5.4, the command
export MODELDIR=/gx_libraries/54_model_library/
should be issued or the command line parameter (see below for all command line parameters)
... -MODELDIR=/gx_libraries/54_model_library/
needs to be set.
If you use a model library different from the pre-installed default, you need to change the
settings for the matrix library as well! Please read the section below how to choose the
correct matrix library!
UMODELDIR needs only to be set if user-defined models should be used for searching
by ModelInspector. Since user-defined models can be created with the programs FastM
and FrameWorker in the Genomatix Software Suite (web version), the UMODELDIR variable needs to be changed by the UNIX-command
export UMODELDIR=/gx_web/users/<user_id>/Models/
where <user_id> has to be replaced by the user's id. Please see the Introduction to
learn more about how to set the environment variables.
Environment variables for matrix library:
The environment variables MATDIR and UMATDIR have to be set to the directories
where the matrix library supplied by Genomatix and user-defined matrices are located.
The MATDIR variable is automatically pre-set to the correct path to the newest Genomatix matrix library. Please also see the Introduction to learn more about how to set
the environment variables.
MATDIR has to be changed when MODELDIR is changed. Each version of the module
library corresponds to a specific version of the matrix library (the matrix library version
with which the module definitions have been generated):

Module Library Version

Matrix Library Version

Module Library 6.5

Matrix Library 11.3

Module Library 6.4

Matrix Library 11.2

Module Library 6.3

Matrix Library 11.1

Module Library 6.2

Matrix Library 11.0
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Module Library 6.1

Matrix Library 10.0

Module Library 6.0

Matrix Library 9.4

Module Library 5.9

Matrix Library 9.3

Module Library 5.8

Matrix Library 9.2

Module Library 5.7

Matrix Library 9.1

Module Library 5.6

Matrix Library 9.0

Module Library 5.5

Matrix Library 8.4

Module Library 5.4

Matrix Library 8.3

Module Library 5.3

Matrix Library 8.2

Module Library 5.2

Matrix Library 8.1

Module Library 5.1

Matrix Library 8.0

Module Library 5.0

Matrix Library 7.1

Module Library 4.5

Matrix Library 7.0

Module Library 4.4

Matrix Library 6.3

Module Library 4.3

Matrix Library 6.2

Module Library 4.2

Matrix Library 6.1

For example, when MODELDIR is set to Module Library Version 6.4, MATDIR has to be
set to Matrix Library Version 11.2 by using the command
export MATDIR=/gx_libraries/112_library/
or the command line parameter (see below for all command line parameters)
... -MATDIR=/gx_libraries/112_library/
UMATDIR needs only to be set when user-defined matrices are used for definition of
user-defined models. The UMATDIR variable then needs to be set by the UNIX-command
export UMATDIR=/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
where <user_id> has to be replaced by the user's id.
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Pre-defined model libraries
The following predefined model libraries are available:

•

•
•

Vertebrate_Modules, Plant_Modules (Promoter Module Library):
Regulatory units like promoters, enhancers or silencers contain functional modules
many of which consist of at least two transcription factor binding sites in conserved
order, separated by a spacer. The Promoter Module Library is based on a compilation of such composite elements of two or more transcription factor binding sites. All
of these promoter modules were shown to exhibit synergistic, antagonistic, or additive functions. References for the function and the experimental verification of the
function are available for each promoter module.
LTR (Long Terminal Repeat Library):
This library includes models for Lentivirus LTRs and avian and mammalian C-type
LTRs.
ALU, B1, L1, THE (Genomic Repeat Library):
This library includes models for ALUs, L1 elements, THEs, and B1 elements.

You can either select all models from a group or select a subset of individual models
from each group.

Program Input
ModelInspector parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line (for example to search for all vertebrate models):
modelinspector -SEQ="<seq_file>" -MOD="Plant_Modules/" -RES="<result>"

where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be searched and <result> by the path/name of the output file.

• via parameter file:
modelinspector -PAR=<parameter_file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
Both ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of ModelInspector parameters via command line
Each ModelInspector parameter can be entered directly in the command line. The list of
parameters is available with
modelinspector -HELP

Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
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Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line). The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below) from locally
installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -PROTein = 0
This parameter is redundant for ModelInspector and needs not to be set. If it is
used, it must be set to '0', as ModelInspector accepts only DNA sequences as
input.
• -OFFSet = sequence offset in output
You can supply a number of base pairs that will be added to each position in
the output (the number can also be negative).
E.g., if you know the position for the transcription start site (or any position you
want to use as the "zero-point" of your sequence), the software can give all
matches relative to this position: if a TSP at position 100 is given, enter -100 as
an offset to get match positions ahead (negative distances) and behind (positive
distances) of the TSP.
Keyword parameters:
The following parameters are only relevant when GenBank or EMBL database sections
are scanned. For these databases, the analysis can be restricted to sequences containing user-defined keywords in their annotation. You can enter keywords that will be
searched in

•
•
•

the keyword line of the annotation
(KEYWORDS in GenBank format, KW in EMBL format)
the definition line of the annotation
(DEFINITION in GenBank format, DE in EMBL format)
the complete sequence annotation
• -KW_ALL = "all_keyword1,all_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the sequence annotation. Keywords cannot contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
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• -KW_DE = "de_keyword1,de_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the definition line. Keywords cannot contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
• -KW_KW = "kw_keyword1,kw_keyword2" (separated by ',')
List of keywords that have to be contained in the keyword line. Keywords cannot
contain blanks (all blanks will be skipped).
• -KW_ALL_OP = combination of all_keywords [AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the complete annotation with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
• -KW_DE_OP = combination of de_keywords [AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the definition line with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
• -KW_KW_OP = combination of kw_keywords [AND/OR]
Combine keywords that are searched in the keyword line with the boolean operator "AND" or "OR".
• -KW_COMB_OP = combination of keyword categories [AND/OR]
Boolean operator for the combination of the keyword categories in case keywords for several categories are entered.
ModelInspector parameters:
• -PAR = parameter file
All parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set (see 2. input option: via parameter file).
• -MODels = "model1 model2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Tells ModelInspector which Model libraries or which individual models should
be searched. Searching for all models of a library and individual models from
another library can be combined in one run.
For example -MOD="Vertebrate_Modules/ ALU/ALU.model" will search for
all vertebrate promoter modules and the genomic ALU repeat.
Please note that the trailing slash is required for model libraries!
Available Model libraries are:
• ALU/
• B1/
• L1/
• LTR/
• Plant_Modules/
• THE/
• Vertebrate_Modules/
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• Individual models have to be entered as <model_name>.model (e.g.
AARF_AP1F_01.model). For the list of all individual models please refer
to MatBase (Genomatix Software Suite).
• -MATDIR = matrix library directory (default via the environment variable)
The directory in which the Genomatix Matrix Library is searched.
• -MODELDIR = model library directory (default via the environment variable)
The directory in which the Genomatix Model Library is searched.
• -UMATDIR = directory of user-defined matrices
The directory in which user-defined matrices are searched. User-defined matrices can be defined with the programs MatDefine or CoreSearch (within Genomatix Software Suite). Both programs create the matrices in a file called
user_defined.lib which will reside in /gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
where <user_id> has to be replaced by the user's id. Either setting
the -UMATDIR parameter or the environment variable UMATDIR to this directory will allow searching for models containing any of these user-defined matrices. Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set the environment
variables.
• -UMODELDIR = directory of user-defined models
The directory in which user-defined models are searched. User-defined models
can be defined with the programs FastM or FrameWorker (within the Genomatix
Software Suite). Both programs save the models to the directory
/gx_web/<user_id>/Models/ where <user_id> has to be replaced by the user's id. Either setting the parameter -UMODELDIR or the environment variable
UMODELDIR to this directory will allow searching for user-defined models.
Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set the environment
variables.
• -RESult = result name
Name of result file (without extension) Depending on the output format (-OUTfiles), ModelInspector generates 1 or 3 result files with the extension ".out" or
".tab".
• -SORTorder = sort order of matches [S/M/Q] (S)
S = sort by match positions on the sequences
M = sort by model names
Q = sort by quality (i.e score) of model matches
• -DIFFmod = number of different model matches per sequence
The output can be filtered for sequences in which at least the specified number
of different model matches occur. Per default all sequences with at least one
model match are shown in the output.
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• -ALTmatches = show alternative matches in detailed output [0/1] (0)
If this parameter is set, alternative model matches are displayed additionally in
the detailed output.
For overlapping model matches (i.e. model matches where the start and end
positions are identical or differ by less than 5 base pairs), only the model match
with the highest score of individual elements is shown. The alternative model
matches can be displayed optionally in the detailed output in order to check the
positions and scores of the individual elements.
• -MASKseq = create masked sequence file [0/1] (0)
The masked sequence file is a file with the input sequences where all model
matches are masked with N. The file will be called <result_name>.masked.
• -OUTfiles = standard [0], tab-delimited [1], only statistics [2] (0)
Output formats:
• 0: standard ModelInspector output, human-readable tables
Three result files are created:
• match overview (<result_name>.out)
• detailed output (<result_name>_complete.out)
• statistics output (<result_name>_stat.out)
• 1: tab-delimited output, e.g. for import into Excel (<result_name>.tab)
The following information is included for each model match (one model match
per line):
• sequence name,
• accession number,
• model name,
• start position,
• end position,
• model score,
• strand
• 2: only statistics output file is created (3rd output file from standard output). In
this case the maximum number of matches is set to unlimited.
• -XML = no [N], yes [Y], only XML [O] (N)
If this parameter is set to Y, an additional XML file with the model matches will
be written (<result_name>.xml). If -XML=O, no other result file, but only the
XML file will be written. By default, no XML file is written.
• -MATCHes = max. number of matches in output
When the maximum number of matches is reached, the analysis is terminated.
Per default all matches found are shown in the output.
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• -BOTHstr = scan both strands [0/1] (1)
Per default, ModelInspector analyses both strands of the input sequences. The
analysis can be restricted to the input strand by setting -BOTHstr to 0.
• -THReshold = threshold for number of elements [0-100] (100)
This value gives the minimum score that a match has to reach to appear in the
output file. The value is given in percent of the number of elements of the model.
Default is 100% (i.e. all elements of the model have to be present).
• -FILTer = match filter options [AUPEIR35] (A)
Per default, all matches are listed in the output. Alternatively, the output can be
filtered for matches located in
• U = unannotated sequence regions
• P = regions annotated as promoters
• E = regions annotated as exons
• I = regions annotated as introns
• R = regions annotated as repeats
• 3 = regions annotated as 3'UTR
• 5 = regions annotated as 5'UTR
The annotation filter works only for databases where the above mentioned features are annotated in the feature table of the database entries, i.e. the filter is
useful when the Genomatix ElDorado Genomes or the EMBL or GenBank databases are scanned.
Examples:
modelinspector -SEQ=test.seq -MOD="Vertebrate_Modules/" -RES=test

will scan the sequence file test.seq for matches to the Vertebrate Promoter Module
Library. Three result files (test.out, test_complete.out, test_start.out) will be
created.
modelinspector -SEQ=test.seq -MOD="Vertebrate_Modules/CAAT_YY1F_01.mod
el Vertebrate_Modules/GREF_CAAT_01.model" -RES=test2 -OUT=1

will scan the sequence file test.seq for matches to the models 'CAAT_YY1F_01' and
'GREF_CAAT_01' and create the result file test2.tab containing the matches in tab-delimited form.
ModelInspector with parameter file
ModelInspector can also be called with a parameter file as argument:
modelinspector <parameter-file>
or
modelinspector -PAR=<parameter-file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
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Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a model
search:
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; ModelInspector parameter file
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
gbv.seq
;
N
0
/gx_libraries/100_library/
/gx_libraries/61_model_library/
/gx_web/<user_id/Matrices/
/gx_web/<user_id>/Models/
gbv
Y
/gx_libraries/61_model_library/Plant_Modules/ABRE_ABRE_01.model
;
100
100
-1
S
A
0
N
N
0
0
0

Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines starting with a ";" are treated as comments.
Line 4: complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
Line 5: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> accession number (Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line 4).)
If you want to scan several sequence files or accession numbers, please enter them in
the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line). The number of sequence files / accession numbers is unlimited.
Line 6: must contain ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 7: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences)
Line 8: empty (only relevant for the WWW-version of ModelInspector)
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Line 9: sequence offset: ModelInspector will use this position as an offset and will give
all matches relative to this position.
Line 10: directory of matrix library (see -MATDIR)
Line 11: directory of model library (see -MODELDIR)
Line 12: directory of user-defined matrices (or empty line) (see -UMATDIR)
Line 13: directory of user-defined models (or empty line) (see -UMODELDIR)
Line 14: result name (without extension)
Line 15: inspect both strands? either Y = yes or N = no
Line 16: model filenames (including path) If you enter the directory of a model group
(trailing slash is required) all models of this library group will be used. If you want to
use several models / model groups, please enter the model file names / model group
directories in the following lines (one model file per line).
Line 17: must contain ';' (denotes end of model files)
Line 18: model similarity threshold (in % of the number of the individual elements of
the model)
Line 19: same value as in Line 18 (for historical reasons)
Line 20: has to be -1
Line 21: output sort order (S/M/Q)
• S = match positions on the sequences
• M = model names
• Q = quality (i.e score) of model matches
Line 22: output of all or selected matches:
One or more of the following letters can be entered:
• A = all
• U = unannotated matches
• P = promoter matches
• E = exon matches
• I = intron matches
• R = repeat matches
• 3 = 3'UTR matches
• 5 = 5'UTR matches
Default is all matches (A). The match selection works only for- databases where the
above mentioned features are annotated in the feature table of the database entries,
i.e. the filter is useful when the Genomatix ElDorado Genomes or the EMBL or GenBank databases are scanned.
Line 23: maximum number of matches in output file (0 = unlimited)
Line 24: has to contain N
Line 25: create masked sequence file? either Y = yes or N = no
Line 26: format of output file (0/1/2)
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• 0: standard ModelInspector output, human-readable tables
Three result files are created:
• match overview (<result_name>.out)
• detailed output (<result_name>_complete.out)
• statistics output (<result_name>_stat.out)
• 1: tab-delimited output, e.g. for import into Excel™ (<result_name>.tab)
• 2: only statistics output file is created (3rd output file from standard output). In
this case the maximum number of matches is set to unlimited.
Line 27: number of different model matches per sequence
The output can be filtered for sequences in which at least the specified number of different model matches occur. Per default all sequences with at least one model match
are shown in the output (enter value 0 in this line.
Line 28: show alternative matches in detailed output (see -ALTmatches)

Program Output
When standard output format is set, ModelInspector creates three output files:
1. Match overview (<result_name>.out): match list with the position, strand orientation,
and score of each model match
2. Detailed output (<result_name>_complete.out): detailed information for each individual element of the model
3. Statistics output (<result_name>_stat.out): statistics of the model matches and detailed information for user-defined models
Note: All three output files include the parameters that are used for the search!
The list of all models and detailed description of the models is available in MatBase
(Genomatix Software Suite).

Output formats
Depending on the setting of the -OUTFILES parameter or the content of line 26 of the
parameter file, three different kinds of output will be generated,
Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=0
(or putting a '0' in line 26 of the parameter file will result in 3 human-readable output files:
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1. The match overview (<result_name>.out):
ModelInspector Release 5.6.1 July 2008

Wed Jul 23 18:44:30 2008

Solution parameters:
-------------------Sequence file: prom_test.seq
Models: library Vertebrate_Modules Version 5.0
Threshold for number of elements: 100.0 %
Inspecting both strands of sequences(s).
Output sorted by: match positions on the sequences
Maximum number of matches in output file: unlimited
Model name
Position
(Str)
Model sim.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Inspecting sequence GXP_158212 [GXP_158212] (1 - 601):
[GXL_131898, KCNIP3, GeneID: 30818, Homo sapiens chr. 2, Kv channel interacting protein 3, calsenilin]
CHOP_AARF_01
EBOX_EREF_01
EBOX_EREF_01
CREB_EBOX_01
NKXH_CEBP_01
IRFF_ETSF_02
FKHD_NF1F_01
NR2F_GATA_01
BRNF_RXRF_01
GATA_NKXH_01

118
302
342
348
374
431
443
494
521
569

-

106
483
158
318
412
455
410
462
472
538

(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

A total of 10 matches was found in 1 sequences.
Sequences searched: 1 (601 bp).
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2. The detailed output (<result_name>_complete.out):
ModelInspector Release 5.6.1 July 2008

Wed Jul 23 18:44:30 2008

Solution parameters:
-------------------Sequence file: prom_test.seq
Models: library Vertebrate_Modules Version 5.0
Threshold for number of elements: 100.0 %
Inspecting both strands of sequences(s).
Output sorted by: match positions on the sequences
Maximum number of matches in output file: unlimited
Inspecting sequence GXP_158212 [GXP_158212] (1 - 601):
[GXL_131898, KCNIP3, GeneID: 30818, Homo sapiens chr. 2, Kv channel interacting protein 3, calsenilin]
Model: CHOP_AARF_01 (118 - 106)
(-)
--------------------------------------------Matrix element
Position
Core sim.
Mat. sim.
Model element
Position
--Model sim.
V$CHOP/CHOP.02
V$AARF/AARE.01

106 106 -

118 (+)
114 (-)

1.000
0.980

0.857
0.967

Model: EBOX_EREF_01 (302 - 483)
(+)
--------------------------------------------Matrix element
Position
Core sim.
Mat. sim.
Model element
Position
--Model sim.
V$EBOX/NMYC.01
V$EREF/ER.01

302 465 -

314 (-)
483 (-)

1.000
1.000

0.932
0.702

[...]
A total of 10 matches was found in 1 sequences.
Sequences searched: 1 (601 bp).

3. The statistics output (<result_name>_stat.out):
ModelInspector Release 5.6.1 July 2008

Wed Jul 23 18:44:30 2008

Solution parameters:
-------------------Sequence file: prom_test.seq
(continued on next page)
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Models: library Vertebrate_Modules Version 5.0
Threshold for number of elements: 100.0 %
Inspecting both strands of sequences(s).
Output sorted by: match positions on the sequences
Maximum number of matches in output file: unlimited
Statistics:
===========
BRNF_RXRF_01
CHOP_AARF_01
CREB_EBOX_01
EBOX_EREF_01
FKHD_NF1F_01
GATA_NKXH_01
IRFF_ETSF_02
NKXH_CEBP_01
NR2F_GATA_01

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

matches
matches
matches
matches
matches
matches
matches
matches
matches

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0

(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),
(+),

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))
(-))

found
found
found
found
found
found
found
found
found

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.
seq.

A total of 10 matches was found in 1 sequences.
Sequences searched: 1 (601 bp).

Setting the parameter to:
... -OUTFILES=2
or putting a '2' in line 26 of the parameter file will result in statistics-only output identical
to 3rd output file above.
Setting the parameter to:
... -OUTFILES=1
or putting a '1' in line 26 of the parameter file will result in a tab-delimited output file
(<result_name>.tab):
Seq. name
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
[...]

Accession #
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212
GXP_158212

www.genomatix.de

Model name
BRNF_RXRF_01
CHOP_AARF_01
CREB_EBOX_01
EBOX_EREF_01
EBOX_EREF_01
FKHD_NF1F_01

Start
472
106
318
302
158
410

End
521
118
348
483
342
443

Score
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Strand
+
-
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CoreSearch is a tool to define unknown common motifs in a set of unaligned DNA sequences. CoreSearch starts with a search for a highly conserved core sequence (called
"tuple" in the original publication) which occurs in almost all of the input sequences. In
most cases this initial search defines more than one core. Consecutive selection steps
are employed in order to reduce the number of core candidates as soon as possible. The
selection is based on maximization of the information content (consensus index), first of
the core and then of regions around the core.
CoreSearch features:

•
•
•
•
•

•

Optimal length of the motifs is determined.
Motifs can occur on both strands.
Motifs found are compared with the Genomatix' Matrix Library of TF binding site
descriptions to check whether the motif is similar to an already known TF binding
site.
Motifs are stored as nucleotide weight matrices readable by MatInspector.
Additional features for "standard" CoreSearch version (less than 250 input sequences):
• More than one motif match per sequence is allowed.
• Multiple independent motifs are defined in one run. The analysis is terminated
when no more significant motif is found.
Number of input sequences is unlimited (new feature of Version 6.0).

The original CoreSearch algorithm is described in

•

Wolfertstetter F, Frech K, Herrmann G, Werner T (1996)
Identification of functional elements in unaligned nucleic acid
sequences by a novel tuple search algorithm.
Comp. Appl. Biosci. 12, 71-80

Published research assisted by CoreSearch should cite this article.
CoreSearch has been considerably improved compared to the version published in
1996. Most important improvement is the running time. The new CoreSearch version is
10 times faster than the published version.
New in CoreSearch 6.0 (April 2009):
CoreSearch accepts an unlimited number of input sequences (e.g. from ChIP-Seq experiments). In case more than 250 sequences are uploaded to CoreSearch, a new fast
algorithm is used for definition of the common motif. Definition of a motif in about 2000
ChIP-Seq regions usually takes less than 1 minute.
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The following steps are performed by the "large-scale" CoreSearch version:

•
•
•
•

Use the "standard" CoreSearch algorithm to define common motifs
in randomly selected subsets of 100 sequences.
Generate a matrix family consisting of all motifs defined in the subsets.
Search all input sequences for matches to this matrix family.
Use the best match from each sequence for definition of the final
motif. In case more than 5,000 matches are found, only the first
5,000 are used.

General background
CoreSearch needs at least a sequence file, containing the DNA sequences to be analyzed for common motifs.
It accepts the most commonly used sequence formats:
• EMBL format
• FASTA format
• GENBANK format
• GCG format (also RSF format)
• IG format
The following environment variables have to be set for CoreSearch:
• MATDIR (path to Genomatix Matrix Library)
• UMATDIR (optional: path to user-defined matrices)
The environment variables MATDIR and UMATDIR have to be set to the directories
where the matrix library supplied by Genomatix and user-defined matrices are located.
The MATDIR variable is automatically pre-set to the correct path to the newest Genomatix matrix library. The UMATDIR variable has only to be set in case the motifs found
by CoreSearch should be compared with available user-defined matrices. This can be
done by the UNIX command
export UMATDIR=/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
Please see the Introduction to learn more about how to set the environment variables.

Program Input
CoreSearch parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line, e.g.:
coresearch -SEQ="<seq_file>" -RES="<result_file>"
where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be searched and <result_file> by the path/name of the output file.
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• via parameter file:
coresearch -PAR=<parameter_file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
Both ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of CoreSearch parameters via command line
Each CoreSearch parameter can be entered directly on the command line. The list of
parameters is available with
coresearch -HELP
Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -PROTein = 0
This parameter is redundant for CoreSearch and needs not to be set. If it is
used, it must be set to '0', as CoreSearch accepts only DNA sequences as input.
CoreSearch parameters:
• -PAR = parameter file
All parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set (see 2. input option: via parameter file).
• -MATDIR = matrix library directory (default via the environment variable)
The directory in which the Genomatix Matrix Library is searched.
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• -UMATDIR = directory of user-defined matrices
The directory in which user-defined matrices are searched.
User-defined matrices can be defined with the programs MatDefine or
CoreSearch (within Genomatix Software Suite). Both programs create the matrices in a file called "user_defined.lib" which will reside in
/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/. Either setting the parameter -UMATDIR=<dir> or
setting the environment variable UMATDIR to this directory will allow the command line version of CoreSearch to compare the newly found motifs with already available user-defined matrices. Please see the Introduction to learn
more about how to set the environment variables.
• -RESult = result name
Name of result file (without extension)
CoreSearch creates three result files: "result_name.out", "result_name.lib" and
"result_name.motif_seq". "result_name.out" contains the CoreSearch results in
ASCII format. "result_name.lib" contains the defined motifs in binary format
which can be read by MatInspector. "result_name.motif_seq" is a FASTA sequence file containing the sequence regions used for definition of the motif. A
".motif_seq" file is created for each found motif.
• -CORElen = length of core tuple [4-10] (7)
Length of the highly conserved core sequence that is searched initially. The
core sequence needs not to be identical in all sequences, it may contain a single
mismatch at a random position. The default length of 7 bp is suitable for most
sequence sets. In case the sequences are longer than 1000 bp, it may be necessary to increase the length of the core to avoid random matches.
• -MINSEQ = minimal fraction of sequences containing the motif [5-100] (75)
The lower limit of sequences within the input set that has to contain the core
sequence and the final motif. Default is 75% of the input sequences.
• -MOTIFocc = number of motif matches per sequence [0|2] (0 = at most one)
By default, CoreSearch looks for at most one motif match per sequence. In case
you assume that the sequences might contain more than one match of the same
motif, set this parameter to 2 = "any number of repetitions".
• -BOTHstr = search motifs on both strands [0|1] (1)
CoreSearch searches for motifs on both the input sequence and the reverse
complement of it by default. Setting the -BOTHstr parameter to 0 will cause
CoreSearch to search the given sequence only.
• -APRIORI = a priori frequency of nucleotides [0|1] (1 = determine from input
sequences)
By default, CoreSearch uses the nucleotide distribution of the input sequences
as a priori frequency. Alternatively, equal distribution of all nucleotides can be
used (-APRIORI=0).
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• -MATSIM = min. matrix similarity [0.6-0.95] (0.8)
CoreSearch defines motifs described as weight matrices. All motif matches
have to be identified by the resulting matrix. Therefore, only sequences that
reach the minimum matrix similarity are included in the matrix, all other sequences are rejected. In case CoreSearch is not able to identify a common motif
in the input sequences, it may help to decrease the matrix similarity.
• -NUM_MOTifs = max. number of different motifs [0-10] (1)
CoreSearch will look for up to this number of distinct motifs in the input
sequence set. CoreSearch stops when this number of motifs has been found,
or when no more motif is found that fulfills the search criteria.
Setting -NUM_MOTifs to 0 means that the number of motifs is not limited, the
search will then only terminate when no more motif fulfilling the search criteria
can be found.
If the input set includes more than 250 sequences (i.e. the "large-scale"
CoreSearch algorithm is used), only one motif can be defined.
Examples:
coresearch -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test
will search for a motif common to at least 75% of the sequences contained in sequence
file test.seq. The results will be written to test.out. If a common motif is found, two
additional result files are created. The binary result file test.lib contains the found
motif in a format readable by MatInspector. The sequences file test.motif_seq contains the motif sequences in FASTA format.
coresearch -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test -MINSEQ=70 -NUM_MOTIFS=0
will search for all motifs common to at least 70% of the sequences contained in sequence
file test.seq.
CoreSearch with parameter file
CoreSearch can also be called with a parameter file as argument:
coresearch <parameter-file>
or
coresearch -PAR=<parameter-file>

On the next page is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a
CoreSearch analysis:
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; CoreSearch parameter file
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
demo.seq
;
N
0
demo
7
75
2|?
90.0
100
94.0
5
15
20
20
0.7
40
40
-1
2
0.80
/gx_libraries/100_library/
/gx_web/<user_id>/Matrices/
4
0
1
1

Please note: The line numbers given are for your orientation only. Do NOT include line
numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a '';' contain comments and therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!

Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines starting with a ";" are treated as comments.
Line 4: complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
Line 5: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> <accession number>
(Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line
4).) If you want to scan several sequence files or accession numbers, please enter
them in the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line).
Line 6: must contain ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 7: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences)
Line 8: empty (only relevant for the WWW-version of CoreSearch)
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Line 9: has to contain 0 (only relevant for the WWW-version of CoreSearch)
Line 10: result name (without extension)
Line 11: length of core tuple, default length is 7 bp (see -CORElen)
Line 12: min. % of sequences that have to contain the motif, default is 75%
(see -MINSEQ)
Line 13 - Line 25: These lines contain internal parameters which have to be set to the
values given in the example above. Please do not change them.
Line 26: min. matrix similarity, default is 0.80 (see -MATSIM)
Line 27: directory of Genomatix Matrix Library (see -MATDIR)
Line 28: directory of user-defined matrices (or empty line) (see -UMATDIR)
Line 29: max. number of different motifs, default is 1, 0 means unlimited
(see -NUM_MOTIFs)
Line 30: number of motif matches per sequence (0 or 2, default is 0) (see -MOTIFocc)
• 0 = at most one
• 2 = any number of repetitions
Line 31: search motifs on both strands (0 = no, 1 = yes, default is 1) (see -BOTHstr)
Line 32: a priori frequency of nucleotides (0 or 1, default is 1) (see -APRIORI)
• 0 = nucleotides are equally distributed
• 1 = use nucleotide distribution of input sequences

Program Output
CoreSearch creates three output files:
1. Human readable output (<result_name>.out)
This output file contains the CoreSearch parameters and the common motifs that could
be identified. For each motif found, CoreSearch displays all motif matches including the
following information:
• location within the input sequence
• sequence of the motif match
• similarity to the motif (matrix similarity)
Furthermore, the conservation profile of the motif and the IUPAC consensus sequence
is given. The similarity of the motif to transcription factor binding site descriptions of the
Genomatix Matrix Library is shown as additional information. For the "large-scale" version, intermediate analysis results (motifs defined in randomly selected subsets) are also
given.
2. Binary output file for use with MatInspector (result_name.lib)
This output file is created only when common motifs are identified. It contains the weight
matrix descriptions of the found motifs in the weight matrix library format used by MatInspector. MatInspector will use these matrices when the UMATDIR variable is set to the
www.genomatix.de
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directory where the .lib files created by CoreSearch are located. For the "large-scale"
CoreSearch version, the final motif (name starts with "f_") as well as the motifs defined
from randomly selected subsets (names start with "s") are included.
3. FASTA sequence file containing the motif sequences (result_name.motif_seq)
For each found motif, a sequence file in FASTA format containing the motif sequences
is created. In case the chromosomal positions of the sequence regions are annotated in
the input file, this position information is preserved in the motif match sequence file.
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Output example ("standard" CoreSearch):
CoreSearch Release 6.0

Fri Mar 27 17:36:00 2009

Solution parameters:
-------------------Sequence file: nfy.seq
Length of core: 7 bp
Min. number of sequences: 9 sequences ( 75 % of 12)
Number of motif matches per sequence: at most one
A priori frequency of nucleotides: determined from input sequences
(A: 0.24, C: 0.27, G: 0.26, T: 0.23)
Strand(s) searched: both strands
Matrix similarity threshold: 0.80
Maximum number of motifs: 1
Input sequences:
---------------1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

E-ALPHA ( 226 bp)
MUSMHKBA ( 385 bp)
MSV ( 350 bp)
HUMHB1AZ ( 483 bp)
ADMLP ( 411 bp)
HUMHSP70 ( 521 bp)
rnalobg1 ( 341 bp)
musalbprmt ( 486 bp)
E-BETA ( 396 bp)
mmlapglob ( 350 bp)
XLHSP70 ( 350 bp)
SUSH2B1G_2 ( 379 bp)

Motifs defined:
--------------Motif 1: Core CCAATCA detected in 12 sequences, number of final matches: 12
Seq.name
E-ALPHA
MUSMHKBA
MSV
HUMHB1AZ
ADMLP
HUMHSP70
rnalobg1
musalbprmt
E-BETA
mmlapglob
XLHSP70
SUSH2B1G_2

Position
60
279
149
341
80
389
108
63
237
160
230
154

-

79
298
168
360
99
408
127
82
256
179
249
173

(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)
(+)

Core
|||||||
TTTTAACCAATCAGAAAAAT
CAAGAACCAATCAGTGTCGC
AACTAACCAATCAGTTCGCT
CGCCAGCCAATGAGCGCCGC
TATAAACCAATCACCTTCCT
CTTGGACCAATCAGAGGCCA
CACGCGCCAATCAGAGTTAT
TAGGAACCAATGAAATGCGA
TGGGAGCCAATCAGCATCAA
AACCAGCCAATGAGAACTGC
GATTAGCCAATCAAGGCACA
AACCTACCAATCAAAGCTAA

Mat.sim.
0.953
0.983
0.974
0.920
0.952
0.937
0.948
0.932
0.948
0.936
0.952
0.940

(continued on next page)
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Conservation profile

***** *
***** *
***** *
***** *
***** *
***** *
***** *
*******
*******
********
********
* **********
* **********
* ********** *
* ********** * **
* ************ ***
********************
********************
********************
********************
NANNARCCAATCAGNDNNVH

Additional information:
----------------------12 out of 12 sequences are recognized by matrix family F$YCAT.
9 out of 12 sequences are recognized by matrix family P$CAAT.
12 out of 12 sequences are recognized by matrix family V$CAAT.
12 out of 12 sequences are recognized by matrix family V$CLOX.

Output example ("large-scale" CoreSearch):

CoreSearch Release 6.0

Fri Mar 27 17:39:27 2009

Solution parameters:
-------------------Sequence file: STAT1_min100_reads.seq
Length of core: 8 bp
Min. number of sequences: 1846 sequences ( 76 % of 2429)
Number of motif matches per sequence: at most one
A priori frequency of nucleotides: determined from input sequences
(A: 0.27, C: 0.23, G: 0.23, T: 0.27)
Strand(s) searched: both strands
Matrix similarity threshold: 0.80
Maximum number of motifs: 1
Input sequences:
---------------1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Region_2
Region_3
Region_4
Region_5
Region_6
Region_7
Region_8

(1331
( 704
(1264
(1014
(1015
( 794
(1431

bp)
bp)
bp)
bp)
bp)
bp)
bp)

(continued on next page)
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...
2426) Region_2427 ( 465 bp)
2427) Region_2428 ( 525 bp)
2428) Region_2429 ( 506 bp)
Warning:
-------The following sequences were excluded from the analysis.
Sequences longer than 3000 base pairs:
-> Region_1
Motifs defined from subsets
--------------------------5 motifs defined from 5 subsets
Family: U$1STAT1_c

(family length = 15 bp)

U$2STAT1_cs_un
U$4STAT1_cs_un
U$3STAT1_cs_un
U$1STAT1_cs_un
U$5STAT1_cs_un

NTTCYRGGAANNGN
NTTCCAGGAAN...
NTTCCAGGAAN...
NTTCCAGGAAN...
NTTCCAGGAAAN..

At least one motif match found in 2420 of 2428 sequences.

Final Motif
----------Number of aligned sequences: 2198
Number of rejected sequences: 222
Seq.name
Region_2
Region_3
Region_4
Region_5
Region_6
Region_7

Position
415
274
419
523
587
447

-

427
286
431
535
599
459

Mat.sim.
(-)
(-)
(+)
(-)
(-)
(+)

GCTTCCAGGAAGT
ACTTCTCGGAAAT
ATTTCCAGTAAAC
ATTTCTGGGAAAA
TGTTCTGGGAATT
GCTTCCGGGAAAT

0.978
0.907
0.871
0.933
0.912
0.961

280 (+)
267 (+)
466 (-)

GTGTCTGGGAATA
ATTTCCAGGAGAT
GAAGCCAGGAAAG

0.827
0.849
0.808

...
Region_2425
Region_2427
Region_2428

268 255 454 -

(continued on next page)
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Conservation profile
*
* **
****
****
****
****
**
****
*** ****
*** ****
**** ****
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
***********
*************
*************
*************
NNTTCCAGGAANN
Additional information:
----------------------1328 out of 2198 sequences are recognized by matrix family V$BCL6.
1966 out of 2198 sequences are recognized by matrix family V$STAT.
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PromoterInspector
PromoterInspector is a program that predicts eukaryotic polymerase II promoter regions
with high specificity in mammalian genomic sequences. PromoterInspector focuses on
the genomic context of promoters rather than their exact location. Prediction is based on
context specific features which were extracted from training sequences (all mammalian)
by a heuristic-free approach. The novel idea of the PromoterInspector approach is the
way of feature definition: Features are defined by equivalence classes of IUPAC groups
which allow a fuzzy description of the promoter context. Prediction is based on the analysis of feature frequencies.
Details of the algorithm are published in:

•

Scherf, M., Klingenhoff, A., Werner, T. (2000)
Highly Specific Localization of Promoter Regions in Large Genomic Sequences by PromoterInspector: A Novel Context
Analysis Approach.
J. Mol. Biol. 297, 599-606.

Published research assisted by PromoterInspector should cite this article.

General background
PromoterInspector needs at least a sequence file containing the genomic DNA sequences to be searched for promoter regions.
It accepts the most commonly used sequence formats:
• EMBL format
• FASTA format
• GENBANK format
• GCG format (also RSF format)
• IG format
• plain sequence format
The environment variable PILIB has to be set to the location of the PromoterInspector
library file (PromInsp.lib). The environment variable is automatically pre-set to the correct file. (/gx_libraries/PromInsp.lib) unless you have been provided additional information upon delivery of your GGA.

Program Input
PromoterInspector parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line, e.g.:
promoterinspector -SEQ="<seq_file>" -RES="<result_file>"
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where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be searched and <result_file> by the path/name of the output file.

• via parameter file:
promoterinspector -PAR=<parameter_file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
Both ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of PromoterInspector parameters via command line
Each PromoterInspector parameter can be entered directly in the command line. The list
of parameters is available with
promoterinspector -HELP
Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -PROTein = 0
This parameter is redundant for PromoterInspector and needs not to be set. If
it is used, it must be set to '0', as PromoterInspector accepts only DNA sequences as input.
PromoterInspector parameters:
• -PAR = parameter file
All parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set (see 2. input option: via parameter file).
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• -PILIB = PromoterInspector library file (default via the environment variable
PILIB)
Location of the PromoterInspector library file.
• -RESult = result name
Name of the result file. The format of the result file is defined by the -OUTfiles
parameter.
• -OUTfiles = standard [0], tab-delimited [1] (0)
Output formats:
0: standard PromoterInspector output (list of promoter regions for each sequence contained in the input sequence file(s))
1: tab-delimited output, e.g. for import into Excel™
The following information is included for each promoter region (one promoter
region per line): sequence name, accession number, start position, end position, length
Example:
promoterinspector -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test.tab -OUT=1
will scan the sequences in the file test.seq for promoter regions and create the result
file test.tab containing the promoter regions in tab-delimited form.
PromoterInspector with parameter file
PromoterInspector can also be called with a parameter file as argument:
promoterinspector <parameter-file>
or
promoterinspector -PAR=<parameter-file>

Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a PromoterInspector run:
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; PromoterInspector parameter file
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
input.seq
;
N
0
; PromoterInspector library
/gx_libraries/PromInsp.lib
; result name
result.out
; output format (0: standard, 1: tab-delimited)
0

Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines starting with a ";" are treated as comments.
Line 4: complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
Line 5: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> accession number
(Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line
4).)
If you want to scan several sequence files or accession numbers, please enter them in
the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line).
Line 6: must contain ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 7: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences)
Line 8: empty (only relevant for the WWW-version of PromoterInspector)
Line 9: has to contain 0 (only relevant for the WWW-version of PromoterInspector)
Line 11: PromoterInspector library file (see -PILIB)
Line 13: result name
Line 15: format of output file (0/1)
• 0: standard PromoterInspector output
• 1: tab-delimited output, e.g. for import into Excel

Program Output
PromoterInspector creates an output file that contains a list of promoter regions for every
sequence. Start and end of the regions correspond to sense strand numbering. Please
note that predictions are not strand specific.
The length of the promoter regions might vary between 200 bp and >1000 bp.
© 2022 Precigen Bioinformatics Germany GmbH
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Please note that the region start and end is not the exact start or end of the promoter.
The region might contain the promoter or overlap with the promoter.

Output formats
Depending on the setting of the -OUTFILES parameter or the content of line 15 of the
parameter file, two different kinds of output will be generated,
Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=0
or putting a '0' in line 15 of the parameter file will generate standard PromoterInspector
output as in the following example:
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PromoterInspector Release 1.1.1

Wed Sep 17 15:33:16 2008

Sequence file: example.seq
Explanation for column output:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-> Region positions correspond to sense strand numbering
-> Predictions are not strand specific
--------------------------------promoter region
--------------------------------start |
end
|
length
--------------------------------Inspecting sequence Gg_histone_H1-b [E27004] (1 - 600):
[Gg histone H1-b 03; range -499 to
100.]
341 |

540 |

200

Inspecting sequence Gg_histone_H1-c [E07047] (1 - 600):
[Gg histone H1-c` 01; range -499 to
100.]
329 |

552 |

224

Inspecting sequence Cm_histone_H1 [E33001] (1 - 600):
[Cm histone H1; range -499 to
100.]
No promoter region found
Inspecting sequence Gg_histone_H1-d [E11065] (1 - 600):
[Gg histone H1-d 02; range -499 to
100.]
349 |

600 |

252

Inspecting sequence Mm_histone_H1-E [E48019] (1 - 600):
[Mm histone H1-E; range -499 to
100.]
361 |

580 |

220

Found 4 promoter regions in 5 sequences
A total of 3000 basepairs was scanned
Please expect PromoterInspector to find good matches but not all Promoters !

Setting the parameter to
... -OUTFILES=1
or putting a '1' in line 15 of the parameter file will generate tab-delimited output:
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Output example
Seq. name
Gg_histone_H1-b
Gg_histone_H1-c
Gg_histone_H1-d
Mm_histone_H1-E

www.genomatix.de

Accession no
E27004
E07047
E11065
E48019

Start
341
329
349
361

End
540
552
600
580

Length
200
224
252
220
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DiAlign is a (DNA or protein) multiple alignment program that relies on comparison of
whole segments of sequences instead of comparison of single nucleic/amino acids.
DiAlign constructs alignments from gap-free pairs of similar segments of the sequences.
Such segment pairs are referred to as 'diagonals' (hence the name). Every possible diagonal is given a so-called weight reflecting the degree of similarity among the two segments involved. The overall score of an alignment is then defined as the sum of weights
of the diagonals it consists of and the program finds an alignment with a maximum score
- in other words: the program tries to find a consistent collection of diagonals with a
maximum sum of weights.
DiAlign does not use any gap penalty, thus avoiding this critical parameter. Consequently
the program is especially suited to detect local similarities in otherwise completely unrelated sequences.
Mathematical details of the algorithm are described in

•

Morgenstern, B., Dress, A., Werner, T. (1996)
Multiple DNA and protein sequence alignment based on segment-to-segment comparison.
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 12098 - 12103.

A more general description including application examples is given in

•

Morgenstern, B., Frech, K., Dress, A., Werner, T. (1998)
DIALIGN: Finding local similarities by multiple sequence
alignment.
Bioinformatics 14, 290 - 294.

Published research assisted by DiAlign should cite one of these articles.

General background
DiAlign needs at least a sequence file, containing the DNA or protein sequences to be
aligned. It accepts the most commonly used sequence formats:
• EMBL format
• FASTA format
• GENBANK format
• GCG format (also RSF format)
• IG format
DiAlign uses the BLOSUM62 amino acid substitution matrix for alignment of protein sequences. It is not possible to replace BLOSUM62 by other similarity matrices, since the
pre-computed diagonal probability values refer to the BLOSUM62 matrix.
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The environment variable DIALIGN2_DIR has to be set to the directory where the
BLOSUM62 similarity matrix and the diagonal probability files (n_prob, p_prob) are located. The DIALIGN2_DIR environment variable is automatically preset to the correct
directory (/gx_libraries/) on the Genomatix Genome Analyzer.

Program Input
DiAlign parameters can be provided in two ways:

• via command line, e.g.:
dialign -SEQ="<seq_file>" -RES="<result_file>"
where <seq_file> has to be replaced by the name (including the path) of the sequence
file to be searched and <result_file> by the path/name of the output file.

• via parameter file:
dialign -PAR=<parameter_file>
where <parameter_file> has to be replaced by the name of the parameter file.
Both ways of providing parameters are described in detail below.
Input of DiAlign parameters via command line
Each DiAlign parameter can be entered directly in the command line. The list of parameters is available with
dialign -HELP
Below is a description of all available parameters with the following notation: Uppercase
letters of the parameter qualifiers are required, lowercase letters are optional. Available
options are listed in brackets and the default is given in parentheses.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -SEQuence = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be aligned.
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be aligned. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
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• -PROTein = [0/1] (0)
0 = read input sequence as DNA sequence
1 = read input sequence as protein sequence
DiAlign parameters:
• -PAR = parameter file
All parameters are read from the given parameter file, no other parameters need
to be set (see 2. input option: via parameter file).
• -NUC_CDS = nucleotide sequences contain coding regions [0/1] (0)
With this option DiAlign translates the compared nucleic acid segments to peptide segments according to the genetic code without (necessarily) knowing the
reading frames, so all three of them are checked for significant similarity. In this
case, the similarity among segments will be assessed on the peptide level rather
than on the nucleic acid level. This option is recommended if nucleic acid sequences are expected to contain protein coding regions, as it will significantly
increase the sensitivity of the alignment procedure in these cases.
• -DIALIGN2_DIR = DiAlign directory
The directory in which the DiAlign similarity and probability files are located. (As
the environment variable DIALIGN2_DIR is pre-set on the Genomatix Genome
Analyzer this parameter is optional).
• -RESult = result name
Name of result file.
• -THReshold = Threshold for inclusion of diagonals in the alignment [0-5](0)
DiAlign uses diagonals to construct an alignment. The threshold T influences
the set of used diagonals: with T > 0, a diagonal is considered for alignment
only if its weight exceeds this threshold. Regions of lower similarity are not
aligned.
DiAlign usually produces reasonable alignments without a threshold, i.e. with T
= 0. Increasing the threshold reduces the computing time of DiAlign, but also
influences the alignment quality. If T is too large, even significant similarities are
ignored. We recommend to use a threshold value between 0 and 1 (maximum
allowed value for T is 5).
• -PLOT_VALue = meaning of '*' signs below alignment [1/2/3/4] (1)
'*' signs are used in the DiAlign output to create a pseudo-graphical representation indicating
1. the relative degree of local similarity among the input sequences (diagonal
similarity)
2. nucleic/amino acid similarity at each position of the alignment
3. positions where all nucleic/amino acids are identical
4. positions with variable nucleic/amino acids
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The latter two options are especially suited for very similar sequences where
one is interested only in the mismatches within an alignment.
• -PLOT_NUMber = number of '*' signs below alignment [0-15] (10)
For the first two -PLOT_VALue options, the maximum number of '*' signs representing the sequence similarity can be chosen. Default is 10 '*' signs. In the
other two cases, one '*' signs denotes identical or variable positions, respectively.
• -AL_BLOCKS = show only aligned blocks [0/1] (0)
By default, the complete alignment is shown. When this option is set, nonaligned blocks are removed from the DiAlign alignment. One or more omitted
non-aligned blocks are indicated by three dots.
This option is especially suited to reduce the size of the alignment when a long
sequence is aligned with a very short sequence (e.g. genomic sequence with
corresponding mRNA).
• -AL_WIDTH = number of nucleic/amino acids per line [0-1000] (50)
The default number of nucleic/amino acids per line in the alignment output is
50. It can be increased up to 1000 or set to 0 (= unlimited) so that the complete
alignment is shown in one line.
• -PAIRout = output of pairwise sequence similarities [0/1] (0)
With this option the similarity (relative to the maximum similarity) is shown for
each pairwise alignment. The similarity value 1.000 marks only the two most
similar sequences, it does not necessarily mean that these sequences are identical.
• -FASTAout = output of alignment in FASTA format [0/1] (0)
With this option the alignment is additionally displayed in FASTA format (the
alignment can then be used as input for other programs).
• -TREEout = output of sequence tree [0/1] (0)
With this option a sequence tree in PHYLIP format is displayed in the output.
The tree can be visualized e.g. by the drawtree program contained in the
PHYLIP software package.
The tree is constructed by applying the UPGMA clustering method to the DiAlign
similarity scores. It roughly reflects the different degrees of similarity among the
sequences. For detailed phylogenetic analysis, we recommend the usual methods for phylogenetic reconstruction.
Examples:
dialign -SEQ=test.seq -RES=test.ali -FASTA=1
will align the nucleotide sequences in the file test.seq and write the alignment in DiAlign
as well as FASTA format to the file test.ali.
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dialign -SEQ=ptest.seq -PROT=1 -RES=ptest.ali
will align the protein sequences in the file ptest.seq and write the alignment in DiAlign
format to the file ptest.ali.
DiAlign with parameter file
DiAlign can also be called with a parameter file as argument:
dialign parameter-file
or
dialign -PAR=parameter-file

Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a DiAlign
alignment:
Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a ';' contain comments and
therefore need not to be present in the file except where noted in the description!
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; DiAlign parameter file
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
demo.seq
;
N
0
<your-path>/dialign2_dir/
demo.ali
0
0.0
10
1
0
0
50
0
0
0
0

Description of the parameter file format:
Line 1-3: All lines starting with a ";" are treated as comments.
Line 4: complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual sequences
by accession number from locally installed databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
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Line 5: name of the input sequence file or <TAB> accession number (Input of accession numbers is only possible when gems_db.idx is available (see Line 4).) If you want
to scan several sequence files or accession numbers, please enter them in the following lines (one sequence file or accession number per line). The number of sequence
files / accession numbers is unlimited.
Line 6: must contain a ';' (denotes end of sequence files)
Line 7: must contain 'N' (input sequences are read as DNA sequences) or P (input sequences are read as protein sequences)
Line 8: empty (only relevant for the WWW-version of DiAlign)
Line 9: has to contain 0 (only relevant for the WWW-version of DiAlign)
Line 10: DiAlign directory (see -DIALIGN2_DIR)
Line 11: name of output file (see -RESult)
Line 12: nucleotide sequences contain coding regions [0/1], (default: 0) (see NUC_CDS)
Line 13: Threshold T (default: 0.0) (see -THReshold)
Line 14: maximum number of '*' signs (default: 10) (see -PLOT_VALue)
Line 15: meaning of '*' signs (1/2/3/4, default: 1) (see -PLOT_NUMber)
• 1 = relative degree of local similarity among the input sequences (diagonal similarity)
• 2 = nucleic/amino acid similarity at each position of the alignment
• 3 = positions where all nucleic/amino acids are identical
• 4 = positions with variable nucleic/amino acids
Line 16: has to contain 0
Line 17: empty (only relevant for the WWW-version of DiAlign)
Line 18: show only aligned blocks (0/1, default: 0) (see -AL_BLOCKS)
Line 19: number of nucleic/amino acids per line (0 = unlimited) (see -AL_WIDTH)
Line 20: output of pairwise sequence similarities (0/1, default: 0)
Line 21: output of alignment in FASTA format (0/1, default: 0)
Line 22: output of sequence tree (0/1, default: 0)
Line 23: has to contain 0
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Program Output
Default output of DiAlign is the alignment in DiAlign format:
GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

1
1
1

a--------- ---AATCAGC CCTCTCgggG TTTCCTTTGG GTAACTGAGT
gagttttgag ggtAATCAGC CCTCTCCT-G TTTCCTTTGG GTAACTGAGT
ca-------- ---------C CCCCTCAT-T TTTACTTGGG GAAACTAAGg
******* ******** *
* ******
*
*
*
*

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
*********

Explanations:

•
•
•
•
•

Names of aligned sequences are shown on the left hand side of the alignment.
Numbers on the left hand side of the alignment denote the position of the first
nucleic/amino acid in a line within the respective sequence.
Capital letters denote aligned nucleic/amino acids, i.e. nucleic/amino acids involved in at least one of the diagonals the alignment consists of.
Lower-case letters denote nucleic/amino acids not belonging to any of these selected diagonals. They are not considered to be aligned by DiAlign. Thus, if a
lower-case letter is appearing in the same column as other letters, this is pure
chance; these nucleic/amino acids are not considered to be homologous.
The number of '*' characters below the alignment reflect the degree of local similarity among sequences. More precisely: They represent the sum of weights of
diagonals connecting nucleic/amino acids at the respective position. The number of '*' characters is normalized such that regions of maximum similarity have
N '*' characters per column (N can be specified by the user). Note that the number of '*' characters depicts the relative degree of similarity within an alignment,
since in every alignment, the region of maximum similarity gets N '*' characters.
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Output example:
DiAlign prof. Release 3.1.3 August 2008
2008

Thu Aug 14 14:27:03

DiAlign 3.1.3
*************
Copyright by:
Genomatix Software GmbH
Published research assisted by DiAlign should cite:
B. Morgenstern, T. Werner, A.W.M. Dress. 1996.
"Multiple DNA and protein sequence alignment
based on segment-to-segment comparison."
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 93, 12098 - 12103.

Parameters:
===========
1) nucleotide sequences
2) threshold T = 0.00
3) '*' signs denote: diagonal similarity
(max. similarity is represented by 10 '*' signs)
4) complete alignment is shown
5) nucleic acids per line in output file: 50
6) diagonals sorted according to their 'individual weights'
(mean pairwise similarity = 69.33)
Aligned sequences:
==================
1) GXP_104464
2) GXP_229466
3) GXP_180570

length:
=======
679 bp
679 bp
671 bp

(continued on next page)
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Alignment (DiAlign format):
===========================
Alignment length: 737 bp
Best conserved region in alignment:
Length: 28 bp
Nucleotides are identical at 24 positions (= 85 %)
Please note that only upper-case letters are considered to be aligned.
For more information, please have a look at the user guide.
GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

1
1
1

a--------- ---AATCAGC CCTCTCgggG TTTCCTTTGG GTAACTGAGT
gagttttgag ggtAATCAGC CCTCTCCT-G TTTCCTTTGG GTAACTGAGT
ca-------- ---------C CCCCTCAT-T TTTACTTGGG GAAACTAAGg
******* ******** *
* ******
*
*
*
*

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

39
50
33

77
88
83

*
*
*
*
*

127
138
130

177
188
180

**** ***** **
*** ***** **
*** ***** **
***
***

****
****
****
****

**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
*
*****
*
*****
****
****

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
****** ***
****** ***
****** ***
******

TCTGGAATAG CCCATTTATC CACGTCATTA TGACCTGGGA GTGCGTGAAT
TCTGGAATAG CCCATTTATG CACGTCATTG TGACTTACGA GTGCGTGAAT
TCTGGAATgg gCAATTTGTC CACGTCACTG TGACCTAGGA ACACGCGAAT
**********
**********
**********
**********
********
********
********
********

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

TTCAACCCAG GTTGAGTGGA GGAAACAATT ATTTCTCAAT CCTAATATGT
TTCAACCCAG GTTGAGTGGA GGAAATAATT ATTTCTCAAT CCTAATGTGC
TTCATCCCAG GTTGGGGGGA Cc---CAATT ATTTCTCAAT CCCATTGTAT
**********
**********
**********
**********
****
****
****

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

**********
**********
**********
**********
*********

G--------C TAAGGTGACT TCCgaGTCAG CA----AGAA ATATCGGACG
G--------C TAAGGTGACC TCCTgGTCAG CA----AGAA ATAGCGGACA
cccagagacC TAAGGTGACT GCCTaagtta gcaaggAGAA GTCTTGGGTA
*
*
*
*

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
*********
*******
*******

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
****
**
****
**
****
****

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

G-GAATCCAC AGATGAGGGC -CTCTGTACA TAGAACAGCT GTCTGCCTCA
G-GAACCCAC AGTTGtagat tCTCTGTACA TAGAACAGCT GTCTGCCTCA
GaGAACCCAC AGCTGAGGGC -CTCTGCGCA CAGAACAGCT GTTCTCCCCA

(continued on next page)
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*
*
*
*
*

********
********
********
********
********

**********
**********
**********
*****
*****

*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********
*********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**
*****
**
*****
**

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

225
237
229

GGAAATACAA CTTTTAGTAT TGAGAAGCTA AAAAGAAAAA AAAaTTAAAA
GGAAATACAA CTTTTAGTAT TGAGAAGCTA AAAAGAAAAA AAA-TTAAAA
GGAAATCAAC TTTTTTTAAT TGAGAAGCTA AAAAattatt ct------AA
||
********** ********** ********** ********** *** ******
********** ********** ********** ********** *** ******
********** ********** ********** ********** *** ******
********** ********** ********** ********** ***
**
********** ********** ********** ****
**
********** ********** ********** ****
**
********** *
** ********** ****
**
******
**
******
**
**

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

275
286
273

GAGAGGTAGC
GAGAGATAGC
GAGAGGTAGC
||||||||||
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

325
336
323

CCATACTAAA
GCTTACTAAA
CCATCCTAAA
||||||||||
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

AATAGCTGTA
AATAGCCGTA
AATAGCTGTA
||||||
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
****** ***
****** ***

375
386
360

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
********
********
********
********
********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********

CAGTTCTTTA GCGCTTACAA TGCAAAAAAA AGGGAAAGGA AAAAAAAAaa
CAGTTCTCTT GTGCTTACAA TGCAAAAAAA AGAAAAAAGA AAAAAAAATT
CCAATCATTT TTGCTTACGA TGCAAAAAtt g--------- ----AAAACT
********** ********** **********
********** ********** **********
*******
******** **********
*******
******** **********
*******
******** ********
******** * ********** ******

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

ATGCAGAAGT TCATTCCGAC
ATGCAGAAGT TCATTCTTAC
ATGCAGAAGT TCATGTTCAA

**********
**********
**********
**********

**********
********
********
********

gaaagaaatt aaactcAAAA ATTGCATGGT TTAGAAGAGG GAGGAGgagc
AAGCTCA--- ------AAAA AGTGCATGGT CTAGAAGAGG GAGGAGCCTT
AAGTTTA--- ------TTAG AGAGgttag- -----AGAAG GAGGAGCTCT
*******

**** ********** ********** **********
**** ********** ********** ******
**** ********** ********** ******

[...]

(continued on next page)
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GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

593
593
585

GCCTGCTCTT ACTGACTGGC ATGAGGATCA GCAGGGGCCA GTACAGCCGG
GCCTGCTCTT ACTGGCTGGA GTGAAGACCA GCAAAGGCCA TTCCATCCGG
GCCTGGTCCT CCTGACTGGG GTGAGGGCCA GCCCAGGCCA GGGCACCCAG
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
***** ****
*****

GXP_104464
GXP_229466
GXP_180570

643
643
635

********** ********** ********** **********
********** ********** ********** **********
********** ********** **********
*********
**** ****
****
****
****
****

GAAGACAATA ACTGCACCCA CTTCCCAGTC GGCCAGA
GgTGACAATA ACTGCACCCA CTTCCCAGTC AGCCAGA
TCTGAGAACA GCTGCACCCA CTTCCCAGGC AACCtgc
**********
* ********
********
*******
*******
*******

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
*********

**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
**********
********

*******
*******
*******
*******
****
****

Pairwise similarities:
======================
For each pairwise alignment, the similarity (relative to the maximum
similarity) is given. Please note that the value 1.000 marks only the two
most similar sequences, it does not necessarily mean that these sequences
are identical.
GXP_229466 GXP_180570
---------------------------------GXP_104464
1.000
0.444
GXP_229466
0.383
Sequence tree:
==============
((GXP_104464:0.002346,
GXP_229466:0.002346):0.003309,
GXP_180570:0.005654);
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Variant Analysis
General Background
Genomatix VariantAnalysis is a tool for the analysis of SNPs and small InDels. Variants
are analyzed for their genomic location, their effects on the amino acid sequence of a
transcript and their effect on transcription factor binding sites (see the section "Types of
analysis" below for details).

Input formats
VariantAnalysis supports two different input formats:

VCF format
The Variant Call Format (VCF) was developed for the 1000 Genomes Project.
For details please refer to:
http://www.1000genomes.org/wiki/Analysis/Variant%20Call%20Format/vcf-variant-call-format-version-41

If the VCF file contains GENOTYPE fields, only the first one is used (to decide if the
variant is homozygous or heterozygous).
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Example for a file in VCF format:
##fileformat=VCFv4.1
##samtoolsVersion=0.1.18 (r982:295)
##INFO=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Raw read depth">
##INFO=<ID=DP4,Number=4,Type=Integer,Description="# high-quality ref-forward bases, ref-reverse, alt-forward and
alt-reverse bases">
##INFO=<ID=MQ,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Root-mean-square mapping quality of covering reads">
##INFO=<ID=FQ,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Phred probability of all samples being the same">
##INFO=<ID=AF1,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Max-likelihood estimate of the first ALT allele frequency (assuming HWE)">
##INFO=<ID=AC1,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Max-likelihood estimate of the first ALT allele count (no HWE assumption)">
##INFO=<ID=G3,Number=3,Type=Float,Description="ML estimate of genotype frequencies">
##INFO=<ID=HWE,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Chi^2 based HWE test P-value based on G3">
##INFO=<ID=CLR,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Log ratio of genotype likelihoods with and without the constraint">
##INFO=<ID=UGT,Number=1,Type=String,Description="The most probable unconstrained genotype configuration in the
trio">
##INFO=<ID=CGT,Number=1,Type=String,Description="The most probable constrained genotype configuration in the
trio">
##INFO=<ID=PV4,Number=4,Type=Float,Description="P-values for strand bias, baseQ bias, mapQ bias and tail distance
bias">
##INFO=<ID=INDEL,Number=0,Type=Flag,Description="Indicates that the variant is an INDEL.">
##INFO=<ID=PC2,Number=2,Type=Integer,Description="Phred probability of the nonRef allele frequency in group1 samples being larger (,smaller) than in group2.">
##INFO=<ID=PCHI2,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Posterior weighted chi^2 P-value for testing the association between group1 and group2 samples.">
##INFO=<ID=QCHI2,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Phred scaled PCHI2.">
##INFO=<ID=PR,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="# permutations yielding a smaller PCHI2.">
##INFO=<ID=VDB,Number=1,Type=Float,Description="Variant Distance Bias">
##FORMAT=<ID=GT,Number=1,Type=String,Description="Genotype">
##FORMAT=<ID=GQ,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Genotype Quality">
##FORMAT=<ID=GL,Number=3,Type=Float,Description="Likelihoods for RR,RA,AA genotypes (R=ref,A=alt)">
##FORMAT=<ID=DP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="# high-quality bases">
##FORMAT=<ID=SP,Number=1,Type=Integer,Description="Phred-scaled strand bias P-value">
##FORMAT=<ID=PL,Number=G,Type=Integer,Description="List of Phred-scaled genotype likelihoods">
#CHROM POS
ID
REF
ALT
QUAL
FILTER INFO
FORMAT SAMPLE1
chr1
10126
.
T
C
4.13
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5005;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=4.1;PV4=1,0.22,1,0.024
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,26:4:0:29
chr1
10127
.
A
T
4.13
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5006;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=4.62;PV4=1,0.23,1,0.026 GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,25:4:0:29
chr1
10128
.
A
T
4.13
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5005;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=4.1;PV4=1,0.22,1,0.029
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,26:4:0:29
chr1
10129
.
C
A
4.14
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5014;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=6.5;PV4=1,0.25,1,0.032
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,22:4:0:27
chr1
10130
.
C
A
5.46
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5004;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=3.42;PV4=1,0.23,1,0.035 GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:34,0,27:4:0:30
chr1
10132
.
T
C
4.77
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5003;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=3.1;PV4=1,0.21,1,0.044
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:33,0,28:4:0:30
chr1
10133
.
A
T
3.54
.
DP=4;VDB=0.0041;AF1=0.5002;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,3,0;MQ=60;FQ=3.4;PV4=1,0.2,1,0.05
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:31,0,28:4:0:29
chr1
10135
.
C
A
3.55
.
DP=5;VDB=0.0014;AF1=0.5011;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,4,0;MQ=60;FQ=5.91;PV4=1,0.14,1,0.078 GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:31,0,23:5:0:27
chr1
10136
.
C
A
4.13
.
DP=5;VDB=0.0014;AF1=0.5006;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,4,0;MQ=60;FQ=4.62;PV4=1,0.14,1,0.088 GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,25:5:0:29
chr1
10139
.
A
T
4.78
.
DP=5;VDB=0.0014;AF1=0.5015;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,4,0;MQ=60;FQ=6.44;PV4=1,0.16,1,0.13
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:33,0,22:5:0:27
chr1
10141
.
C
A
4.14
.
DP=5;VDB=0.0014;AF1=0.5011;AC1=1;DP4=1,0,4,0;MQ=60;FQ=5.82;PV4=1,0.15,1,0.17
GT:PL:DP:SP:GQ 0/1:32,0,23:5:0:27

..

dbSNP Ids
VariantAnalysis also accepts a file containing dbSNP ids ('rs' numbers). There must be
only one id per line and they must have the 'rs' prefix. Only 'rs' numbers annotated in the
ElDorado database are accepted. Currently, Genomatix ElDorado database only contains dbSNP ids of SNPs.
Example:
rs78108388
rs76375046
rs9944449
...
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Types of Analyses
Genomic classification
The genomic context of each variant is identified and the variants are assigned to one or
several of the following classes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

intergenic
promoter
CDS: coding sequence of a transcript; variants falling into this class
are examined for amino acid changes
5'UTR
3'UTR
intron
intron (canonical splicing): intron containing "GT" at the 5' splice
site and "AG" at the 3' splice site
exon (no ORF): for some transcripts no open reading frame can be
identified, usually either because the transcript is non-coding, or
because only incomplete annotation is available
microRNA

Please note that the categories overlap due to strand specificity and alternative splicing.
In particular the transcript-based classes (CDS, UTR, intron, exon) and promoter or microRNA as well as the promoter, microRNA and intergenic categories can overlap. Thus,
a variant can be in the classes "promoter" and "5'UTR" at the same time, for example.
Additionally, a deletion can affect two adjacent genomic elements, e.g. an exon and an
intron. Insertions are classified according to the position of the 'anchor' nucleotide, i.e.
the base after which the sequence is inserted.
Amino acid effects
Variants within the coding sequence of a transcript can have an effect on the respective
amino acid sequence. For each transcript containing a variant within its CDS, VariantAnalysis checks if the exchange of SNP nucleotides or the deletion or insertion of a
sequence causes a change of the amino acid.
The amino acid changes are separated into the following categories:

•
•
•
•

synonymous (SNPs only): no effect on amino acid
missense (SNPs only): amino acid is altered and the change is not
classified as 'initiating', 'nonsense' or 'read-through'
initiating: translation initiating Methionine is changed
nonsense: substitution turning the codon of an amino acid into a
stop codon, but also if an InDel creates a new open reading frame
(i.e. a new stop-codon within the CDS)
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•
•
•

•

read-through: mutation changing the stop codon to a codon for an
amino acid (these mutations are also referred to as 'no-stop
change')
frameshift (InDels only): the InDel destroys the open reading frame
without a new stop codon being created
deletion (InDels only): one or more amino acids are removed from
the amino acid sequence, also when the deletion additionally creates a new amino acid; e.g. consider that from the coding sequence
AAAGGA (coding for LysGly) the bases at position 2-4 are deleted,
resulting in AGA (coding for Arg)
insertion (InDels only): one or more amino acids are inserted into
the amino acid sequence, also when the insertion additionally creates a new amino acid; e.g. consider that an insertion of TCT is
made in the coding sequence AAA (coding for Lys) after position 2,
resulting in AATCTA (coding for AsnLeu)

As transcripts may overlap, one variant can affect more than one coding sequence and
consequently may fall into several categories (the same SNP can be 'missense' for one
transcript, but 'synonymous' for another).
Transcription Factor binding site effects
For the analysis of TF binding site effects of the variants, MatInspector is used. For each
variant the genomic sequence ±40bp of the SNP/InDel position is checked for matches
to matrices from the Genomatix matrix library with the variant alleles sequentially inserted
into the sequence. The two resulting lists of matrix matches are then compared. The
matrix library version can be selected. The matrix library subsections used for the analysis are automatically selected based on the input organism, e.g. for human, the vertebrate matrix section is used. Core promoter elements (matrix group 'others') are always
used. Default values for core and matrix similarity are applied for the search. For details
on MatInspector, the matrix library and matrix subsections see the chapter on MatInspector.

Getting Started
VariantAnalysis is started from the command line via:
VariantAnalysis <parameter_file>
The detailed structure of the parameter file is described below.

Program Input
The parameter file for VariantAnalysis contains the required information about the input
data, the location for the results, and the settings for the analysis.
Note: Some parameters must be set using keywords like 'CLASSIFICATION', 'ALL', 'DEFAULT' etc. (see description below). These keywords are case-insensitive. If several
keywords are specified, they must be separated by blanks or commas.
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Example
Below is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a variant
analysis with all available analysis steps.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

# Type of analysis (ALL CLASSIFICATION TFSITES AMINOACID)
ALL
# result directory
./result
# result name (subdirectory)
indel
# ElDorado Version (12-2017/12-2016/02-2016/06-2015/12-2013/12-2012)
12-2017
# Organism (three letter code)
hsa
# input file
./GMS_results/small_indel.vcf
# Matrix Library version (e.g. DEFAULT 8.2 8.1)
DEFAULT
# include complete amino acid sequence in output (YES NO)
NO

Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a '#' contain a comment describing the parameter in the following line.
Description of the parameters:
Line 2: type of analysis
There are three types of analyses available in VariantAnalysis (see the 'Types of analyses' section above). You may specify which ones to perform by denoting the respective keyword:
• CLASSIFICATION: genomic classification of the input variants
• AMINOACID: perform an analysis of the amino acid exchanges caused by the
variants
• TFSITES: analyze the effect on TF binding sites
Several keywords may be specified at the same time (separated by blanks or commas).
If you want to perform all available types of analysis, you can use the keyword ALL for
this parameter.
Line 4: path to the result directory, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Line 6: label for the analysis, used as the name of a subdirectory in the result directory.
If a directory of this name already exists, a number will be appended to the directory
name, to prevent overwriting the results of a previous run of the program.
Line 8: ElDorado version used for the analysis (see Appendix D for available versions)
Line 10: the experimental data is derived from the organism according to this three letter code (see Appendix C for a full list):
• hsa = Homo sapiens (human)
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• mmu = Mus musculus (mouse)
• rno = Rattus norvegicus (rat)
Line 12: path to the file containing the input data, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from. See the section "Input formats" for supported file
formats.
Line 14: version number of the Matrix Library version to be used for the analysis of TF
binding sites. This parameter must be set only if the type of analysis (line 2) includes
the 'TFSITES'. It may be set to 'DEFAULT', in which case the latest available Matrix Library version will be used. (Please see Appendix D for a full list.)
Line 16: set to 'YES' if the complete amino acid sequence for each transcript should be
included in the output file 03.snp_aminoacid.tsv (see below), otherwise set to 'NO'. This
parameter is only relevant for the analysis of amino acid exchanges, i.e. if the analysis
type (line 2) includes 'AMINOACID'.
Setting this parameter to 'YES' will considerably increase the size of the output file!

Program Output
VariantAnalysis produces a set of files containing the results. The list depends on the
setting for the 'analysis type' parameter. All output files are created within the directory
specified in the parameter file (result directory and result name).
00.analysis.log
01.statistics.tsv
01.statistics.xml
02.variant.bed
03.aminoacid.tsv
04.tfsites.tsv
05.classification.tsv
The content and the structure of the individual files is described in detail below.

•

analysis.log (00)
This file contains a listing of the parameters, information about start and end time
of the analysis and if the program was successful or an error occurred. It also
contains information about lines in the input file which had to be skipped, if any.
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Example:
VariantAnalysis v1.00
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:09] Parameters:
Analysis type: Genomic classification, Amino acid change analysis, TF binding site analysis
Print amino acid sequences: no
Result directory: /home/my_dir/variant_analysis
ElDorado version: ElDorado 12-2012
Organism: Homo sapiens
Input file: /home/my_dir/data/indels.vcf
Matrix Library version: Matrix Library 9.0
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:09] Starting analysis ...
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:09] Processing variants ...
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:09] Reading variants ...
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:13] Found variants:
lines: 100 (total: 100)
skipped: 0 (total: 0)
variants: 100 (total: 100)
snps: 80 (total: 80)
insertions: 7 (total: 7)
deletions: 13 (total: 13)
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:44:13] Analyzing variants ...
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:45:00] Variant processing done.
Created result files:
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/00.analysis.log
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/01.statistics.tsv
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/01.statistics.xml
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/02.variant.bed
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/03.aminoacid.tsv
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/04.tfsites.tsv
/home/my_dir/variant_analysis/05.classification.tsv
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:45:00] WARNINGS ISSUED: 1
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:45:00] Program finished successfully.
[Dec 21, 2012, 13:45:00] Good bye.

•

statistics (01)
These files (.tsv and .xml) give a statistical overview of the analysis result. The
.tsv file is comprised of the following paragraphs:
• Parameters: A listing of all input parameters
• Result files: A listing of all output files
• General Statistics: Some statistical values which are not related to the analysis
steps. Usually, numbers are given for variants and alleles. The numbers of variants and alleles usually differ, because in VCF files, a variant (i.e. one line in
the file) can have several alternative alleles.
• Genomic classification: (only with 'CLASSIFICATION' enabled); for each category the number of variants in absolute and percent (relative to the total number
of variants) values.
Remember that the classes overlap, i.e. the percent values may add up to more
than 100.
• Amino acid change analysis: (only with 'AMINOACID' enabled); For the 'Total
number of effects' the numbers of alternative alleles within a CDS are added
up, which means that an allele is counted once for each CDS it resides in.
• TF binding site analysis: (only with 'TFSITES' enabled); A table listing the numbers of lost and generated sites per matrix family.
The XML file also contains the statistics for each chromosome.
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•

variant.bed (02)
This file contains all input variants in BED format, with one line per alternative
allele (!). This file can be used for upload to ElDorado in the Genomatix Software
Suite. In particular, this file contains the following columns (TAB-separated):
1. Chromosome: 'chr' followed by digits or characters, e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX', 'chrMT'
2.

Start

3.

End

4.

Variant Id: Unique identifier for the variant, consisting of chromosome and
position, separated by an underscore, and the index of the allele appended
after a forward slash '/', e.g. '1_10126/1'; in case of dbSNP id input, this is
the dbSNP id; use this value to cross-reference between the different output
files.

5.

Allele: The type of variant ('SNP', 'deletion' or 'insertion'), optionally followed
by the zygosity of the allele, followed by either the SNP alleles or the InDel
sequence, e.g. 'SNP (het) A/C', 'deletion CA'

Example:
#Chromosome
Start
chr1
137079 137080
chr1
137122 137123
chr1
243850 243854
chr1
534448 534452
chr1
547607 547608
chr1
547637 547638
chr1
558991 558992
chr1
567241 567242
chr1
723803 723805
chr1
725103 725113

•

End
Variant
1_137080/1
1_137123/1
1_243850/1
1_534447/1
1_547608/1
1_547638/1
1_558992/1
1_567239/1
1_723798/1
1_725096/1

Id
Allele
SNP (het) A/G
SNP (hom) T/G
deletion (hom) AAGT
deletion (hom) GTTT
SNP (hom) C/G
insertion (hom) GTT
SNP (het) A/C
deletion (hom) G
deletion (hom) GA
deletion (het) CTCGAATGGA

aminoacid.tsv (03)
This file is created only if the AMINOACID analysis has been activated.
The file contains all observed amino acid changes in the following format (TABseparated columns):
1. Variant Id: Unique identifier for the variant, consisting of chromosome and
position, separated by an underscore; in case of dbSNP id input, this is the
dbSNP id; use this value to cross-reference between the different output
files.
2.

dbSNP Id: If a dbSNP annotation is available, its identifier is denoted here
('rs' followed by digits)

3.

Transcript Id: Genomatix transcript id ('GXT_' followed by digits) of the transcript affected by the variant

4.

Transcript source: original source for the transcript, e.g. 'NCBI GenBank',
'Ensembl'
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5.

Accession number: cDNA accession number corresponding to the transcript

6.

Symbol: Gene symbol (not available for all transcripts, i.e. the field can be
empty; on the other hand, there can be several gene symbols, separated by
'/')

7.

Strand: Strand ('+' or '-') of the transcript

8.

Contig position: position of the allele, refers to the first base in the 'Ref allele'
column (9)

9.

Ref allele: sequence of the reference allele (for insertions, this is the anchor
base) (inverted, if Strand is '-')

10. Alt allele: sequence of the alternative allele (for deletions, this columns is
empty) (inverted, if Strand is '-')
If an insertion has an effect on a transcript on the antisense strand, the alternative allele is inverted, including the anchor base. This means that in this
case the (inverted) anchor nucleotide is at the end of the shown sequence.
11. CDS position: the contig position from column 8 transformed to the corresponding position within the CDS
12. Protein position: position within the amino acid sequence, where the effect
caused by the variant occurs
13. Ref Amino Acid: (1-letter) amino acid sequence of the reference allele ('*' for
stop codons)
14. Alt Amino Acid: (1-letter) amino acid sequence of the alternative allele
15. HGVS cDNA: see the section 'Notes on the nomenclature of variants' below
16. Category: one of the categories 'initiating', 'missense', 'nonsense', 'synonymous', 'read-through', 'deletion', 'insertion', 'frameshift'
17. Amino acid sequence: contains the complete amino acid sequence for this
transcript after the effect caused by the variant (resp. the alternative allele)
was applied.
This column is only present if the parameter 'include complete amino acid
sequence' has been set to 'YES'!
This file contains one line for each effect on a coding sequence, i.e. for each
allele/transcript combination.
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Example (without 'Amino acid sequence' column):
Please note: The output has been divided into 3 blocks to fit on the page.

#Variant Id
1_914414
1_914414
1_1247494
1_1900106

dbSNP Id
rs12103

...Contig pos
...914424
...914424
...1247494
...1900108

Ref allele
CTT
CTT
A
A

...HGVS cDNA
...c.1644_1646delCTT
...c.1644_1646delCTT
...c.594A>G
...c.1210_1211insAGG

•

Transcript Id
GXT_23535457
GXT_2782810
GXT_24878712
GXT_22219721
Alt allele
G
AGGA

Transcript source
NCBI RefSeq
NCBI GenBank
NCBI RefSeq
NCBI RefSeq
CDS position
1644
1644
594
1211

Accession number
NR_027693
AK123855
NM_001256456
NM_001080484

Protein pos
548
548
198
404

Symbol
C1orf170
C1orf170
CPSF3L
KIAA1751

Ref Amino Acid
HF
HF
P
K

Strand
-

Alt Amino Acid
H
H
P
KE

Category
deletion
deletion
synonymous
insertion

tfsites.tsv (04)
This file is created only if the TFSITES analysis has been activated.
The file contains all observed effects on TF binding sites in the following format
(TAB-separated columns):
1. Variant Id: Unique identifier for the variant, consisting of chromosome and
position, separated by an underscore; in case of dbSNP id input, this is the
dbSNP id; use this value to cross-reference between the different output
files.
2.

dbSNP Id: If a dbSNP annotation is available, its id is denoted here ('rs' followed by digits)

3.

Chromosome: 'chr' followed by digits or characters, e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX', 'chrMT'

4.

Annotation: genomic classification, blank-separated list of the strings 'intergenic', 'promoter', 'intron', 'exon'

5.

Ref allele: sequence of the reference allele (for insertions, this is the anchor
base)

6.

Alt allele: sequence of the alternative allele (for deletions, this columns is
empty)

7.

Matrix: name of the matching TF binding site matrix, e.g. 'V$PSE.02'

8.

Matrix family: name of the matrix family of 'Matrix', e.g. 'V$SNAP'

9.

Start: start position of the matrix match (on chromosome)

10. End: end position of the matrix match (on chromosome)
11. Strand: strand of the matrix match
12. Core sim.: core similarity of the matrix match
13. Matrix sim.: matrix similarity of the matrix match
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14. Change: '1' if the matrix match was found after replacing the 'Ref. allele' by
the 'Alt allele', resp. '0' if the match was lost; the value in this column defines
how to interpret columns 8 through 14: for new sites (Change = 1), these
columns refer to the newly found matrix match, for lost sites (Change = 0),
they refer to the lost site (which was present before 'Ref allele' was replaced
by 'Alt allele')
Example:

#Variant Id
1_547638
1_547638
1_558992
1_558992
1_723798
1_723798

dbSNP Id

...Matrix
...V$PLU1_JARID1B.01
...V$PRE.01
...V$OCT1.02
...V$MAFB.01
...V$IRF2.01
...V$GAGA.01

Chromosome
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1

Annotation
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron
intron

Matrix family
V$RBP2
V$GREF
V$OCT1
V$AP1R
V$IRFF
V$GABF

Start
547631
547626
558989
558983
723804
723790

Ref allele
G
G
A
A
GA
GA

End
547639
547642
559003
559003
723824
723816

Alt allele
GTT
GTT
C
C

Strand
+
+
+
+

Core sim.
1.000
1.000
0.750
1.000
1.000
0.750

Matrix sim.
0.965
0.851
0.854
0.842
0.858
0.854

Change
0
1
0
1
0
1

Please note: The output has been divided into 2 blocks to fit on the page.

•

classification.tsv (05)
This file is created only if the CLASSIFICATION analysis has been activated.
This file contains the following columns (TAB-separated):
1. Variant Id: Unique identifier for the variant, consisting of chromosome and
position, separated by an underscore; in case of dbSNP id input, this is the
dbSNP id; use this value to cross-reference between the different output
files.
2.

dbSNP Id: If a dbSNP annotation is available, its id is denoted here ('rs' followed by digits)

3.

Chromosome: 'chr' followed by digits or characters, e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX', 'chrMT'

4.

Type: For each alternative allele, the type of variant of the allele ('SNP', 'deletion' or 'insertion'), the allele position (which can slightly differ from the variant position), optionally followed by the zygosity of the allele, followed by
either the SNP alleles or the InDel sequence, e.g. 'SNP [768161] (het) A/C',
'deletion [62255] CA'

5.

Position: position of the variant on the chromosome

6.

Read depth: coverage at the position of the variant

7.

Quality: quality score for the variant call, as given in the input VCF file

8.

Annotation: genomic classification, one of 'intergenic', 'promoter', '3'UTR',
'5'UTR', 'CDS', 'intron', 'intron (canonical splicing)', 'exon (no ORF)', 'microRNA'
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9.

Splice site distance: distance in basepairs from the variant position to the
nearest splice site (if there are several alleles for the variant, the minimum of
the distances of the alleles is used); in this context, a splice site is defined
as the first or last position of an exon; if the splice site is in 3' direction of the
variant, the splice site distance is given as a positive number,if the splice site
is in 5' direction, the distance is given as a negative number; the column
value is only set if 'Annotation' is 'exon', 'intron' or 'intron (canonical splicing)',
otherwise the column is empty

10. Canonical splicing affected: '1' if the variant resides on (or, in case of a deletion, affects) the leading or trailing two nucleotides of an intron containing the
pattern identifying canonical splicing, '0' otherwise; in other words, the value
in this column is '1' if 'Annotation' is 'intron (canonical splicing)' and 'Splice
site distance' is '1', '-1', '2', '-2' or '0' (in case of a deletion which deletes the
splice site, i.e. has a distance of 0 to the splice site)
11. Element Id: not available for intergenic variants, Genomatix promoter id
('GXP_' followed by digits) if 'Annotation' is 'promoter', microRNA id if 'Annotation' is 'microRNA', otherwise Genomatix transcript id ('GXT_' followed by
digits)
12. Accession number: only available if 'Element Id' is a transcript id, in this case
the corresponding cDNA accession number
13. Locus Id: Genomatix locus id ('GXL_' followed by digits)
14. Symbol: Gene Symbol (this can be several gene symbols, separated by '/')
15. Gene Id: NCBI Entrez Gene (this can be several gene ids, separated by '/')
The information in this file is given in one line per genomic element, transcript or
promoter. This means that the column 'Element Id' contains only one transcript,
microRNA or promoter id (if available, i.e. for non-intergenic variants).
Example:

#Variant Id
1_10126
1_10127
1_10138
1_753844
1_778302

dbSNP Id

...Annotation
...intergenic
...intergenic
...intergenic
...intron
...3'UTR

Chromosome
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1
chr1

Type
SNP [10126] T/C
SNP [10127] A/T
SNP [10138] T/C; SNP [10138] T/G
deletion [753845] CT
insertion [778306] TCT

Splice site distance

257
-1726

...Accession number
...
...
...
...AK097327
...NR_047526

Canonical splicing affected
0
0
0
0
0

Locus Id

Symbol

Gene Id

GXL_106596
GXL_1339091

FAM87B
LOC643837

400728
643837

Position
10126
10127
10138
753844
778302

Read depth
4
4
5
6
10

Quality
4.13
4.13
8.22
66.6
146

Element Id

GXT_2739373
GXT_24881561

Please note: The output has been divided into 3 blocks to fit on the page.
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Notes on the nomenclature of variants
VariantAnalysis assigns an identifier to each variant. If the program input consisted of
dbSNP ids, the dbSNP id is used, otherwise an identifier is created, consisting of the
chromosome and position of the variant, separated by an underscore, e.g. '1_68266'. If
this chromosome/position combination is not unique (a VCF file may contain different
entries at the same position), an underscore character and a number (starting at '2') are
appended to the string, e.g. '1_68266_2' This way, different VariantAnalysis results can
be compared, if they have the same settings for ElDorado version and organism.
Amino acids are denoted using the 1-letter code. For stop codons, a '*' is used.
The result file for the amino acid change analysis (see 'Program output' above) shows a
column 'HGVS cDNA'. It refers to the Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) recommendations for the description of DNA sequence variants (version 2.0).
For details see http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen or the paper describing the HGVS nomenclature:

•

den Dunnen JT, Antonarakis SE (2000).
Mutation nomenclature extensions and suggestions to describe complex
mutations: a discussion.
Hum.Mutat. 15 (1): 7-12. PMID:10612815.
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General Background
The replicate analysis tool is designed for post-processing result files generated with
either NGSanalyzer (run in ChIP-Seq or RNA-Seq mode) or MACS. It allows four different types of analysis:

•
•

•

•

Correlation Analysis:
Here, a pairwise comparison of the clusters from several experiments/replicates is performed and the number of overlapping clusters is counted for each combination
Merging Clusters:
Overlapping clusters from several experiments/replicates are
merged into new regions, with respect to user-defined parameters
like minimum number of experiments and length of the common
region. If the input files are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control'
data, the new regions are evaluated regarding the difference in
read abundance in treatment and control condition, using either
DESeq or edgeR as a test method.
Intersection of Clusters:
Common regions of clusters from several experiments/replicates
are calculated, with respect to user-defined parameters like minimum number of experiments and length of the common region. If
the input files are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' data, the
new regions are evaluated regarding the difference in read abundance in treatment and control condition, using either DESeq2,
DESeq or edgeR as a test method.
Expression Analysis:
The exact behavior of this task depends on the input files:
• if the input files are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' data, a
test for differential expression is performed, using either DESeq or
edgeR as a test method;
• otherwise, the normalized expression values from various expression analyses can be compared. All NE-values are read from the
input files and the mean and standard deviation are computed and
printed to the result files.

Getting Started
The replicate analysis tool is started from the command line via:
replicate_analysis <parameter_file>
The detailed structure of the parameter file is described below. The parameter file is
optional, the program can also be started simply with:
replicate_analysis
www.genomatix.de
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In this case each parameter is asked for and must be typed on the command line. Please
see the description of the parameters in the next chapters.

Program Input
The parameter file contains the required information about the input data, the location
for the results, and the settings for the analysis.
Example
Here is an example for a parameter file and a description of the format for a replicate
analysis with all available analysis steps.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

# Type of analysis
# (C)orrelation analysis
# (M)erge clusters
# (I)ntersect clusters
# (E)xpression analysis
e
# result directory
./result
# result name (subdirectory)
expression
# ElDorado Version: (12-2017/12-2016/02-2016/06-2015/12-2013/12-2012)
12-2017
# Organism (three letter code)
hsa
# input directories: treatment/condition 1
./treatment/rep1
./treatment/rep2
./treatment/rep3
./treatment/rep4
TREATMENT_SECTION_END
# input directories: control/condition 2
./control/rep1
./control/rep2
./control/rep3
CONTROL_SECTION_END
# data strand-specific (1 0)
0
# significance level in percent (e.g. 5)
5
# method for testing differential expression (DESeq2, DESeq, edgeR)
deseq
# Threshold for overlaps in correlation analysis (in percent of number of input files)
50
# Threshold for cluster merge (in percent of number of input files)
40
# Minimum length of common region (percental of length of shorter region)
10
# Minimum length of common region (absolute in bp)
10

Please note: The line numbers given here are for your orientation only. Do NOT include
line numbers in your real parameter file! Lines starting with a '#' contain a comment describing the parameter in the following line. Also, it is required to give a value for every
parameter, even in cases where a parameter is not relevant.
Description of the parameters:
Line 6: type of analysis
There are four types of analysis available (see the 'Types of Analysis' section below for
details for each of them). You may specify which ones to perform by denoting the respective first letter (case-insensitive):
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• c: correlation analysis
• m: merging clusters
• i: intersecting clusters
• e: expression analysis
The 'c', 'm' and 'i' options may be combined. The expression analysis ('e') requires a
different input format and is therefore not compatible with the other tasks.
Line 8: path to the result directory, either absolute or relative to the directory the analysis is started from.
Line 10: label for the analysis, used as the name of a subdirectory in the result directory. If a directory of this name already exists, a number will be appended to the directory name, to prevent overriding the results of a previous run of the program.
Line 12: ElDorado version used for the analysis (see Appendix D for a list of options).
This parameter must be set to the same value as used for creating the input files.
Line 14: the experimental data is derived from the organism according to this three letter code (see Appendix C for a full list):
• hsa = Homo sapiens (human)
• mmu = Mus musculus (mouse)
• rno = Rattus norvegicus (rat)
This parameter must be set to the same value as used for creating the input files.
Lines 16-25: path to the directory/directories containing the input data, either absolute
or relative to the directory the analysis is started from. Several input folders can be
specified, each on a separate line. For the 'Expression analysis', the input data can be
grouped into 'treatment/condition 1' and 'control/condition 2'. This is achieved by first
specifying the directory or directories containing the 'treatment' data. To mark the end
of the input directory list, the keyword 'TREATMENT_SECTION_END' must be specified (line 21 in the example). Then the directory/directories with the data for the control
are denoted, the end of this listing must be specified using the 'CONTOL_SECTION_END' keyword (line 26 in the example). For all other tasks, treatment and control
are not distinguished. In this case use the 'INPUT_SECTION_END' keyword to mark
the end of the input directory list. For details, please see the section 'Input data' below.
Line 27: strand of the input clusters.
For clusters created with NGSanalyzer, this parameter must be set to the same value as
in the NGSanalyzer parameter file, MACS clusters are never strand-specific.
Line 29: significance level, used for the adjusted p-values from the tasks "merging/intersecting of clusters" and "expression analysis".
Line 31: method to use to test for differential expression (required for the tasks "merging/intersecting of clusters" and "expression analysis"). Three methods are supported:
'edgeR', DESeq2 and 'DESeq' (enter the name of the method, case-insensitive). See
the section "Statistical methods" for details.
Line 33: overlap threshold (percent value), used only for the correlation analysis (later
in this chapter referred to as 'T')
Line 35: threshold for cluster merge (percent value), used only for merging and intersection of clusters (later in this chapter referred to as 'P')
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Line 37: minimum length of common region (percent value), used only for merging of
clusters (later in this chapter referred to as 'P')
Line 39: minimum length of common region (absolute value), used for merging and intersection of clusters (later in this chapter referred to as 'A').
Input data
For the tasks 'Correlation analysis', 'Merging clusters' and 'Intersecting clusters', the program operates on cluster files created either by NGSanalyzer (run in ChIP-Seq mode)
or MACS (see the corresponding chapters within this manual for details) and read files
in BED format (containing the reads used for clustering).
The 'Expression analysis' works on the result files of NGSanalyzer run in RNA-Seq mode
(see the chapter on NGSanalyzer for details).
As it is designed to process data from replicate experiments, it requires several input
files.
The program accepts one or several input directories containing the cluster (resp. transcript) and read data. The required file structure of the input directories depends on
whether there is only one or more than one input directories.
The tasks 'Merging clusters', 'Intersection clusters' and 'Expression analysis' accept input
data grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' conditions. A statistical test is then applied to
find differences between the conditions.
If the input data are grouped this way, the distinction between a single and several input
directories is made for both, treatment and control data.
Single input directory
To enable the automatic identification of the files and the contained data, the file names
must follow these conventions:

•

files with the extension '.tsv' are considered to contain clusters in the TAB-separated format as printed by NGSanalyzer (the 03.cluster.tsv file), i.e. having the
columns (left to right):
• Id
• Contig
• Chromosome
• Strand
• Start
• End
• Length
• #Reads
• NE
Exception: the 'Expression analysis' task, which requires the TAB-separated
format as in the 07.expression_profile.tsv files, i.e. the columns:
• TranscriptId
• Accn
• LocusId
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• Symbol
• GeneId
• ContigAccn
• Chromosome
• Strand
• Start
• End
• Transcript length
• #exons
• #reads
• min.NE(exon)
• max.NE(exon)
• NE(transcr.)

•

files with the extension '.xls' are considered containing clusters from a MACS
clustering, i.e. the columns
• chromosome
• start
• end
• length
• summit
• tags
• -10*log10(pvalue)
• enrichment
• FDR

•

files with the extension '.bed' are considered to be read files containing read positions (which were used for clustering)

To correctly assign reads and clusters, corresponding files have to have the same basename (the part of the filename before the extension).
Example: If you want to analyze the clusters of a replicate experiment with 3 replicates,
the input directory should contain the following files:
• replicate1.bed (reads from first replicate)
• replicate1.tsv (clusters from a NGS clustering of the reads in replicate1.bed)
• replicate2.bed (reads from second replicate)
• replicate2.xls (clusters from a MACS clustering of the reads in replicate2.bed)
• replicate3.bed (reads from third replicate)
• replicate3.tsv (clusters from a NGS clustering of the reads in replicate3.bed)
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Several input directories
If more than one directory is specified, it is assumed that each one contains the results
from an NGSanalyzer run. NGSanalyzer creates different output files, depending on parameter settings. See the chapter about NGSanalyzer within this manual for details. The
NGSanalyzer result files required for the replicate analysis tool are the cluster files (respectively the expression profile files for the 'Expression analysis' task). In particular for
the tasks 'Correlation analysis', 'Merge clusters' and 'Intersect clusters', the folders are
scanned for the presence of files with the following names:
1.

03.cluster.tsv

2.

03.cluster_final.tsv

3.

03.cluster_ChIP.tsv

Each file in the folder is consecutively compared to each of these names and the first file
with a matching name is used as cluster input file.
For the 'Expression analysis' task, the directories a scanned for files with the name
• 07.expression_profiles.tsv
For tasks for which read files are taken into account ('Merge clusters', 'Intersect clusters',
'Expression analysis') the directories are additionally checked for the presence of read
files. The first file matching the following conditions:
• file extension is '.bed'
• file name does not start with digits
is considered to contain the read positions corresponding to the cluster or expression
profile file. I.e. the read file has to be copied into the NGSanalyzer result folder, and must
meet the above-mentioned naming conventions.

Statistical Methods
Three well established methods for modeling sequence count data are implemented in
the replicate analysis tool: edgeR (version 3.16.5), DESeq (version 1.26.0) and its successor DESeq2 (version 1.14.1).
They can be applied either to evaluate the expression level of transcripts (for RNA-Seq),
i.e. the 'Expression analysis' task, or read enrichment in clusters derived from a ChIPSeq, i.e. to merged/intersected clusters found by the 'Merge clusters' and 'Intersect clusters' tasks. See the appropriate paragraphs within the section 'Types of Analysis'.
The 'DESeq2', 'DESeq' and 'edgeR' methods model count data (like the number of reads
from an RNA-Seq experiment mapped to a transcript or the number of reads in a cluster
found by clustering ChIP-Seq data) by a negative binomial distribution. The parameters
of the distribution (mean and dispersion) are estimated from the data, i.e. from the read
counts in the input files. The methods compute a measure of read abundance, i.e. expression level of transcripts or read quantities in clusters (edgeR: "CPM" (for "counts per
million") or "concentration", DESeq/DESeq2: "mean of normalized counts" or "base
mean") for each target region and apply a hypothesis test to each region and associated
read counts to evaluate the difference in read abundance (i.e. differential expression for
RNA-Seq data or read enrichment/depletion for ChIP-Seq data). In particular, the methods determine a (adjusted) p-value and a fold-change (in read abundance) for each target region. Each of the methods applies the technique for multiple testing correction
(FDR control) introduced by Benjamini and Hochberg in
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•

Benjamini Y, Hochberg Y (1995)
Controlling the false discovery rate: a practical and powerful approach to multiple testing.
J Roy Stat Soc B 57: 289-300

to compute adjusted p-values.
Before the analysis, transcripts without any mapped reads will be removed from the dataset, i.e. transcripts with a read count of '0' in all samples will not be used. In the output
files these transcripts are listed with the value 'NA' in each output column except for the
'id' (p-value, fold-change etc.)
Do not confuse the expression level/read abundance values resulting from these methods with the Genomatix normalized expression (NE) values computed by NGSanalyzer,
which can be found in column 16 of an expression profile tsv-file!

edgeR
If BED files with reads are provided for all input expression profile resp. cluster files, the
real library sizes are used, otherwise for each replicate (i.e. input tsv-file), the sum of
read counts for each target region - i.e. the number of mapped reads resp. reads within
clusters - is used as the library size. These count data are normalized using the TMM
(trimmed mean of M-values) method introduced by Robinson and Oshlack, which is the
default normalization method in edgeR. All parameters used in the edgeR algorithm as
set to their respective default values. In particular, tagwise (i.e. per-transcript) dispersion
estimation is used, with the tagwise dispersions squeezed towards the common dispersion. For details, see the user's guide for this package, which can be opened from within
R:
R
library(edgeR)
edgeRUsersGuide()
q(save="no")

The underlying ideas and methodology are described in these papers:

•

•

Robinson MD, Smyth GK (2007)
Moderated statistical tests for assessing differences in tag
abundance.
Bioinformatics 23(21): 2881-2887
Robinson MD, Smyth GK (2008)
Small-sample estimation of negative binomial dispersion, with
applications to SAGE data.
Bioinformatics 9(2): 321-332
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•

Robinson MD, Oshlack A (2010)
A scaling normalization method for differential expression
analysis of RNA-seq data.
Genome Biology 11: R25

If the input data does not have any replicates, edgeR is not available.
DESeq
In this method the library size (i.e. total number of reads) for each replicate is estimated
from the count data. The DESeq methods are run with default parameters. In particular,
single pooled values are used as empirical dispersion estimates, the parametric fitting is
used to fit a curve through the per-transcript dispersion estimates, and the maximum of
the empirical and fitted values is used as the dispersion for a transcript resp. cluster. If
there are no replicates, the settings are changed to the 'blind' method for computing the
empirical dispersion estimates, and the fitted dispersion value is always used.
For detailed information see the vignette for the DESeq package, which can be accessed
from within R, by typing on the command-line:
R
library(DESeq)
vignette("DESeq")
q(save="no")

or the paper:

•

Anders S, Huber W (2010)
Differential expression analysis for sequence count data.
Genome Biology 11: R106

DESeq2
In this method the library size (i.e. total number of reads) for each replicate is estimated
from the count data. DESeq2 is invoked with default parameters. In particular the parametric fitting is used to fit a curve through the per-transcript dispersion estimates, and a
Wald test is used to test for differential expression.
For detailed information see the vignette for the DESeq2 package, which can be accessed from within R, by typing on the command-line:
R
library(DESeq2)
vignette("DESeq2")
q(save="no")
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or the paper:

•

Huber W, Love M, Anders S (2014)
Moderated estimation of fold change and dispersion for RNASeq data with DESeq2.
bioRxiv preprint, 2014. doi:10.1101/002832

Types of Analysis
Each task uses a different set of parameters and creates different output files. Which
parameters are required and how they are used, along with the format of the respective
output files is described below in detail.
Correlation analysis
Parameters:

•
•
•
•
•
•

input directories (containing cluster files and read files (both required))
result directory and name
ElDorado version
organism
strand specificity
overlap threshold (in percent)

A pairwise comparison of the input cluster files is performed (X*(X-1) comparisons, with
X being the number of cluster files). The number of overlapping clusters is counted.
The threshold for the required length of an overlap can be set (in this case, only overlaps
of at least this length are counted). This threshold is a percentage of the cluster length
from the experiment cluster file. Note that each overlap is counted, and as a cluster can
overlap with several control clusters, the total number of overlaps can be larger than the
number of control clusters.
When applied to replicates, the correlation analysis should result in a significantly higher
number of overlaps as when applied to arbitrary clusters.
Influence of the overlap threshold T:

•
•

A single overlap is counted, if its length is at least T% of the length
of the current region from the experiment cluster file.
A region from the experiment cluster file is counted as overlapping,
when the total length of all overlaps is at least T% of the length of
the region.
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In a scenario like this:
e1
-----------------------------------------c1
c2
c3
with T = 10% (i.e. an overlap has a required length of 3, as e1 has a length of 30), the
"experiment" cluster e1 has an overlap of length 2 with each of the "control" clusters c1,
c2, c3, i.e. none of these overlaps is counted. On the other hand, the total length of
overlaps for e1 is 6, which is above the threshold, so e1 is counted as a cluster having
an overlap.
Output:

•

comparisonResult.txt: Containing statistics on the input cluster files
and the tables listing the observed numbers of overlaps, by type of
overlap; the following categories are distinguished:
• identical
• contains
• is_contained
• overlaps_start
• overlaps_end
additionally, there is a table showing the number of experiment clusters (percentage) overlapping with at least one control cluster (here,
each cluster is counted at most once). Each table is printed twice,
in "ASCII format" and TAB-delimited.
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Example (showing only the ASCII tables):
Examined files:
0. HeLaSTAT1_rep1.tsv (24671 clusters)
1. HeLaSTAT1_rep2.tsv (45326 clusters)
Cluster statistics:
Cluster file ./HeLaSTAT1_rep1.tsv:
cluster length:
card: 24671
total: 14379170
max: 10768
min: 28
mean (+/-stddev): 582.836934052126 (+/-301.522668772652)
median: 516
MAD: 163
Cluster file ./HeLaSTAT1_rep2.tsv:
cluster length:
card: 45326
total: 30521069
max: 16562
min: 29
mean (+/-stddev): 673.367802144465 (+/-383.380303048925)
median: 578
MAD: 186
Correlation analysis (overlap threshold 0%):
cluster:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-- 90.97%
1 | 49.51%
-any_overlap:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-22442
1 |
22442
-identical:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-4
1 |
4
-contains:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-1272
1 |
13210
-is_contained:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-13210
1 |
1272
-overlaps_start:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-4037
1 |
3919
-overlaps_end:
e\c |
0
1
----+---------------0 |
-3919
1 |
4037
–

Merging clusters
The parameters and results depend on whether the input data are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' data or not.
Parameters:

•

input directories (containing cluster files and read files (both required))
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

result directory and name
ElDorado version
organism
strand specificity
threshold for number of replicates for merging (percentage) (T)
threshold for the length of common region (percentage) (P)
threshold for the length of common region (absolute number of nucleotides) (A)

Additional parameters if treatment and control data are available:

•
•

significance level
test method for evaluation of difference in read abundance

The input directories - if the input data are separated in 'treatment' and 'control', only the
directories containing 'treatment' data - are scanned for cluster files (either MACS or
NGSanalyzer clustering), as described in the section "Input data". Overlapping regions
from the input (treatment) cluster files are merged into new regions, with respect to the
threshold parameters T, P and A.
First, a coverage profile is created. This helps to identify contiguous clusters from the
different cluster files and in particular for each position within a contiguous region the
number of the replicates having this position in common is calculated (i.e. how many
replicates contain a cluster covering this position). The parameter T can be used to set
the required fraction of replicates in a cluster. If for example there are 3 replicates, and
the parameter is set to 60%, it is sufficient that 2 replicates have overlapping clusters.
(2/3 ≈ 67%).
A minimum length for the common regions can be set with parameters P and A. Only
"candidate regions" which have a common region of a length satisfying both settings, will
be kept.
Note, that changing the parameters T, P and A can lead to completely different results.
Please have a close look at the example "Influence of the parameters T, P and A on the
result clusters" below!
The next analysis step and the output files depend on whether the input data are grouped
into 'treatment' and 'control' data.
1. Input data grouped into treatment and control
The reads from all input BED files, treatment and control, are distributed on the new
regions (found by merging the clusters from the treatment as described above). This
way, for each region we find the number of reads contained in this region, for each condition and replicate. Based on these count data the chosen statistical test is applied to
evaluate the difference in read abundance between treatment and control. See the section 'Statistical Methods' for details on the available tests.
2. Input data not grouped
If the input directories also contain files with the reads that were used for clustering (BED
format), the reads are distributed among the merged regions, and corresponding NE
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values are computed. I.e. if there are X replicates, for each region we have X read counts
and NE values. From the X NE values, the mean and standard deviation are computed.
Influence of the parameters T, P and A on the result clusters:
Let's assume we do have three replicates (r1, r2, r3) with overlapping regions at different
positions, as denoted by the following graphic that also includes the coverage at each
position:
r1 ---------r2

-----

-----------

r3

------------------------

---------------

-----

-------

-----

-----------------------------

11122233332222233211011111100011333331111111133332221111111111111111111111<- coverage
profile

With the parameters T = 60%, P = 30% and A = 10 we would get the following results:
--++++++++++++++++-- ------

--+++++--------+++++++----------------------

C1

C3

C2

'+' denotes positions where the threshold set by 'T' is met.

For the cluster C1 we have a length of 20 nucleotides, with 15 covered by at least 2
common regions, so we do have 67% coverage (satisfying T) for 15 out of 30 nucleotides
(50%, satisfying P and A). These regions would therefore be merged into a cluster.
For C2 we do only have a single region from r2 which has no overlap and thus fails for
all three thresholds.
For C3 we have a length of 44, with at least 2 common regions for 12 nucleotides, satisfying T and A. However, 12/44 = 27,3%, failing to meet the required P of 30%, so this
would not be considered a cluster.
For the same regions with different parameters T = 100%, P = 10%, A = 8 we get:
------++++-----++--- ------

--+++++--------++++---------------------------

C1

C3

C2

For C1 we have 6 out of 20 positions (30%) where T and P are met, however A is too
high, so C1 wouldn't be a cluster with these settings.
For C2 nothing has changed.
For C3 we have 9 out of 44 positions (20.5%) where all three thresholds are met, so C3
would be a cluster with these settings.
Output:
1. Input data grouped into treatment and control

•

comparisonResult.txt: information and statistics about the input and
output clusters
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•

merge_clusters.tsv:
new (merged) regions in TAB-separated format; this file can be
used as input file for the replicate analysis tool, in particular the
columns are:
1. Id: region id, an integer
2. Contig: contig/chromosome accession number
3. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
4. Strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific
5. Start pos: region start position
6. End pos: region end position
7. Length: region length (end - start + 1)
8. #Read total: sum of the read counts of all replicates
9. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for difference in read abundance (DESeq or
edgeR)
10. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 9)
11. log2(fold-change): logarithmic fold-change in read abundance
in treatment and control (> 0 means an enrichment in treatment,
< 0 means a decrease in treatment)
12. Regulation: keyword indicating increase or decrease of reads in
the region; 'up' if log2(fold-change) > 0, 'down' if log2(foldchange) < 0, 'no' otherwise
The following columns contain the read count for each replicate, i.e. if there are X
replicates, there will be 12+X columns.

•

•
•
•

merge_clusters.bed:
new (merged) regions (as in merge_clusters.tsv) in BED format,
columns:
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX')
2. start: start position of the region
3. end: end position of the region
4. id: region id
5. adj. p-value: as in tsv-file column 10'
6. strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific
merge_clusters_up.tsv, merge_clusters_down.tsv:
the same format as merge_clusters.tsv, but containing only enriched resp. depleted regions
merge_clusters_up.bed, merge_clusters_down.bed:
the same format as merge_clusters.bed, but containing only enriched resp. depleted regions
R_data_merge.out: contains values computed from the R-script,
depending on the chosen method for testing differential abundance
(DESeq2, DESeq or edgeR):
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1. id: region id
2. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for difference in read abundance (DESeq or
edgeR)
3. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 2)
4. log2FoldChange: logarithmic (base 2) fold-change in read
abundance in treatment over control (> 0 ≙ enrichment in treatment, < 0 ≙ decrease in treatment); for DESeq and DESeq2,
the fold-change is based on the base mean, for edgeR to the
CPM value
for DESeq the remaining columns are:
5. baseMean: mean read abundance across all replicates, treatment and control
6. baseMean control: mean read abundance within control group
7. baseMean treatment: mean read abundance within treatment
group
8. variance ratio control: ratio of the estimate of the base variance
of the counts for the control group and the value predicted with
the base variance function; according to the package authors,
a large value may indicate a false hit; in the DESeq vignette,
this value is referred to as 'resVarA'
9. variance ratio treatment: as column 8, just for the treatment
group; in the DESeq vignette, this value is referred to as
'resVarB'
for DESeq2, the remaining columns are:
5. baseMean: mean read abundance across all replicates, treatment and control
6. standard error
7. Wald statistic
for edgeR the remaining column is
5. log counts-per-million: read abundance, logarithmic (base 2)

•

MA_plot_merge.png:
graphics in PNG-format with a scatter plot of fold-change in the
read abundance in treatment versus control (y-axis) against read
abundance (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of abundance is the
concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the base mean, i.e. the values shown in the plot can be found in R_data_merge.out columns
4 and 5. Each data point resembles a region (i.e. merged clusters
from the treatment group), those showing significant difference in
read abundance (adjusted p-value below significance level) are
colored in red.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
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•

•

•

•

volcano_plot_merge.png:
graphics in PNG-format with a volcano plot adjusted p-value (yaxis) against fold-change in the read abundance of treatment versus control (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of read abundance is
the concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the base mean, i.e. the
values shown in the plot can be found in R_data_merge.out columns 3 and 5, or in merge_clusters.tsv columns 10 and 11. Each
data point resembles a region found by merging clusters from the
treatment group.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
pvalue_histogram_merge.png:
Graphics in PNG-format showing a histogram of the computed unadjusted p-values, i.e. the values found in R_data_merge.out column 2 resp. in merge_clusters.tsv column 9.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
dispersion_plot_merge.png (only with DESeq or DESeq2):
Graphics in PNG-format showing the estimated dispersions per
transcript (black), the fitted values (red), and the final dispersion
estimates used in testing (blue).
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
bcv_plot_merge.png (only with edgeR):
Graphics in PNG-format showing the biological coefficients of variation (BCV) against read abundance (counts-per-million). The
BCV is defined as the square root of the dispersion estimated by
edgeR. The red line shows the common BCV towards which the
transcript-wise estimates (black dots) are 'squeezed' by the edgeR
algorithm.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.

2. Input data not grouped

•
•

comparisonResult.txt:
information and statistics about the input and output clusters
merge_clusters.tsv:
new (merged) regions in TAB-separated format; this file can be
used as input file for the replicate analysis tool, in particular the columns are:
1. Id: region id, an integer
2. Contig: contig/chromosome accession number
3. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
4. Strand: strand of the cluster, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific
5. Start pos: region start position
6. End pos: region end position
7. Length: region length (end - start + 1)
8. #Read total: sum of the read counts of all replicates
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9.

mean NE: arithmetic mean of the normalized expression values
of the replicates
10. stddev NE: standard deviation of the normalized expression values of the replicates from the mean (column 9)
The following columns contain NE values for each replicate and then
the read counts for each replicate, i.e. if there are X replicates, there
will be 10+2*X columns.

•

merge_clusters.bed:
new (merged) regions in BED format, columns:
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX')
2. start: start position of the region
3. end: end position of the region
4. id: region id
5. score: arithmetic mean of the normalized expression values of
the replicates
6. strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific

Intersecting clusters
As for 'Merging clusters', the parameters and results depend on whether the input data
are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' data or not.
Parameters:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

input directories (containing cluster files and read files (both required))
result directory and name
ElDorado version
organism
strand specificity
threshold for number of replicates for merging (percentage) (T)
threshold for the length of common region (absolute) (A)

Additional parameters if treatment and control data are available:

•
•

significance level
test method for evaluation of difference in read abundance

The intersection of clusters mostly follows the rules for merging clusters, except that
overlapping clusters are not merged, but only the common regions of clusters from the
different replicates are kept.
The same parameters as for merging are in effect, except that the percentage for the
length threshold is not available.
The input directories - if the input data are separated in 'treatment' and 'control', only the
directories containing 'treatment' data - are scanned for cluster files (either MACS or
NGSanalyzer clustering), as described in the section "Input data". Using a coverage profile, regions common to clusters from different replicates are identified.
www.genomatix.de
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Parameter T can be used to set the required number of replicates. If e.g. there are 3
replicates, and the parameter is set to 60%, it is sufficient that two replicates have overlapping clusters.
A minimum length for the common regions can be set with parameter A. Only "candidate
regions" which have common regions of a length satisfying the threshold will be kept
(see the example "Influence of the parameters T and A on the result clusters" below).
The next analysis step and the output files depend on whether the input data are grouped
into 'treatment' and 'control' data.
1. Input data grouped into treatment and control
The reads from all input BED files, treatment and control, are distributed on the new
regions (found by intersecting the clusters from the treatment as described above). This
way, for each region we find the number of reads contained in this region, for each condition and replicate. Based on these count data the chosen statistical test is applied to
evaluate the difference in read abundance between treatment and control. See the section 'Statistical Methods' for details on the available tests.

2. Input data not grouped
If the input directories also contain files with the reads which were used for clustering
(BED format), the reads are distributed among the new regions, and corresponding NE
values are computed. I.e. if there are X replicates, for each region we have X read counts
and NE values. From the X NE values, the mean and standard deviation are computed.
Influence of the parameters T and A on the result clusters (using the same regions
as in the 'Merging clusters' section).
r1 ---------r2
r3

-----

-----------

------------------------

----------------

-----

-------

-----

-----------------------------

11222233332222233211011111100011333331111111133332221111111111111111111111<- coverage
profile

With settings T = 60%, A = 10 we get:
++++++++++++++++

+++++

+++++++

C1

C2

C3

'+' denotes positions where T is met (60% => a coverage of 2 out of 3 is sufficient)

For C1 we have 16 positions where T and A are met, therefore C1 is a cluster.
C2 is only 5 positions long, so A not met and C2 is rejected.
For C3 there are 7 positions, which is still below A, so C3 is not considered, as well.
Setting the thresholds to T = 100%, A = 5 gives:
++++

++

+++++

++++

C1

C2

C3

C4

'+' denotes positions where T is met (100% => a coverage of 3 is needed)
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Now we have 4 possible clusters:
C1, C2 and C4 with lengths 4, 2 and 4 do not fulfill the required length of 5 (A) and are
therefore rejected.
C3 meets the threshold with a length of 5 and is the resulting cluster.
Output:
The output file for this task are exactly like those for the 'Merging clusters' task, the only
difference being the file names.
1. Input data grouped into treatment and control

•

comparisonResult.txt: information and statistics about the input and
output clusters

•

intersection_clusters.tsv:
new (intersected) regions in TAB-separated format; this file can be
used as input file for the replicate analysis tool, in particular the
columns are:
1. Id: region id, an integer
2. Contig: contig/chromosome accession number
3. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
4. Strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific
5. Start pos: region start position
6. End pos: region end position
7. Length: region length (end - start + 1)
8. #Read total: sum of the read counts of all replicates
9. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for difference in read abundance (DESeq2,
DESeq or edgeR)
10. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 9)
11. log2(fold-change): logarithmic fold-change in read abundance
in treatment and control (> 0 means an enrichment in treatment,
< 0 means a decrease in treatment)
12. Regulation: keyword indicating increase or decrease of reads in
the region; 'up' if log2(fold-change) > 0, 'down' if log2(foldchange) < 0, 'no' otherwise
The following columns contain the read count for each replicate, i.e. if there are X
replicates, there will be 12+X columns.

•

intersection_clusters.bed:
new (merged) regions (as in intersection_clusters.tsv) in BED format, columns:
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX')
2. start: start position of the region
3. end: end position of the region
4. id: region id
5. adj. p-value: as in tsv-file column 10
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6.

•
•
•

strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific

intersection_clusters_up.tsv, intersection_clusters_down.tsv: the
same format as intersection_clusters.tsv, but containing only enriched respectively depleted regions
intersection_clusters_up.bed, intersection_clusters_down.bed: the
same format as intersection_clusters.bed, but containing only enriched respectively depleted regions
R_data_intersection.out:
contains values computed from the R-script, depending on the chosen method for testing differential abundance (DESeq or edgeR):
1. id: region id
2. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for difference in read abundance (DESeq2,
DESeq or edgeR)
3. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 2)
4. log2FoldChange: logarithmic (base 2) fold-change in read
abundance in treatment over control (> 0 ≙ enrichment in treatment, < 0 ≙ decrease in treatment); for DESeq/DESeq2, the
fold-change corresponds to the base mean, for edgeR to the
concentration
for DESeq the remaining columns are:
5. baseMean: mean read abundance across all replicates, treatment and control
6. baseMean control: mean read abundance within control group
7. baseMean treatment: mean read abundance within treatment
group
8. variance ratio control: ratio of the estimate of the base variance
of the counts for the control group and the value predicted with
the base variance function; according to the package authors,
a large value may indicate a false hit; in the DESeq vignette,
this value is referred to as 'resVarA'
9. variance ratio treatment: as column 8, just for the treatment
group; in the DESeq vignette, this value is referred to as
'resVarB'
for DESeq2, the remaining columns are:
5. baseMean: mean read abundance across all replicates, treatment and control
6. standard error
7. Wald statistic
for edgeR the remaining column is
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5. log counts-per-million: read abundance, logarithmic (base 2)

•

•

•

•

•

MA_plot_intersection.png:
graphics in PNG-format with a scatter plot of fold-change in the
read abundance in treatment versus control (y-axis) against read
abundance (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of abundance is the
concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the base mean, i.e. the values shown in the plot can be found in R_data_intersection.out columns 4 and 5. Each data point resembles a region (i.e. intersected
clusters from the treatment group), those showing significant difference in read abundance (adjusted p-value below significance level)
are colored in red.
See the 'Expression analysis' section for an example plot.
volcano_plot_intersection.png:
graphics in PNG-format with a volcano plot adjusted p-value (yaxis) against fold-change in the read abundance of treatment versus control (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of read abundance is
the concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the base mean, i.e. the
values shown in the plot can be found in R_data_intersection.out
columns 3 and 5, or in intersection_clusters.tsv columns 10 and 11.
Each data point resembles a region found by intersecting clusters
from the treatment group.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
pvalue_histogram_intersection.png:
Graphics in PNG-format showing a histogram of the computed unadjusted p-values, i.e. the values found in R_data_intersection.out
column 2 resp. in intersection_clusters.tsv column 9.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
dispersion_plot_intersection.png (only with DESeq or DESeq2):
Graphics in PNG-format showing the estimated dispersions per
transcript (black), the fitted values (red), and the final dispersion
estimates used in testing (blue).
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.
bcv_plot_intersection.png (only with edgeR): Graphics in PNG-format showing the biological coefficients of variation (BCV) against
read abundance (counts-per-million). The BCV is defined as the
square root of the dispersion estimated by edgeR. The red line
shows the common BCV towards which the transcript-wise estimates (black dots) are 'squeezed' by the edgeR algorithm.
See the 'Expression analysis' section below for an example plot.

2. Input data not grouped

•

comparisonResult.txt: information and statistics about the input and
output clusters
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•

•

intersection_clusters.tsv: new (intersected) regions in TAB-separated format; this file can be used as input file for the replicate analysis tool, in particular the columns are:
1. Id: region id, an integer
2. Contig: contig/chromosome accession number
3. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
4. Strand: strand of the cluster, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific
5. Start pos: region start position
6. End pos: region end position
7. Length: region length (end - start + 1)
8. #Read total: sum of the read counts of all replicates
9. mean NE: arithmetic mean of the normalized expression values
of the replicates
10. stddev NE: standard deviation of the normalized expression values of the replicates from the mean (column 9)
11. (NE value for each replicate)
12. (read count for each replicate)
i.e. if there are X replicates, there will be 10+2*X columns
intersection_clusters.bed: new (intersected) regions in BED format,
columns:
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1', 'chrX')
2. start: start position of the region
3. end: end position of the region
4. id: region id
5. score: arithmetic mean of the normalized expression values of
the replicates
6. strand: strand of the region, '+', '-' or '0' if not strand-specific

Expression analysis
For this task, the input files must have the format of the "07.expression_profile.tsv" file
from NGSanalyzer as described in the section 'Input data' above.
The parameters and results depend on whether the input data are grouped into 'treatment' and 'control' data or not.
1. Input data grouped into treatment and control
Parameters:

•
•
•

input directories for treatment and control (containing transcript files (required)
and read files (optional))
result directory and name
ElDorado version (optional, required if read files are provided)
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•
•
•

organism (optional, required if read files are provided)
significance level
test method for differential expression

The program extracts the read counts from the input transcript files (thirteenth column in
a 07.expression_profile.tsv file) and applies a statistical test to evaluate differential expression. See the section 'Statistical Methods' for details on the available tests.
Output:
Besides text output files containing data in TAB-delimited format, some plots are created
(in PNG-format).

•
•

comparisonResult.txt: analysis parameters and result overview
R_data.out: contains values computed from the R-script, depending on the chosen method for testing differential expression
(DESeq or edgeR):
1. id: Genomatix Transcript Id
2. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for differential expression (DESeq2, DESeq
or edgeR)
3. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 2)
4. log2FoldChange: logarithmic (base 2) fold-change in read
abundance/expression level in treatment over control (> 0 ≙ enrichment in treatment, < 0 ≙ decrease in treatment); for DESeq,
the fold-change corresponds to the base mean, for edgeR to
the concentration
for DESeq the remaining columns are:
5. baseMean: mean expression level across all replicates, treatment and control
6. baseMean control: mean expression level within control group
7. baseMean treatment: mean expression level within treatment
group
8. variance ratio control: ratio of the estimate of the base variance
of the counts for the control group and the value predicted with
the base variance function; according to the package authors,
a large value may indicate a false hit; see the R-vignette for
details (in the vignette, this value is referred to as 'resVarA')
9. variance ratio treatment: as column 8, just for the treatment
group
for DESeq2, the remaining columns are:
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5. baseMean: mean read abundance across all replicates, treatment and control
6. standard error
7. Wald statistic
for edgeR the remaining column is
5. log concentration: expression level, logarithmic (base 2)

•

MA_plot.png: graphics in PNG-format with a scatter plot of foldchange in the read abundance in treatment versus control (y-axis)
against read abundance (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of abundance is the concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the base
mean, i.e. the values shown in the plot can be found in R_data.out
columns 4 and 5. Each data point resembles a transcript, those
showing significant difference in read abundance (adjusted p-value
below significance level) are colored in red.

Example of an MA plot: the x axis shows the mean of normalized
counts for DESeq2 (for edgeR it would be 'counts-per-million'); the
y axis shows the log2 fold change.

•

volcano_plot.png: graphics in PNG-format with a volcano plot adjusted p-value (y-axis) against fold-change in the read abundance
of treatment versus control (x-axis). For edgeR, the measure of
read abundance is the concentration, for DESeq/DESeq2, it is the
base mean, i.e. the values shown in the plot can be found in
R_data.out columns 3 and 5, or in expression.tsv columns 14 and
15. Each data point resembles a transcript.
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Example of a volcano plot: log2 fold change is shown on the x axis,
the adjusted p-value on the y axis.

•

pvalue_histogram.png: Graphics in PNG-format showing a histogram of the computed unadjusted p-values, i.e. the values found
in R_data.out column 2 resp. in expression.tsv column 13.

Example of a p-value histogram showing the distribution of unadjusted p-values.

•

dispersion_plot.png (only with DESeq or DESeq2): Graphics in
PNG-format showing the estimated dispersions per transcript
(black), the fitted values (red), and the final dispersion estimates
used in testing (blue).
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Example of a dispersion plot.

•

bcv_plot.png (only with edgeR): Graphics in PNG-format showing
the biological coefficients of variation (BCV) against read abundance (counts-per-million). The BCV is defined as the square root
of the dispersion estimated by edgeR. The red line shows the common BCV towards which the transcript-wise estimates (black dots)
are 'squeezed' by the edgeR algorithm.

Example of a BCV plot.

•

expression.tsv: file with TAB-delimited information for each transcript, columns:
1. TranscriptId: Genomatix Transcript Id
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2. Accn: accession number of the transcript
3. LocusId: Genomatix Locus ID
4. Symbol: gene symbol
5. GeneId: NCBI Entrez Gene Id
6. ContigAccn: contig/chromosome accession number
7. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
8. Strand: strand of the transcript
9. Start: start position of the transcript
10. End: end position of the transcript
11. Transcript length: length of the transcript (sum of exons)
12. #exons: number of exons
13. p-value: p-value resulting from the hypothesis test of the selected test method for differential expression (DESeq2, DESeq
or edgeR)
14. adj. p-value: Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted p-value (from column 13)
15. log2 (fold-change): logarithmic fold-change in read abundance
in treatment and control (> 0 means an enrichment in treatment,
< 0 means a decrease in treatment)
The following columns contain the number of reads in all exons (#
reads) for each input file, then the NE value (NGSanalyzer normalized
expression value) for each input file, i.e. with X input files, the file has
15 + 2*X columns.

•

expression.bed: transcripts in BED format, columns
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
2. start: start position of the transcript
3. end: end position of the transcript
4. id: Genomatix Transcript Id
5. adj. p-value: as in tsv-file column 14
6. strand: strand of the transcript

•
•

diff_expression.tsv: same as expression.tsv, except only differentially expressed transcripts are shown, i.e. transcripts with an adjusted p-value smaller than the significance level
diff_expression.bed: same as expression.bed, except only differentially expressed transcripts are shown, i.e. transcripts with an adjusted p-value smaller than the significance level
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Please note that the data in tsv and BED files are sorted in descending order by adjusted
p-value
2. Input data not grouped
Parameters:

•
•

input directories (containing transcript files (required))
result directory and name

The program extracts the NE(transcr) values from all tsv-files in the input directory. As
the input files are supposed to be replicates of the same experiment, there should be X
NE values for each transcript (with X being the number of replicates).
Based on these X values the mean and standard deviation are computed and written
into the result files.
Output:

•
•

comparisonResult.txt: information and statistics about the input and
output clusters
expression.tsv: file with TAB-delimited information for each transcript, columns:
1. TranscriptId: Genomatix Transcript Id
2. Accn: accession number of the transcript
3. LocusId: Genomatix Locus ID
4. Symbol: gene symbol
5. GeneId: NCBI Entrez Gene Id
6. ContigAccn: contig/chromosome accession number
7. Chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
8. Strand: strand of the transcript
9. Start: start position of the transcript
10. End: end position of the transcript
11. Transcript length: length of the transcript (sum of exons)
12. #exons: number of exons
13. mean NE: arithmetic mean of the normalized expression values
of the replicates
14. stddev NE: standard deviation of the normalized expression
values of the replicates from the mean (column 13)

The following columns contain the number of reads in all exons (#
reads) for each input file, then the NE value (NGSanalyzer normalized
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Replicate Analysis
expression value) for each input file, i.e. with X input files, the file has
14 + 2*X columns.

•

expression.bed: transcripts in BED format, columns
1. chromosome: chromosome (with leading 'chr', e.g. 'chr1',
'chrX')
2. start: start position of the transcript
3. end: end position of the transcript
4. id: Genomatix Transcript Id
5. mean NE: as in tsv-file column 13
6. strand: strand of the transcript

•
•

expression_pos.tsv: same as expression.tsv, except only transcripts containing at least one read are shown
expression_pos.bed: same as expression.bed, except only transcripts containing at least one read are shown

Please note that the data in tsv and BED files are sorted in descending order by mean
NE value.
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Statistics
Statistics is a program to calculate nucleotide composition statistics for one or several
DNA sequences.

Program Input
Parameters for statistics have to be given directly on the command line. The parameters
are explained in detail below.
Input of parameters via command line
The list of parameters is available with
statistics -HELP

Below is a description of all available parameters.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -FILEname = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
Other parameters:
• -OUTput = <result-file-name> (stdout)
The results will be written into the given file. If this parameter is not set, the
result will be written to stdout.
• -SINgle = (0|1) [0]
If set to 1, treat all input sequences separately, i.e. for each sequence the output
table will be listed. Otherwise a summary of all input sequences is given.
• -ATgc= (0|1) [0]
Show AT- and GC-content of the input sequence(s)
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• -MONOnuc = (0|1) [0]
Show a table with the number of mono-nucleotides within the sequence(s).
• -DInuc = (0|1) [0]
Show a table with the number of di-nucleotides within the sequence(s).
• -TRInuc = (0|1) [0]
Show a table with the number of tri-nucleotides within the sequence(s).
Note, that at least one of the parameters -ATgc, -MONOnuc, -DInuc, -TRInuc should be
set to true to get a complete output.
Example:
statistics -ACC=M65229 -IND=/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx -MONO=1
-OUT=test.out
will create a file 'test.out' containing a table with the number of the mono-nucleotides
found in the input sequence.

Program Output
Statistics on AT/GC-content, mono-, di-, tri-nucleotides of the input sequence(s); here is
another example:
statistics -FILE=test.seq -SIN=1 -MONO=1 -TRI=1 -DI=1 -AT=1
will give something like the following output on the command line:
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Inspecting sequence GXP_1224591 [GXP_1224591] (1 - 998):
[GXL_654196, LOC463280, Pan troglodytes chr. 7]
Base-Content:
------------The AT-content of this sequence is 59.22%,
the GC-content 40.78%, others: 0.00%
Mono-Nucleotides:
----------------A
C
G
T

in bp
300
185
222
291

in %
30.06%
18.54%
22.24%
29.16%

Di-Nucleotides:
--------------second nucleotide
first nucl.
A
C
G
T

A

C

G

T

108
65
67
59

46
38
57
44

77
10
54
81

69
71
44
107

Tri-Nucleotides:
---------------second/third nucleotide
AA
AC
first nucl.
A
46
15
C
20
13
G
25
8
T
17
10
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AG

AT

CA

CC

CG

CT

GA

GC

GG

GT

TA

TC

TG

TT

19
18
23
17

28
14
11
15

19
16
20
10

8
3
16
11

1
2
3
4

18
17
18
18

29
4
15
19

19
2
15
21

19
3
14
18

10
1
10
23

20
13
10
16

8
14
3
19

17
24
16
24

24
20
15
48
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Inverse
Inverse is a program to reverse-complement one or several DNA sequences.

Program Input
Parameters for inverse have to be given directly on the command line. The parameters
are explained in detail below.
Input of parameters via command line
The list of parameters is available with
inverse -HELP

Below is a description of all available parameters.
Sequence parameters:
• -INDex = database index_file
Complete path to database index file gems_db.idx (or empty line).
The database index file is only necessary when you want to select individual
sequences by accession number (please see the -ACCno parameter below)
from locally installed sequence databases.
The pre-installed path is /sequences/embl/gems_db.idx
• -ACCno = "AC1 AC2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
List of accession numbers to be analyzed. Input of accession numbers is only
possible when the database index file gems_db.idx is set with -INDex (see
above).
• -FILEname = "seq.file1 seq.file2" (separated by ' ' or ',')
Name of sequence file(s) to be analyzed.
Other parameters:
• -OUTput = <result-file-name> (stdout)
The results will be written into the given file. If this parameter is not set, the
result will be written to stdout.
• -FORMat = [1/2/3/4] [1] (1: IG, 2: FASTA, 3: EMBL, 4:GenBank)
The format of the resulting sequence file.
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Program Output
Reverse-complemented sequence(s) of the input
Examples:
inverse -FILE=test.seq -OUT=test.out
will create a file test.out containing all sequences from the input file test.seq, but
reverse complemented and in IG format.
inverse -ACC=M65229 -IND=/sequences/embl/gems_db.idx -FORM=2
will return the following output (FASTA format) on the command line:
HUMG6PDG08 |acc=M65229|descr=Human glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase gene,
exon 8.|len=138|comm=reverse complement
TGGGGTTCACCCCTACCTTCTCATCACGGACGTCATCTGAGTTGGTGGAGGCGGGCTTCTCCATGGCCACCAGACACAGCATCTGCAGTAGGTGGTTCTGCATCACGTCCCTGGGGACGGAAGAGGCCAGAGCTCGC
C
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Appendix A - Tissues available for matrix selection
Tissues available in MatInspector:
Adipose Tissue
Adrenal Glands
Antibody-Producing Cell
Antigen-Presenting Cells
Bladder
Blastomeres
Blood Cells
Blood Platelets
Bone Marrow Cells
Bone and Bones
Brain
Breast
Cardiovascular System
Cartilage
Central Nervous System
Connective Tissue
Digestive System
Ear
Embryonic Structures
Endocrine System
Erythrocytes
Eye
Gall bladder
Germ Cells
Granulocytes
Heart
Hematopoietic System
Hemocytes
Immune System
Integumentary System
Islets of Langerhans
Kidney
Leukocytes
Leydig Cells
Liver
Lung
Luteal Cells
Lymphocytes
Monocytes
Muscle, Skeletal
Muscle, Smooth
Muscles
Myeloid Cells
Myocardium
Nervous System
Neuroglia
Neurons
www.genomatix.de
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Nose
Ovary
Pancreas
Parathyroid Glands
Phagocytes
Pineal Gland
Pituitary Gland
Prostate
Respiratory System
Skeleton
Skin
Spinal Cord
Testis
Thymus Gland
Thyroid Gland
Ubiquitous
Urinary Bladder
Urogenital System
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Appendix B - Locally installed sequence databases
Sequence files and accession numbers from the following databases can be used as input for all command
line programs (except NGSanalyzer). Wildcards are allowed for sequence files names, e.g. when you want
to scan the human genome you can enter /sequences/GENOME/hsa/*.fa as sequence filename.

- Genomatix Genomes from ElDorado 03-2022
Vertebrates
Homo sapiens (human)
Mus musculus (mouse)
Rattus norvegicus (rat)
Macaca mulatta (rhesus monkey)
Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee)
Equus caballus (horse)
Canis lupus familiaris (dog)
Bos taurus (cow)
Sus scrofa (pig)
Monodelphis domestica (opossum)
Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit)
Danio rerio (zebrafish)
Gallus gallus (chicken)
Taeniopygia guttata (zebrafinch)
Xenopus tropicalis (western clawed frog)

/sequences/GENOME/hsa/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/mmu/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/rno/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/mml/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/ptr/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/eca/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/cfa/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/bta/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/ssc/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/mdo/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/ocu/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/dre/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/gga/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/tgu/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/xtr/*.fa

Plants
Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress)
Glycine max (soybean)
Oryza sativa (rice)
Populus trichocarpa (western balsam poplar)
Sorghum bicolor (sorghum)
Zea mays (corn)

/sequences/GENOME/ath/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/gma/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/osa/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/pti/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/sbi/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/zma/*.fa

Insects
Anopheles gambiae (mosquito)
Apis mellifera (honey bee)
Drosophila melanogaster (fruitfly)

/sequences/GENOME/aga/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/ame/*.fa
/sequences/GENOME/dme/*.fa

Fungi
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker's yeast)

/sequences/GENOME/sce/*.fa

Invertebrates
Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode)

/sequences/GENOME/cel/*.fa

- Genomatix Promoter Database: Promoters of annotated genes from ElDorado 03-2022
/sequences/C2P_promoters/hum_promoter_known.gb
/sequences/C2P_promoters/mus_promoter_known.gb
/sequences/C2P_promoters/rat_promoter_known.gb

- Genomatix Promoter Database: Promoters of all genes from ElDorado 03-2022
/sequences/C2P_promoters/*_promoter.gb
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- Eukaryotic Promoter Database (EPD) Release 128
/sequences/epd/epd.seq

- GenBank Release 248
/sequences/genbank/gbhtc*.seq
/sequences/genbank/gbmam*.seq
/sequences/genbank/gbpln*.seq
/sequences/genbank/gbpri*.seq
/sequences/genbank/gbrod*.seq
/sequences/genbank/gbvrt*.seq

- mRNA sequences from RefSeq Release 209
/sequences/RefSeq/ame.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/ath.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/bta.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/cel.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/cfa.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/dme.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/dre.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/eca.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/gga.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/gma.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/hsa.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/mdo.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/mml.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/mmu.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/ocu.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/osa.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/pti.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/ptr.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/rno.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/sbi.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/sce.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/ssc.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/tgu.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/xtr.gb
/sequences/RefSeq/zma.gb
- transcripts from Ensembl Release 104
/sequences/ensembl/*.fa

- additional cDNA sequences from various sources
/sequences/cDNA/Anopheles-gambiae-PEST_TRANSCRIPTS_AgamP4.2.fa
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Appendix C - List of organism three letter codes for
NGSanalyzer
Plants
name
Arabidopsis thaliana
Glycine max
Oryza sativa
Populus trichocarpa
Sorghum bicolor
Vitis vinifera
Zea mays

common name
thale cress
soybean
rice
western balsam poplar
sorghum
wine grape
corn

taxon id
3702
3847
4530
3694
4558
29760
4577

three letter code
ath
gma
osa
pti
sbi
vvi
zma

common name
cow
dog
zebrafish
horse
chicken
human
rhesus monkey
opossum
mouse
platypus
rabbit
chimp
rat
pig
zebra finch
western clawed frog

taxon id
9913
9615
7955
9796
9031
9606
9544
13616
10090
9258
9986
9598
10116
9823
59729
8364

three letter code
bta
cfa
dre
eca
gga
hsa
mml
mdo
mmu
oan
ocu
ptr
rno
ssc
tgu
xtr

common name
mosquito
honeybee
carpenter ant
fly
jumping ant

taxon id
7165
7460
104421
7227
610380

three letter code
aga
ame
cfl
dme
hsl

common name
baker's yeast
fission yeast
neurospora crassa

taxon id
4932
4896
5141

three letter code
sce
spo
ncr

common name
nematode
plasmodium

taxon id
6239
36329

three letter code
cel
pfa

Vertebrates
name
Bos taurus
Canis lupus familiaris
Danio rerio
Equus caballus
Gallus gallus
Homo sapiens
Macaca mulatta
Monodelphis domestica
Mus musculus
Ornithorhynchus anatinus
Oryctolagus cuniculus
Pan troglodytes
Rattus norvegicus
Sus scrofa
Taeniopygia guttata
Xenopus tropicalis
Insects
name
Anopheles gambiae
Apis mellifera
Camponotus floridanis
Drosophila melanogaster
Harpegnathos saltator
Fungi
name
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Schizosaccharomyces pombe
Neurospora crassa
Invertebrates
name
Caenorhabditis elegans
Plasmodium falciparum
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Appendix D - List of ElDorado, matrix & model library
versions
ElDorado versions
The following ElDorado versions are available on your GGA as of April 2021 (sorted in
descending order from most recent/default to oldest version) and can be used for analyses. Please be aware that some species might only be available in more recent versions
of ElDorado (newly introduced species are marked in bold):

ElDorado
version

available species (see Appendix C for three letter codes)

ElDorado
database

03-2022

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, mml, mdo,
ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, sbi, ssc, tgu, xtr, zma

E37R2111

04-2021

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, mml, mdo,
ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, sbi, ssc, tgu, xtr, zma

E36R2011

04-2020

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, mml, mdo,
ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, sbi, ssc, tgu, xtr, zma

E35R1911

04-2019

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, mml, mdo,
ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, sbi, ssc, tgu, xtr, zma

E34R1811

12-2017

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, cfl, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, hsl, mml,
mdo, ncr, oan, ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, spo, sbi, ssc, tgu, vvi, xtr,
zma

E33R1705

12-2013

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, cfl, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, hsl, mml,
mdo, ncr, oan, ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, spo, sbi, ssc, tgu, vvi, xtr,
zma

E28R1306

08-2011

aga, ame, ath, bta, cel, cfa, cfl, dre, dme, eca, gga, gma, hsa, hsl, mml,
mdo, ncr, oan, ocu, osa, pfa, ptr, pti, rno, sce, spo, sbi, ssc, tgu, vvi,
xtr, zma

E24R1103

Matrix library versions
These versions of the Matrix library are available on your GGA as of March 2022 (sorted
in descending order from most recent/default to oldest version).
Each library directory contains .lib files for each of the 6 sections in MatBase. (e.g. vertebrates.lib for the vertebrates section, others.lib for the core promoter elements.)
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Matrix library/MatBase version

path to library files

parameter for
SNPanalyzer

MatBase database

11.4

/gx_libraries/114_library

114

MatBase_114

11.3

/gx_libraries/113_library

113

MatBase_113

11.2

/gx_libraries/112_library

112

MatBase_112

11.1

/gx_libraries/111_library

111

MatBase_111

11.0

/gx_libraries/110_library

110

MatBase_110

10.0

/gx_libraries/100_library

100

MatBase_100

9.4

/gx_libraries/94_library

94

MatBase_94

9.3

/gx_libraries/93_library

93

MatBase_93

9.2

/gx_libraries/92_library

92

MatBase_92

9.1

/gx_libraries/91_library

91

MatBase_91

9.0

/gx_libraries/90_library

90

MatBase_90

8.4

/gx_libraries/84_library

84

MatBase_84

8.3

/gx_libraries/83_library/

83

MatBase_83

8.2

/gx_libraries/82_library/

82

MatBase_82

8.1

/gx_libraries/81_library/

81

MatBase_81

8.0

/gx_libraries/80_library/

80

MatBase_80

7.1

/gx_libraries/71_library/

71

MatBase_71

7.0

/gx_libraries/70_library/

70

MatBase_70

6.3

/gx_libraries/63_library/

63

MatBase_63

6.2

/gx_libraries/62_library/

62

MatBase_62

6.1

/gx_libraries/61_library/

61

MatBase_61
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Model library versions
These versions of the Model library are available on your GGA as of April 2020 (sorted
in descending order from most recent/default to oldest version).
Please read the "ModelInspector" chapter for more details on the association with the
matrix libraries and the available library files.
Model library version

path to library files

associated matrix library

6.6

/gx_libraries/66_model_library/

11.4

6.5

/gx_libraries/65_model_library/

11.3

6.4

/gx_libraries/64_model_library/

11.2

6.3

/gx_libraries/63_model_library/

11.1

6.2

/gx_libraries/62_model_library/

11.0

6.1

/gx_libraries/61_model_library/

10.0

6.0

/gx_libraries/60_model_library/

9.4

5.9

/gx_libraries/59_model_library/

9.3

5.8

/gx_libraries/58_model_library/

9.2

5.7

/gx_libraries/57_model_library/

9.1

5.6

/gx_libraries/56_model_library/

9.0

5.5

/gx_libraries/55_model_library/

8.4

5.4

/gx_libraries/54_model_library/

8.3

5.3

/gx_libraries/53_model_library/

8.2

5.2

/gx_libraries/52_model_library/

8.1

5.1

/gx_libraries/51_model_library/

8.0

5.0

/gx_libraries/50_model_library/

7.1

4.5

/gx_libraries/45_model_library/

7.0

4.4

/gx_libraries/44_model_library/

6.3

4.3

/gx_libraries/43_model_library/

6.2
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Model library version

path to library files

associated matrix library

4.2

/gx_libraries/42_model_library/

6.1
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Appendix E - Connecting to the Genome Analyzer
This appendix shows the different facilities for connecting to the Bioinformatics Workbench and to access files on the Genome Analyzer from remote computers.

Command line access for Windows users
To access the BioInformatics Workbench from Windows you will need a ssh (Secure
shell) client software. We recommend using PuTTY - a free ssh client, which can be
downloaded from http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/. Of course you
can use any other ssh software. We'll use PuTTY in the example below, but the settings
should be similar for other software.
After installing the software, start the program and enter either the name or the IP address of your Genome Analyzer. (If you don't know either, please ask your system administrator for help.) In the example below the Genome Analyzer's name is 'dhcp1'. Your
screen should look like this:

Enter your server's name instead of 'dhcp1', make sure that 'SSH' is selected at 'Connection Type', then click the 'Open' button to open the connection. In the upcoming window enter your username and your password when prompted. The username in the example on the following page is 'user1'.
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This is what your screen will look like after logging in. From here you can start to use any
of the tools described in this manual. To end the session, either type exit on the command line or close the PuTTY window.

File access for Windows users
If you don't want to use any of the command line editors or viewers, you can always
connect to your user directory on the Genome Analyzer by mounting it as a networked
drive on your Windows PC.
Please check with your system administrator that your setup allows for networked drives!
The following example details the steps needed on Windows XP. You can, however, use
the same procedure on Windows Vista.
From the 'Start' menu select the item 'My Computer':
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In the 'Address field' type two backslashes followed by the name or IP address of your
Genome Analyzer, '\\dhcp1' is used here.

You will be prompted for a user name and password (we used 'user1' again):

After entering your user name and password you'll have a choice between your own
folder and one named 'all_homes'. If you want to access your own data, choose your
folder. If you want to view or copy files from other users you can opt for the 'allhomes'
folder.
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The above window will contain a folder with your user name instead of 'user1'. (Depending on your settings the window may look different. Click the right mouse button, then
select 'View' from the popup-menu and switch to 'Details' to get the same appearance
as shown here.)
You can now use the explorer to browse the contents of your folder and view, edit, move
or delete any of the files. Here is a screenshot of the subdirectory 'Bcell' contained in the
folder 'NGS_demo' of 'user1':

If you select the 'allhomes' folder instead of your own you can go to folders of other users
of the Genome Analyzer. This can be useful for sharing or copying results.

Please note: You can only copy files or folders from another user into your own folder.
To prevent the inadvertent deletion of results, you won't be able to put things into other
user's folders!
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Command line access for MacOS X and Unix/Linux users
On Mac OS X (which will be used for screenshots in this section) or any other Unixbased platform, open up a terminal and use the ssh command to connect to the Genome
Analyzer:

Enter your server's name instead of 'dhcp1' and your user name instead of 'user1'. You'll
be prompted for your password and after entering it your window should look similar to
this one:

From here you can start to use any of the tools described in this manual. To end the
session, either type exit on the command line or close the terminal window.

File access for MacOS X and Unix/Linux users
If you don't want to use any of the command line editors or viewers, you can always
connect to your user directory on the Genome Analyzer by mounting it as a networked
drive (via the Samba protocol) on your MacOS X or Unix computer.
As there are different ways how to achieve this for all the different Unix variants, we'll
stick to MacOS X. Linux users can use Konqueror to access files, for other Unix "flavors"
we recommend asking your system administrator for help.
www.genomatix.de
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On MacOS X, select 'Connect to server' from the 'Go' menu in Finder or press 'Command-K':

Enter 'smb://' (for Samba file sharing) followed by the Genome Analyzer's name in the
'Server Address' field of the upcoming window ('dhcp1' is used in this example):
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After clicking the "Connect" button, a user name / password dialogue should appear
looking like this:

Enter your account name (instead of 'user1') and password and click the 'Connect' button
again. In the following window you should see your own folder (named like your account)
and an 'allhomes' folder:

Select your folder and click the 'OK' button to get access to your files:
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If you select the 'allhomes' folder instead of your own you can go to folders of other users
of the Genome Analyzer. This can be useful for sharing or copying results.
Please note: You can only copy files or folders from another user into your own folder.
To prevent the inadvertent deletion of results, you won't be able to put things into other
user's folders!
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Appendix F - Database access & examples
The ElDorado and MatBase databases contained on the Genomatix Genome Analyzer
can be accessed directly using a mysql client. You can either use the command line
mysql client (please see http://www.mysql.com for additional information) which is available for most of the computing platforms or a graphical interface like phpMyAdmin
(please see http://www.phpmyadmin.net).
This Appendix lists the access credentials for the databases as well as some entity relationship diagrams that show some of the connections between the database tables.
Please note that these are not complete and are only intended to give you a quick introductory overview of the data.
Furthermore we have included some example SQL statements for some common queries. You are welcome to adapt or extend these to get the information you want.
If you need more information on how to use the databases you are welcome to contact
us at support@genomatix.de.

ElDorado
Database access
There will be one or more versions of the ElDorado annotation database on your GGA.
For this example we're using the database 'E36R2011'. An ElDorado database name
always starts with an 'E', followed by the version number, followed by an 'R' and concludes with the year and month of the build as two digit numbers each. Please note that
the build date is not the same as the release date.
The credentials used to access the ElDorado database(s) are:
login: ElDorado
password: ED_PASSWD
Example:
To access the 'E36R2011' database on a Genome Analyzer named 'gga' you can use
the following command line from a Unix/Linux/MacOS X shell if the mysql client software
is installed on your system:
mysql -u ElDorado -h gga -p E36R2011
You will then be prompted for a password, where you have to enter 'ED_PASSWD' to
get access to the database.

Entity relationship diagrams
On the next pages there are a few entity relationship diagrams illustrating the interconnections between some of the ElDorado database tables.
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core gene annotation data
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CAGE data
SNP data
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Query examples
These are some SQL query examples you can use to get information from the ElDorado
database on the GGA.
Getting exon coordinates (chromosome, locus id, transcript id, start position, end position, strand and exon number within the transcript) for all human transcripts:
SELECT i.`chromosome`, CONCAT('GXL_', c.`locus_id`), CONCAT('GXT_',
c.`transcript_id`), e.`posfrom`, e.`posto`, e.`strand`, e.`exon_num`
FROM `gx_contig_info` i, `gx_cdna` c, `gx_cdna_exon` e WHERE
i.`taxon_id` = 9606 AND i.`contig_id` = c.`contig_id` AND c.`transcript_id` = e.`transcript_id`

To get these for a different organism, just replace '9606' in the above statement with the
organism's taxon id. (See Appendix C for a list.)

Get annotation (gene symbol, gene id, accession no, locus id, transcript id) for
all mouse transcripts:
SELECT l.`symbol`, l.`gene_id`, i.`accn`, CONCAT('GXL_', c.`locus_id`), CONCAT('GXT_', c.`transcript_id`) FROM `gx_locus` l,
`gx_cdna` c, `gx_cdna_info` i WHERE i.`taxon_id` ='10090' AND l.`locus_id` = c.`locus_id` AND c.`cdna_id` = i.`cdna_id`

Again, to get the information for another organism, replace '10090' with the organism's
taxon id.
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MatBase
Database access
There might be one or more versions of the MatBase annotation database on your GGA.
For this example we're using the database 'MatBase_93'. A MatBase database name
always starts with 'MatBase', followed by the version number as two digit number, which
is the same as the version number of the matrix library used for transcription factor binding site searches by MatInspector, etc.
The credentials used to access the MatBase database(s) are:
login: MatBase
password: MB_PASSWD
Example:
To access the 'MatBase_94' database on a Genome Analyzer named 'gga' you can use
the following command line from a Unix/Linux/MacOS X shell if the mysql client software
is installed on your system:
mysql -u MatBase -h gga -p MatBase_94
You will then be prompted for a password, where you have to enter 'MB_PASSWD' to
get access to the database.

Entity relationship diagrams
On the next pages there are a few entity relationship diagrams illustrating the interconnections between some of the MatBase database tables.
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Family data
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Module data
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Appendix G - BED file format
The BED file format is a text based, tab separated format for genomic regions. A detailed
overview of the format can be found in the World Wide Web at http://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat#format1. Genomatix applications recognize a subset of
the format.
Please note that BED files are dependent on the underlying genomic sequence, i.e. the
genome build which is defined in the Genomatix Software Suite or In NGSanalyzer
through the selection of an ElDorado version. If you need to convert your BED file from
a genome version that is currently not available in ElDorado, you can use the LiftOver
service at the UCSC at http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver .
BED files are tab-delimited files with one line for each genomic region.
The lines of a BED file that describe a genomic region have three required fields and
additional optional fields with tabs as delimiters. The original BED format allows up to 9
optional fields, but only the first three of those (ID, score and strand) are read and used
by Genomatix programs.
The first three (required) BED fields are:
1. chromosome
The name of the chromosome (e.g. chr3, chrY, chr2L, chrMT, etc.) Please use
"chrMT" for mitochondrial DNA.
2. start
The starting position of the region in the chromosome. The first base in a chromosome
is numbered 0.
3. end
The ending position of the region in the chromosome. The end base is not included in
the display of the feature.
For example, the first 100 bases of a chromosome are defined in a BED file as start=0,
end=100.
In the Genomatix ElDorado Database this corresponds to bases 1-100 on the chromosome.
BED file format is zero-based and half-open, whereas numbering of genomic positions
in Genomatix programs is based at 1 and includes the end position!
Additionally, these three optional BED fields are read by Genomatix programs:
4. name or ID
Defines the name of the BED line, or - for Genomatix - an ID for the region.
5. score
A score assigned to the region (in the original BED format the score is between 0 and
1000, Genomatix allows other values).
6. strand
Defines the strand: can be either '+' or '-'. Additionally, Genomatix allows a '0' (zero)
for strand, where no strand information is available.
Comments and all lines that do not match the format described above (starting with "chr"
and containing at least two integers with genomic positions) are skipped.
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Example:
this is a comment line: experiment xy
# this is also a comment
chr1 26519270
26519623
read1
chr1 39723904
39724119
chr2 10841542
10841853
read3
chr2 88937859
88938309
read4
chrY 1235555
2335575

70

+

80

-

90

Converting Illumina export.txt files to BED format
To convert export.txt files from the GERALD step of the Illumina pipeline, type:
convert_illumina2bed.pl <input_file> <output_file>

where <input_file> needs to be replaced by the filename of the Illumina file and
<output_file> by the desired BED file name.
export.txt files are generated by the GERALD step of the Illumina pipeline and
consist of 22 columns within a tab-separated file (for details of the exact format
you can see the following Seqanswers thread http://seqanswers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1096)
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